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Note by the Secretary-General

At the request o{ the Government of the United States of America, acting as
the Unified Command in Korea. the Secretary-General has the honour to circulate
to Members of the General Assembly the Report of the United Nations Command
on the operation of the Neutral ~ations Repatriation Commission.

The Interim and Final Reports of the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission
have been distributed as document A/264 1, Supplement No. 18 to the Official Records
of the eighth session of the General Assembly.
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I. Introduction

1. On January 23, 1954, some 22,000 former soldiers
of the North Korean and Chinese Communist Armies
having freely chosen not to return to Communist con~
trol, were released from prisoner of war status. Their
release vindicated the UNC's stand for the humanitarian
principle that prisoners should eat be forced against their
will to return to their countries of origin and reaffirmed
the legal p:i~ciple that pri~oners of war have the right
to s~ek politIcal asylum..GIven real opportunity of free
chOIce, these former pnsoners were able to resist the
tactics of coerc.ion and subterfuge used against them
by the Commumst Command at every opportur;ty. They
chose freedom over Communist tyranny.
. 2. During .the Armistice negotia,tions, the UNC in

sisted that pnsoner;; must not be repatriated forcibly or
?eld indefinitely in captivity. This position was endorsed
m. the General Assembly of the United Nations by a vote
at 54-4.on December 3, 1952. The UNC had sought with
out avail to have the Geneva Convention provision as to
voluntary repatriation of sick and wounded prisoners
of war. observed. However, following the decisive sup
port.ot the Ge~e~al Assembly for the principle of non
forcible repatnatlOn, the Communist side, on June 8,
1?~3, finally indicated its willingness to apply t21ese pro-
VISIOIl.S ?f the Geneva Convention. Out of the resulting
negotiations came renewed discussions at Panmunjom
of the problem of prisoners of war, resulting finally in
a~ceptance by the Communist side of the UNC's prin
Ciple, endorsed by the United Nations, that no force
should be used to effect repatriation and that no prisoners
s?ould fac~ a possibility of indefinite captivity. This prin-
Ciple, specifically stated by UNC representatives, was
made completely dear to the Communists and there was
no. possibility of mist:nderstanding. The agreement on
pnsoners of war which forms part of the Armistice
AgreelIlent was signed, therefore, on June 8, 1953.

3. In ~ri~f, the ag~e~ment provided that those pris
oners reslstmg repatnatIOn should be turned over to the
custody of the NNRC in order to ensure their right to be
repatri~ted, th~t both side.s should be afforded the op
portu~lty to g:lve appropnate explanations to the non
repatnated prIsoners, and that the Commission should
declare the release from prisoner of war status to civilian
status of any prisoners who had not exercised their right
to be repatrIated and for whom no other disposition had
been agreed to by the Political Conference within one
hundred and twenty (120) days after the NNRC as
s?ffied their custody. The armistice provisions were par
tIcularly framed to ensure that neither side would be in
a position to d~lay'beyond the agreed period of 120 days
the release to CIVIlIan status of any pnsoner who contin
ued to refuse repatriation.

j} 4. The NNRC, composed of Sweden Switzerland
\i CzeCchho.slovakia, Poland, ~md India., with' India serving
/' as airman. and ExecutIve Ag~nt and providing some
('"j 6,090 custodml troops, assumed Its duties in the Demili-
~ tamed Zone during the first week of September, 1953.

~BY September 24, the UNC had placed in CFI custody 1

approximately 14,700 Chinese and 7,900 Korean pris
oners of war who had refused to return to Communist
control. The Communists turned over 23 Americans one
British, and 335 ROK prisoners who had refused re
patriation.
, 5. Of the 90 days allotted by the Armistice Agreement
tor explanations, the Communists utilized only ten for
interviews with the prisoners. They persuaded only 137
or 4 per cent of the men interviewed to return to their
control. Despite every effort to bring pressure on the
prisoners and to intimidate them, the Communists found
that they could not persuade any substantial number of
the prisoners to return to their control. Thereafter, they
abandoned any real effort to interview the prisoners.
TI~ey concentrated instead on seeking to sabotage the
pnsoners' agreement in the hope of forcin o' the continued
captivit~ of these prisoners, and of rationalizing their
own faIlure by falsely alleging that United Nations
agents in the camps were coercing the prisoners. To sabo
tage the agreement, they refused to conduct explanations
~or groups of prisoners willing to atend, while demand
mg that the NNRC use force to compel other prisoners
to attend explanations against their will. The Commis
sion held that the use of force against the prisoners
would have violated both the Armistice Agreement and
t~e Gen~va Conve!1tion. Toward the end of the explana
tIOn penod, the Communists, having refused to utilize
fully their opportunity to make explanations, then de
manded that the NNRC hold the prisoners and extend
the period for explanations. They also demanded that the
pl'isoners be held until the Political Conference recom
mended to be held had considered the prisoners of war
question, while. r.esorting to delaying tactics which pre
yented .the ?olltI.cal Conference from convening prior
to the tIme hxed 111 the Armistice Agreement for the re
lease of the prisoners.

6. In rejecting Communist demands for an extension
of the period for explanation, the UNC adhered to the
terms.and the purpose of the Annistice Agreement which
established a definite termination period for explanations
and. N~RC c~stody ~n. order to protect the prisoners
agamst mdefimte captIVIty. Termination of NNRC cus
tody .at. the end of 120 days was mandatory under the
ArmIstIce Ag~eement. This termination date (January
23 ~ cou~d not 1~ any way be affected by the Communist
actIOns m delaymg the conveninO' of the Political Con
f.erence or in failing to take advantage of their opportuni
tIes to complete the explanations during the allotted time.

7. On January 14, India, as Executive Agent of the
NNRC, requested both sides to accept the restoration of
custody on J anua.ry.20 of all prisoners. The UNC pointed
out th~t the ArmIstIce Agreement made it obligatory that
the Nl~RC declare the release of the prisoners to civilian
status 120 days (January 23) after the NNRC had as
sumed custody. Consequently, the UNC could not con
cu.r i.n any acti?n wh~ch ~onstituted default by the Com
mISSIOn of thIS obligatIOn nor accept any conditions
incon~istent with 0e duty of all concerned to respect
the nght of the pnsoners of war to their freedom on
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ID. Initial contact with Indians, Swedes, and
Swiss (Enclosure A)

12. The initial meeting of UNC with representatives
of the Government of India took place at Headquarters
UNC on 7 August. A detailed brieIing was given, cover
ing the entire prisoner of war situation. I 'articular em
phasis was placed on the violent antagonism which anti
Communist prisoners had toward the Communists and
the difficulties which might be encountered in mf\ving
tl1l'm to the Demilitarized Zone.

13. After a personal reconnaissance of the Panmun
jom area, additional discussions with commanders in
Korea concerned with NNH.C support, and a final con
ierence in Tokyo, the Gal party departed.

14. Subsequently, the Commander of the Custodial
Force, India, Major General S. P. P. 1'horat arrived.
He was briefed, travelled to Korea to see the situation
for himself, and 011 his return, conferred again with
LTNC ofhcials. He submitted to liNC the text of a per
sonal message from him to all the prisoners of war of
both sides, assuring them of fair treatment by the CFI
and requesting their co-operation during the period they
would be in NNRC custody. The UNC published Gen
eral Thorat's message to all the prisoners of war in Its
custody, and through the :MAC delivered the text to the
Communist side.

15. In early September, Lt. lieneral K. S. Thimayya,
Indian Chairman of the NNRC, together with Mr.
Armin Daeniker and M r. Carl 1. Stenstrom, Senior
Swiss and Swedish Delegates res'pectively, were given
the same type of orientation as the first party.

16. Conversations with these representatives made it
clear that they were sincl're in their desire to perform a
strictly impartial task.

IV. Activation of United Nations Command
Repatriation Group

17. To provide for a co-ordinated and continuous sup
port echelon to maintain contact with the NNRC and
n'present the UNC, the United Nations Command Re
patriation Group was established on 1 September as a
separate command of the UNC under Brigadier General
Archelaus L. Hamblen. As the representative of the
Co~nmander in Chief, Gnited Nations Command
(CINCUNC), CG, UNCREG was to represent and act
for ClNCUNC in connexion with all matters arising
out of the mission and operations of the NNRe.

18. The value of this special agency was realized
quickly. Attached to it were the best qualified Korean
and Chinese linguists avaihble in the FEe. Carefully
selected officers and enlisted men were ordered to duty
with CNCREG to plan and execute the UNC's respon
'sibilities in explanation procedures to anti-Communist
personnel, as well as alleged UNC non-repatriates turned
over to NNRC by the Communists. As their operations
progressed, an effective \\lorking relationship was quickly
established between UNCREG, NNRC, and CFI per
sonnel. The friendly spirit generated among working
personnel at all leves helped immeasurably in resolving
what might have become many serious problems.

V. Reception of Custodial Forces of
India and NNRC )

19. Immediately following the signing of the Armis- .~
tiel' Agreement in July, preparations were made to com- -,
plete the tremendous logistic responsibilities required bY,J..:'..
the Agreement. Construction on an around-the-clock

'.

2"~t;i2 :', 'c.

11. Agreement on Terms of Reference

'See Enclosure L

10. In thp summer oi 1953, after days of discussion
by the Armistice negotiators i~l which the ~omm~.mists

used their familiar pattern ot delay and mternunab!e
propagandizing, the UNC was finally able to secu~e theIr
aO'reement to a workable plan to handle those prisoners
of war of both sides who \\'ould refuse direct repatria
tion. This agreement was contained in the Terms of
Reference for the Neutral Nations Repatriation Com
mission, signed at Panmunjom by the Senior ~elegates

of both sides on 8 JUllL' 1953, to become effectIve on the
date the Arnlistice Agreement was effective. The docu
ment provided for the establishment of a Commission
composed of representatives oi fi,:e nations: It;ldia, S:v;
d~n, Switzerland. Poland. and CzechoslovakIa. India s
representative was to be the Chairman and Executive
Agent. to take temporary rustody in Korea of those 'p:is
oners of war who, while in the custody of the detammg
sides. had not exercised their right to be repatriated and
to ensure that those prisoners of war had the opportunity
to exercise that right.

11. The Terms of Reference provided for the hcld
ing of explanations and interviews by each side for those
who had not chosen repatriation. Specifically: "The Neu
tral Nations Repatriation Commission, after having re
ceived and taken into custody all those prisoners of war
\yho have not exercised their right to be repatriated, shall
immediately make arrangements so that within ninety
(90) days after the Neutral Nations R~patriatio~ Com
mission takes over the custody. the natIOns to whIch the
prisoners of \\'ar belong shall have freedom and facilities
to send representatives to the locations where such pris
oners of war are in custody to explain to all the prisoners
of war depending upon these nations their rights and to
inform them of any matters relating to their return to
their homelands particularly of their full freedom to re
turn home to lead a peaceful life.... " (para. 8 of the
Terms of Reference).

January 23. Accordingly, while willing on humanitari.an
grounds to be prepared pri.or to.J~nuary 23 to ~rrange for
the accommodation and dISposltlOn of the prIsoners, the
UNC made it dear that, under the Armistice Agreement,
rdea~e of the prisoners by the NNRC on the 20th could
in liO way prejudi~e t!leiT' right to become c.ivilia.ns ~n

January 23 and theIr nght to go to the countries ot theIr
choice.

8. On January 20, the tirst prisoners were .release.d
from the Demilitarized Lone. In accordance WIth theIr
free choice. the Chinese were embarked for Formosa
and the Koreans went to the Republic of Korea. On Jan
uary 23, the l 'Ne reaffirmed that "all prisoners who have
not chosen to be repatriated are entitled, now that the
l2n-day period for their l'lIstody by the NNRC has ex
pired to their freedom as civilians and to have this free
dom 'respected by all concerned. The UNC considers
that these former prisoners now have civilian status. As
of 0001 hours on January 23, 1954, they became free
ruen".l

9. Bv February 23, following the dissolution of the
NNRC, all personnel of the Indian component of the
NNRC and CFI had left Korea. President Eisenhower
on February 19 sent a message of apprecia~ionand coI?
mendation for the performance of the IndIan Custodial
Force to Prime Minister Nehru.

I
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schedule was under way to provide the camp sites and prisoners of war when only the Indians, Swedes, and
facilities in the Demilitarized Zone necessary to support Swiss were present. The eNC felt that the delivery of
over 22,000 prisoners of war, 6,000 troops of the Cus- prisoners of war was a purely mechanical operation be-
todial Force, India, and the personnel of the NNRC tween the UNC and CFI and did not constitute an
headquarters. Considerable c:ffort was expended ~n t~e NNRC operation for which observers of the other side
establishment of a fully eqUIpped 2,400-bed hospItal m need be present. Therefore, representatives or observers
the prisoner of war camp area for the sick and wounded of the other side should not have been authorized in the
who were to be transferred from UNC hospitals in South area until the start of the explanation period on 25 Sep-
Korea. At the same time, arrangements were made for tember. It was requested that. since the continued pres-
the movement of the Neutral Nations personnel from encc of the Communist delegation would surely induce
Sweden and Switzerland and for both NNRC represen- more violence among the prisoners of war and would
tatives and CFI troops from India. After arrival off pr0bably cause them to question the Indians' good faith
Inchon, Indian troops were transferred to UNC vessels and impartiality, the Communist observers be immedi-
and then li fted by helicopter into the Demilitarized Zone ately banned from the reception site. The Communists
in the largest lift of its kind undertaken in the FEe. insisted their obsen'ers be present even though it was

clear they were endangering the entire operation.
VI. ::vIovement of anti-Communist prisoners of

war to Demilitarized Zone (Enclosure B) 23. On 12 SeptemlJlT, a letter was received from the
NNRC which reviewed the events of 10 and 11 Septem-

20. Prior to the movement to the Demilitarized Zone ber and, because of "the need for an expeditious and
of the anti-Communist Korean and Chinese prisoners (If smooth transference of the custody of the Prisoners of
war, the prisoners were informed of the conditions and War", requested that the two commands agree to with-
operations attendant upon their turnover to the custody draw their observers. The UNC quickly agreed and so
of the NNRC as prescribed in paragraph 4 of the Terms infornled the NNRC on 14 September. T~e Communist
of Reference. This was done in order to offset the ex- side rejected the request. The Commission felt it could
treme fears and apprehensions which prisoners of war not act witl;o~t the agreement of both commands. AI-
had toward any move that would pla~e them in proximity though the Communist personnel were still permitted
to the Communists they so violently opposed. But for in the area during the remainder of the turnover period,
their willing co-operation, the movement could not have the CFI limited the number of Communist per:iounel
been accomplished without the exercise of fo.-ce, with authorized and kept them far enough away from the
consequent violence and bloodshed. Visits were made to prisoners of war so as not to permit easy recognition
the prisoner of war camps by UNC commanders who or eavesdropping on the processing proceedings. There-
assured them of fair and impartial treatment from after, with slight adjustments to the delivery schedule,
Indian troops and from the neutrals concerned. The the UNC was able tu complete the shipment of prisoners
UNC succeeded in gaining their co-operation and accept- to the South Camp, CFl, by 24 September.
ahu: of an orderly move north to the Demilitarized Zone.
Partiwlar emphasis was placed on assurances of the 24. On 23 September, during the turnover by the
goodwill of the Government of India. A major factor Communists of non-repatriates to the CFI in the North-
in this co-·operation was the prisoners' belief that custody ern Camp, the UNC declined to send observers, follow-
was being relinquished by the UNC and accepted by the ing the original line of reasoning that neithfr side should
Indian forces-not the Communists-and that the Terms run the risk of interefering with a purely military and

non-NNRC operation.of Reference would be adhered to scrupulously. They
knew and accepted in good faith the principal provisions VU. COllstnlCtion of explanation sites (EnclQs. E)
of the Terms of Reference of interest to them, namely,
that they could not be held indefinitely in custody, and 25. Explanations by either side to its former per-
that no force could be used to effect their repatrbtion. sonnel wt:re intended by the Terms of Reference to com-

21. After an orderly movement from their island camp mence as soon as necessary an:mgements could be made
to 1V1unsan-ni, the first group of prisoners of war arrived after 24 September, the day on w+ich the NNRC as-
at the reception point in the Demilitarized Zone on 10 sumed full custody of all non-repatriated prisoners of
September. Violence and disorder erupted as soon as war. ActuajJy, the Communists refus~d to begin explana-
the prisoners of war saw Communist observers present tions until 15 October on the prete:'~t that facilities, orig-
in the area. Rushing attacks, throwing of stones and inally constructed in accordance with specifications laid
frenzied shouting by the prisoners against recognizably down by the CFI, were not satisfactory. This extended
Communist personnel caused serious disruptions in the delay was directly attributable to the inability of the
transfer operation during the next few days. Cons1.'- KPA/CPV and the NNRC to come to agreement on the
quently, the Commander, CFI, requested the deliveries type and location of facilities required. If the Commu-
be cut from 3,000 prisoners of war to 1,000 per day until nists had desired, explanations to th,e anti-Communist
the Indian forces had been increased. prisoners of war could have been conducted during the

22. Alarmed over the possibilities of a breakdown time additional facilities were being constructed since,
in this operation and the subsequent failure to complete on 22 September, the explanation area requested by CFI
the delivery by 25 September as required by the Terms of had been completed and equipped.
Reference, ONC representatives dispatched letters to 26. An additional enclosure, to be constructed in the
the Chairman of the NNRC, pointing out that the cause vicinity of that completed on the 22nd, was requested
of all these disturbances was the presence of Communist by the NNRC on 27 September, and work was started
observers in the reception area. Communists had been the same evening on clearing of the area:. The next mor-

~.,j stationed close to the processing tables, were seen taking ning, UNC engineers were notified that their choice for
f ~otes by the prisoners of war, and further, were present this new enclosure was acceptable to neither the CFI nor

ing of the Armis· :l 111 such numbers as to cause some apprehension and mis- the NNRe. At the same time, a new site for this addi·
vere made to com- ~ understanding as to who was assuming custody-the tionaI enclosure was chosen by the CFI and the NNRC.

'i~;~e:n~etO~~t\~~~~':'~~h~~~~i~'~d~rsci;liJed~t~?tnd~~':: 3 :i~~ ~:o~ ';;;',&: i::,,,~el~:,'~l"'Th':::::~,f~;\~~t~;
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informed that not only was the second location selected
for the new enclosure unsuitable, but that the original
enclosures also would have to be moved, and that the
NNRC was preparing an entirely new plan for enclo
sures.

27. On 1 October, the CFT indicated another entirely
new and different site at which they desired to have an
extensive explaining area constructed. The request was
confirmed in writing on 6 October of the request of the
UNC. Construction of explaining areas in the new loca
tion was started on 7 October. By employing round-the
clock operations, the temporary explaining area was com
pleted on 11 October and the permanent areas were com
pleted on 14 October.

28. On 5 November, the CFT made an urgent appeal
to have an additional prisoner of war holding compound
constructed. This was necessary because of Communist
stalling tactics during explanations. Although they had
previously agreed not to employ the rule on segregation
until enough prisoners of war had been repatriated to
free a compound for this use, the Communists now began
to repeat their demand that the CFT keep segregated
those prisoners of war (from anyone compound) who
had received explanations from those who had not. A site
for this compound was selected and approved and mate
rials assembled, but construction was never requested by
the NNRC. (Detailed events in Enclosure E.)

29. Throughout all the discussions on construction,
the UNC stood fully prepared to do and did do whatever
was possible to assist the NNRC. The Communists' alle
gations that the UNC deliberately stalled on the con
struction of facilities were completely false and have
been refuted beyond question by the record of events.

VlII. Rules of Procedure and conduct of
explanations (Enclosure C)

30. On 19 September, prior to the time prisoners of
war had reached the Demilitarized Zone, the UNC re
~eiv~d a communication from the NNRC, requesting
Its VIews as to the content of a set of rules of procedure
fo: the conduct of explanations. Among the several
P01l1ts offered for NNRC consideration in the reply
of the UNCwerethe following:

( 1) Each side should be permitted to observe ex
planations.

(2) No force or coercion cOllld be used.
(3) During explanations, the rights of the prisoners

of war should be respected without reservation includ
ing their right to answer, ask questions or remain silent.
The expl~nat!o.n.must be limited to expositions and must
exclude 1l1qUlsltlOns. Tnt~rrogations, including requests
for names, homes or social status, should be forbidden.

(4) Re~resenta~ives from the detaining side should
~lave the nght to mte.rce~e on bel~a1f of the prisoners
m order to protect theIr l'lghts and msure that under no
guise, would intimidation, coercion or indignities be per
petrated.

(5) Prisone:s of war, individually or collectively, may
refuse to submIt themselves to explanations.

31. The .Communists, having received a similar re
quest f?r vIews. from the NNRC offered the following
suggestIOns, whIch were totally opposed to UNC views
and contrary to the principles upon which the Terms of
Reference were built. They insisted:

(1) All prisoners must be forced to submit to ex
planations, regardless of their personal desires.

(~) Rep.resentatives ~rom a detaining side would have
no rIght to mterfere dunng an explanation (the clear in-

ference bei~g that no objec!ion coul.d be r~is~d by UNC
representatives to Commumst coercIOn or Illtlmidation).

32. The Rules of Procedure as adopted by the NNRC
were published on 29 September. They encompassed
many of the demands set forth by the Communists which
the UNC considered contrary to the principle set forth
in the Terms of Reference. After careful review the
UNC lodged. a ~ormal protes! ~ith t~e NNRC, poi~ting
out that, whIle It would particIpate III explanations and
interviews, it. re?erve~ ~he right to mak~ protests on any
phase when, III Its opmlOll, such an actIOn was justified.
The primary objection of the UNC centred on the ab
solute unacceptability of forcing a prisoner, regardless
of his desires, to attend explanations. This position sub
sequently was supported by a majority of the NNRC
with the Poles and Czechs objecting violently. '

33. General Clark, on 5 October, dispatched a letter
to General Thimayya wherein he reiterated the UNC
position on the principle of freedom of choice. Specifi
cally,. h~ stated, "Having continued, at heavy cost, the
conflIct III Korea for more than a year while our negotia
tors at Panmunjom were striving to achieve an honorable
Arnlistice which would uphold the principle of freedom
of choice as to their future by the prisoners of war of
both sides, the United Nations Command cannot now
condone ~ny abrogation or compromise of this principle.
Nor can It condone the use of force or coercion, either
overt or implied, in connexion with this principle while
these prisoners are under the control of the Neut:al Na
tions Repatriation Commission".2 General Hull, who as
sumed command shortly thereafter, reaffirmed the UNC
position in his first official communication to General
Thimayya. He said, in part, "In assuming command of
the ~N~, T feel it in order at the very beginning of my
servIce III ~he F~r East to state briefly yet clearly my
over-all polIcy WIth respect to our mutual responsibilities
in this grave and complicated situation. I saw and sub
scribed fully to the letter which General Clark dispatched
to you on 5 October. I believe it will prove of material
aid to you if, as the new UNC commander, I not only re
assel:t my adherence to present basic UNC policy, but
also mform you of my comprehension of your vast prob
lems and of my determination to support you and help
you whenever and however possible". S

34. The Communists could find no further reasons for
delaying the start of explanations. On 15 October they
made their initial request to the NNRC to explain the
1,000 Chinese prisoners. At first, the prisoners refused
to leave their compounds, but after a "show of force"
by the eFl, one compound of about 500 proceeded to
the explanation points. The results set the pattern for the
J-emaindcr ~f the explanation period, for on the first day
only 10 Chlllcse asked to be repatriated. The next day,
Korean prisoners of war who had been requested by
the Communists refused to leave their compound.
On the 17th, explanations were conducted for about 500
Chinese, but only nine sought repatriation. Obviously
hoping for a higher percentage of Korean repatriates,
the KPAjCPV, during the following week, demanded
t.he C~l bring Koreans out of the compounds, using
torce If necessary. When the NNRC pointed out that
the Koreans refused to attend and recommended ex
planations be held for Chinese prisoners of war instead,
the Communists refused and explanations were can
celled.

~5. Finally, on 31 October, the first group of Korean
prIsoners agreed to attend explanations. Of 459 pris-

:Se~ Enclosure I, letter No. 4.
.Ibtd., letter No. 6.
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oners of war interviewed, only 21 returned to the Com
munist side. From that time on, the Communists began
searching desperately for excuses to explain their failure
to win back their former personnel. They appear to .h~ve

realized, finally, that they had lost any hope of regammg
any sizable number of their former soldiers.

36. From 15 October up to and including the 23rd day
of December, the last scheduled day for explanations, the
Communists utilized only 10 days to conduct explana
tions to anti-Communist prisoners of war. The days not
utilized for explanations were spent in making charges
of UNC control by agents, NNRC failure to fulfil its
duties, lack of desire by the CFI to fulfil its mission, and
in abortive attempts to influence the NNRC to use force.
Stalling any delaying tactics such as requesting that Chi
nese prisoners be produced for. explanations an.d t~en

quickly changing to Korean pnsoners and holdmg. m
dividuals in the explaining tents for protracted per~ods

highlighted their objective of stretching out explanatlOns
in order to lend plausibility to their subsequent insistence
that the over-all 90-day explanation period should be ex
tended. During the month of Nove.mber, th~ Commu~
nists repeatedly demanded segregatIOn of pnsoners ot
war, knowing full well it was impossible until explana
tions had progressed to a point at which one compound
could be made available for separation. These manceu
vres continued through 23 December, when, in accord
ance with the express provisions of the Terms of Refer
ence, the explanations were terminated by the NNRC.

37. The UNC commenced its explanations to Korean
prisoners of the Northern Camp on 2 December .and
continued through 11 December. These explanatiOns
were as orderly as the Communist explanations were. dis
orderly. It was obvious that the Korean non-repatriates
had been well-trained and coached in trying to advance
political arguments. When th:y fOl1n~ that l!NC .ex
plainers were interested Ol~ly ~n knowmg. t.helr d~sIres
on repatriation and not their VIews on political phIloso
phy, they appeated disappointed and. chagrined. In any
case, on 11 December, the non-repat1'1ates of the North
ern Camp refused to attend further explanations. The
UNC made one final effort on 23 December when, from
the perimeter of the compound in the Northern Camp,
broadcasts were made reminding non-repatriates that
this was the last day of explanations and emphasizing
that their decision on repatriation should be carefully
considered before they made their final choice.

38. At the close of 23 December, the last day scheduled
for explanations to prisoners of war of both sides, the
results of the explanations were as foUows:

POW's who received POW's ~!Jho requested
explallations ,.eratriotjotl

Chinese 2,014 90
North Korean 1,210 47
South Korean. . 255 0
American . . . . . . . 0 0
British 0 0

IX. Communist allegations of UNC
"agent" control

39. The Communists' main propaganda theme that the
UNC was "forcibly retaining" prisoners of war of the
KPAjCPV side through the use of plar:ted "agents:' in
the prisoner of war compounds was Il1troduced mto
NNRC meetings even before there had been an oppor
tunity to observe the prisoners. On 10 September the
Czech and Polish members made a statement to the ef
fect that, unless the prisoner organizations established
prior to the assumption of custody by the NNRC were

5

"reshuffled" and the "representatives" segregated, the
future work of the Commission would be endangered,
"if not rendered completely impossible". On 20 Septem
ber, the Czech member "demanded that immediate steps
... be taken to break up the existing organizations ...
to isolate the 'agents and ring leaders', and segregate
them".

40. The KPA/CPV side repeated the same allegation
to the NNRC, claiming that the blame for failure of
explanations must be laid on the UNC. They stated that
"the obstacles to listen to explanations were created by
the special agents of Chiang and Rhee under the instiga
tion of the original detaining side".

41. The false charges that the UNC was connected
with the prisoner of war organizations were repeated
many times in the following mOliths, both at Pal1111Un
jom, and through Communist propaganda media. Pris
onerS who had lived closely for three years and were
banded together by ties of common interest and hatred
of oppression naturally preferred to live as a unit during
the critical days immediately before their release, but the
ViNC categorically rejected the allegation that it was at
all connected with such organizations. Agents whom the
Communists themselves had planted among prisoners
were utilized upon "electing repatriation" to make care
fully prepared statements repeating the agent charges
for which no proof was ever adduced.

42. The UNC position was given in a letter to the
NNRO in reply to a formal protest occasioned by the
discovery of a radio receiving set in an Indian ware
house, apparently intended for the prisoners of war in
the Southern Camp. The letter said, in part, "such activ
ity is completely contrary to UNC policies.... T have
been able to determine that no UNC agency has estab
lished, or is attempting to establish, an inteUigence outlet
from either the Northern or Southern CFI Camp; we
have very little information available other than that re
ported by our authorized observers and liaison person
nel. ..."

43. This position was l'eiterated on 3 January when
CINCUNC, in a letter to the NNRC commenting on an
interim report issued by the Indians, Poles and Czechs,
stated that "The United Nations Command categori
cally denies any implications that we have a.ttempted, in
any way, to exercise control to the slight.est degre~ over
prisoners in the Southern Camp by the mtroductlOn .of
agents provocate7t1's} or that we have attempted to mam
tain any type of covert intellige?ce network".5 The~e

Communist charges can only be mterpreted as a futile
endeavour to explain their failure to persuade any sub
stantial number of prisoners to seek repatriation.

X. Termination dates

44. By late September when the NNRC had been in
operation for only a few weeks, another p~'ob~el1l arose
which was later to grow into one of the major Issues be
tween the UNC and the Communists. The UNC had in
sisted, during the time the Terms of Refe.rence ~ere

being negotiated, that there had to b.e a de~11lte termmal
date of confinement for non-repatnate pnsoners. As a
result a definite time-table was included in the docu
ment:paragraph 8 of which states that, ",,:ithin 90 d~ys
after the NNRC takes ... custody the nations to WhlC~l

the prisoners of war belong shall have freedom a~d
facilities to explain to aU the prisoners of war ... theIr
rights particularly of their full freedom to return

'See Enclosure T, letter No. 9.
'Ibid., letter No. 11, paragraph Ca).



home". Para. l.l states, "At the expiration of 9~ days
after transfer of custody ... acce~s of representative~ to
captured personnel ... shall te~mlllate and th~ .question
of disposition ... shall be submItted to the Pol.ltical C?n
ference ... which shall endeavour to settle thIs question
within 30 days during which period t~e NNRC shall: ..
retain custody". This paragraph contmues by assertmg
that "within 120 days" the NNRC "shall ~e~l~re the re;,
lief from the prisoner of war status to clvlh~n. status
of any prisoners who have not elected repatnatlOn and
for whom no other disposition has been made by the
Political Conference.

45. The UNC unalterably opposed any attempt to
twist these specific provisions to mean anything else than
a cessation of explanations within 90 days, and full re
lease in 120 days, from the date the NNRC ass1;'med
custody. The UNC position was repea~ed ma!1y times.
The NNRC recognized that any change 111 termma1 dates
was outside its scope of authority and could be made only
if the two commands concerned agreed. The UNC de
fined its position in a letter of 15 O~tober wh.ich state.d
that, while there could be some delay ltl convenmg a polt
Heal conference, this could in no way a~ect the NNRC
operation or alter the 90- and 120-day penods of custody.
The existence of a political conference actually could
have no bearing on the subject except that, if it were in
session 23 December-22 January it could elect to con
sider the prisoner of war question. Despite strong and
continued opposition from the Communists, the NNRC
in accordance with the provisions of the Terms of Ref
erence terminated explanations on 23 December, thus
marking the end of the first two steps in the timetable
of prisoner of war custody.

XI. Developments after 23 December

46. With the cessation of explanations, the Commu
nists immediately strengthened their propaganda attacks
on every agency concerned in an effort to exert influ
ence to extend explanations and termination dates of cus
tody and to establish a link between the prisoner of war
question and the Political Conference. For this they used
the Poles and Czechs in the NNRC, their representation
in the MAC and their propaganda radio. One thing was
clear-the Communists were under a strong compulsion
to justify the failure of their explanations. They also
knew there was a strong possibility that these thousands
of prisoners who had been guaranteed their freedom on
23 January would break out if they found that the
NNRC had any intention of holding them indefinitely.
They may have believed that such a breakout would pro
vide them with further alibis. The violence and blood
shed that would follow appeared to be of no concern to
them. The UNC, on the other hand, was adamant in its
refusal to violate the POW Agreement and to break faith
with the prisoners.

47. On 28 December, the NNRC delivered to the
UNC an interim report prepared by the Indians, Poles
and. Czechs and a dissenting report prepared by the
Swedes and Swiss. The majority report requested that
the UNC give "earnest consideration to the problem of
disposition of prisoners of war in a manner consistent
with the fundamental objectives imposed in the Terms
of Referenee".6 The report of the Swedes and Swiss was
designed to present an honest and factual resume of
NNRC developments. The majority report, on the other
hand, contained numerous unsupported allegations of

'See Official Records of the General Assembly, Eighth Ses
sion, Supplement No. 18, Interim Report, Letter of Transmittal.

coercion of the prisoners by "UNC agents", while vir
tually ignoring tl1e w~ll-establis~ed actions of the C:0m
munist command deSIgned to dIsrupt the explanatlOns.
In tl1eir propaganda statements the Communists very
carefully played down the Swedish and Swiss version
and attempted to establish the other report as fully repre
sentative of the view of the Commission.

48. CINCUNC, on 3 January7 presented his views in
a letter to the NNRC in which he indicated that he con
sidered the report prepared by the Swedes and Swiss
much more objective, factual and indicative of the opera
tions of the NNRC. In order to clarify unmistakably
the position of the UNC on certain key elements, he reit
erated that:

(a) The UNC denied categorically any implication
that it had attempted in any way to exercise control to
the slightest degree over prisoners in the Southern Camp
by the introduction of agents provocate'U1"S or that it had
attempted to maintain any type of covert intelligence net
work.

(b) The primary causes of the failure of the ex
planations were the severe disappointment of the Com
munists to secure more than a nominal percentage of
returnees from groups receiving explanations; delaying
tactics, including unreasonable and changing demands
for facilities, refusal to accept reasonable numbers of
willing prisoners for explanations during each day, and
refusal to utilize available explaining time unless the
NNRC and CFI conformed to their demands which in
cluded the use of force and other impractical actions.

(c) The UNC supported the strong stand taken by
the Indians, Swedes and Swiss in prohibiting the use
of force against defenceless prisoners.

(d) The UN C was unable to accept any alternate pro
posal to extend explanations or to amend the date, 22
January, the last day upon which prisoners in NNRC
custody could be denied their freedom.

(e) After release of the prisoners on 230001 January,
they should be moved south in orderly, manageable
groups and received by the UNC and assisted to move
to destinations of their choice.

49. In a subsequent communication, 2 J anuary8 the
NNRC requested the views of the UNC on a continu
ance of explanations, the likelihood of a political confer
ence meeting, whether the UNC would agree to enter
negotiations with the Communists to consider the prob
lem of non-repatriate prisoners and whether it would
agree to the continuance of present custodial duties of
theCFI (beyond 23 January).

50. This communication was answered on 6 January'.
CINCUNC's position had already been clearly stated
in his 3 January letter, but in order to remove any pos
sibility of doubt or misunderstanding, he reiterated that:

(a) The UNC could not agree to a reopening or con
tinuance of explanations,

(b) He was not in a position to speak authoritatively
on the opening of a political conference, but it was ex
tremely improbable that it would be in session prior to
23 January.

(c) The UNC could see no justification for further
discussions with the Communists on the prisoner of war
question since the Terms of Reference were plainly in
tended to prevent either party from frustrating the basic
purpose of avoiding indefinite captivity.

'See Enclosure I, letter No, 11.
•Ibid., letter No. 10.
oI bid., letter No. 12.
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(d) CFI right to custody ceased 23 January. After
21 February, the date of dissolution of the NNRC, CFI
troops would no longer by required.

51. On 14 January, the NNRC dispatched another
communication to the UNC10 which, after discussing the
views of both sides and of the Commission, proposed to
request both sides to accept the restoration of custody
200900 January of those prisoners of war given over
to the NNRC by each side. In CINCUNC's reply, made
on 16 JanuaryU he emphasized his previous positions,
namely, the Communist responsibility for failure of ex
planations, and the solemn obligation of the NNRC to
fulfil its responsibilities and to release the prisoners to
civilian status at 230001 January. He further said "fail
ure of the NNRC to fulfil this obligation would be a de
liberate avoidance of an important element of the Tenus
of Reference and the United Nations Command could
not concur in an action constituting default by the
NNRC." However, in view of General Thimayya's
stated intention to release the prisoners starting 20 Janu
ary, the UNC must necessarily be prepared to arrange
for their accommodation and disposition. This return
could only be regarded as a failure by the NNRC to dis
charge its duties, but it would in no way affect the right
of prisoners to become civilians 23 January, regardless
of their physical location.

52. As his last action prior tathe actl1alreJease of pris
oners, General Thimayya dispatched onc other letter on
18 January12 pointing out that he intended to release pris
oners beginning on 20 January, but that any unilateral
action by either party in regard to change of status or
disposition of these prisoners would not, in the view of
the NNRC, be in conformity with the Terms of Refer
ence. In a brief reply13 CINCUNC reminded General
Thimayya that his views and intentions had already been
clearly stated on 16 January and remained unchanged.
The UNC would be prepared to process and dispose of
prisoners released by the NNRC 20 January or follow
ing the termination of custody on 23 January, but in
either case the UNC would honour its obligation to treat
prisoners at 230001 January as fully entitled to their
freedom as civilians.

Xll. Release of prisoners froDl NNRC custody

53. The first Chinese crossed the Demilitarized Zone
to freedom about 0900, 20 January. They were followed
shortly thereafter by the first of the Koreans. Each
group was met by representatives of the UNC, the
Republic of Korea and the Government of the Republic
of China. They had been moved from their compounds
one by one, about 20 yards apart, and checked by Indian
guards against a roster. This provided an excellent op
portunity for any who desired to return to the Commu
nists to do so. Each was told by the Indians that he could
move south to the UNC if he wished. Only about 100
took advantage of the last opportunity to elect repatria
tion-bringing the number who asked to move north
during the entire period of NNRC custody to a total of
628 or about 3 per cent of all prisoners delivered to the
NNRC by the UNC. In a smooth and efficient operation,
the last of about 22,000 Koreans and Chinese cleared
the Demilitarized Zone shortly after midnight, 20 J an
uary. By mid-afternoon, 21 January, about 14,000 Chin
ese were embarked for Formosa. a.nd almost 7,600

"Ibid., letter No. 13.
"Ibid., letter No. 14.
"Ibid., letter No. 15.
"Ibid., letter No. 16.
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Koreans were on their way to previously constructed
reception centres in central Korea.

54. During the release period, the Cornmunists con
tented themselves with loud propaganda attacks over
their radio. On the night of 19 January, they m,,!-de loud
speaker appeals, threats and demands from a p~mt along
the Military Demarcation Line close to the penm.eter of
the Southern Camp. Some statements warned pnsoners
they were facing imprisonment and death jf they moved
south. Other charges of coercion were levelled directly
at CFI troops. However, the Communist efforts had no
effect.

XllI. TIle situation on 22-23 January

55. After the turnover was completed, CINCUNC
addressed a letter of appreciation to the Chairman,
NNRC, "for the humane, efficient and expeditious man
ner" in which Korean and Chinese personnel were
transferred to the UNC and said the CFI had "earned the
respect and admiration" of his command for "outstand
ing performance".H

56. Shortly after midnight, 22 January, CINCUNC
publicly confirmed the restoration to civilian status of
the Korean and Chinese formerly held as prisoners by
the NNRC. After reviewing the action of the Chairman,
NNRC, in releasing these personnel to territory under
UNC control, CINCUNC stated, "all prisoners who
have not choscn to be repatriated are entitled, now that
the 120-day period for their custo"dy by the NNRC has
expired, to their freedom as civilians and to have this
freedom respected by all concerned. The UNC considers
that these former prisoners now have civilian status.
As of 0001 hours on 23 January 1954, they became free
men".15

57. In a second statement on 23 January, commenting
on the effects which the release of thousands of anti
Communist soldiers would have throughout the world,
CINCUNC said, " ... From this day on, all soldiers of
every Communist army may know of a certainty that
they may seek and find sanctuary in the free world ..."

58. In the Northern Camp, conditions were far differ
ent. The CFI had made a strong appeal to the Commu
nists to accept some 21 Americans, 1 Briton and about
325 Koreans who had refused to return to UNC control.
The Communists rejected this appeal. Consistent with
the Terms of Reference, the CFI removed their guards
from the North Camp at midnight, 22 January. The
ex-prisoners were left alone, their future indefinite. In a
conference at NNRC headquarters, 23 January, General
Thimayya rejected North Korean General Lee Sang
Cho's demand that the CFI resume custody of pro
Communist prisoners. The Communists finally accepted
these persons a few days later.

XIV. Former prisoners of war accused of having
committed crimes while in the custody of the
NNRC

59. With the transfer of the prisoners of war on
September 24, 1953, to the NNRC, the UNC ceased to
havc any authority or control over them and the prisoners
became the responsibility of the NNRC. When on Janu
ary 20, 1954, the NNRC, instead of carrying out its
obligation to retain custody of the prisoners of war until
midnight January 22, purported to return them to the
UNC, it kept in custody seventeen prisoners accused of
murder. The NNRC also kept in custody one person said
-----

HIbid., letter No. 20.
"See Enclosure L.
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60. In returning the alleged witnesses, lieneral Thi- informed the l'm11l11anding General of I Corps that ap- repac!' w:\
man'a, in his capacity as Executive Agent of the NNRC, proximatdy trf I I( )\\"s tl1l'n held by the CFI had ex- ~ronin(T tll;
sought to impose the condition that they shouhl be re- pn:ssed a desire to,I",l!l'r the Lt.S.; that 11<' h(~d explained ~~rneutral
tained in custody by the l. 'NC to be available for the trials to them that thl' l. ,S. \Vas not a neutral natIOn and that 72 TI '
of the accused. The FXC acceptell these persons but ulllkr paraglaph 11 of the Terms oi Reference entry _ ' " 11,under the terms of the Armistice Agreement it could not into the l.' .S. was not contemplated; and that the PO\V's ~hlmese) :
agree to the cOllllition that they should not be released. stated that thl'\' did not llesire to go to the ROK or to <e ).t'uar6'The position of the UNC in this matter had been made Formosa. I le i'mther informed the Commanding Gen- t~ctlOn I Yf
clear to the XNRC well in advance of the release of the eral of I Corps that he had told the prisoners that unless lIIen~~a 0

prisoners of war from NNRC custody, as noted above. they sdected a neutral nation as distinct from a bel- t le G~ven
In facilitating the transfer of the prisoners, including ligerent, he would be iorced to take them to India and countries a
the alleged witnesses, to the countries of their choice, request disjlositi('11 bt' arranged on a governmental level ~ X
the UNC simply gave dIect to their right to freedom as ur return tllt'1l1 to UNC contL)! ior disposition, The !
civilians on January 23, 1954. prisoners then agreed to go to one oi the neutral United

61. The alleged crimes occurreJ while the accused ;-\ations and requested that a general officer from the
were in the custody and under the control of the NNRC lJ~C inform them that they would be sent to one of the
and the CFI. The UNC made every effort to co-operate United 0:'ations other than the Republic of Korea or the
with the NNRC, including the provision of defence Government oi tIll' Republic of China. The Chairmen
counsel for the accused at the express request of that of the:'; XR,C then asked whether the UNC would agree •
body. It should be noted that, in doing so, the UNC in to so iniorm the prisoners. r
no way defended the accused. ()8, The L-NC subsequently responded that, while it

62. Seven of the accuseJ were Chinese prisoners, In remained iully willing to assist the NNRC and the
their case, the Communist Command refused to comply Indian Red Cross in the period prior to the dissolution
with the request of the NNRC to provide witnesses for oi the :\~RC on 21 Fehruary, it wished to point out that
their trial. The witnesses were prisoners of war who had under paragraph 11 of the Terms of Reference no re-
been repatriated to Communist control. The L'~C was sponsibility in this reganl had been given the UNC. I~

informed on December 28, 1953, that, as a consequence, Con~el[uently, the F~C was not in a position to guar-
the trial of these seven Chine~e had been rescinded. antee what the governments of neutral nations would

63. The other ten accused were Koreans and the 449 do if approached by the ~NH.C or the Indian Red Cross
alleged witnesses released by the CFI on January 20 on the problem of di~po~ition oi these prisoners. Thus,
were presumably requireJ as defence witnesses in their if by 21 February the NNRC and the Indian Red Cross
trial. On February 10, the liNC was notified that the had not comple!<'d the necessary arrangements by plac-
l\Iilitary Court convened by the Commanding General ing these pl'i~(JI1l'rs in neutral nations oi their choice,
of the CFI to try the accused had been dissolved Febru- it would appear appropriatc ior the Indian Red Cross to
ary 8. On February 18, the seventeen accused plus one continue its assistance until final disposition was effected. ~
witness who had been held with them were turned over to Since it \voulJ be impractical for the Indian Eed Cross r
the UNC. The Chinese were promptly transported to and the pLTsons im'.Jlved to remain in the Demilitarized
Formosa and the Koreans were turned over to authori- Zone, the most practical solution appeare<.! to be to move
ties of the Republic of Korea together with records of these persons to a suitable location in India where they
the trials and other documentation made a\"ailable by could more easily Ill' aCl'ol1ll1lodated and handled pending
the CFL a tinal disposition.

64. vVhether the accused can be tried by the Chinese 69. On 4 February the UNC was informed by the
Government and the Government of th,: Republic of Chairman of the NNRC that two former prisoners of
Korea for crimes alleged to have been committed while South Korean origin and 86 former prisoners of North
under the custody of the NNRC is a question for those Korean and Chinese origin (74 Koreans and 12 Chin-
governments to determine in accordance with their do- ese) who had expressed a desire to go to neutral nations,
mestic lav.'s. In transmitting to those governments the had agreed to accompany the first contingent of the CFI
records made available by the CFI, the UNC stated: sailing for India from Inchon on February 8.
H ••• the files and recommendations as forwarded by the On the same day, fifteen former prisoners of ~orth

NNRC are turned over to you in order that you may be Korean origin who initially had expressed a desire to go
in a position to take all steps which you may find proper to neutral nations but later had reversed this decision
under the applicable laws justly to resolve these cases", were returned to the UNC control. The UNC was

65, Enclosure H contains a chronology of the prin- further informed on 4 February by the Chairman of the
cipal events relating to this problem and a more complete NNRC that in the event any of the remaining persons
statement of the position of the UNC. changed their minds and also desired to be returned to

the UNC before embarking- for India, the UNC would
XV. POW's who desired to go to neutral nations be notified accordingly. .

66. Paragraph 11 of the Agreement on Prisoners of 70. It is the understanding of the UNC that the Com-
war states in part H ••• according to the application of munists continued to refuse as late as 0 February to
each individual, those who chose to go to neutral nations permit the two South Koreans then in the Northern CFI
shall be assisted by the Neutral Nations Repatriation camp to enter the Southern CFl camp for the purpose
Commission and the Red Cross Society of India. This of accompanying the CFT contingent to India. These
operation shall be completed within thirty (30) days, two former prisoners, however, were apparently re-
and upon its completion, the Neutral Nations Repatria- leased and sailed together with the other former POW's
tion Commission shall immediately cease its functions who desired to go to neutral nations with the first CFT
and declare its dissolution". Tt was thus intended that contingent which departed from Tnchon.
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Sincerely,
Dwight D. EISENHOWER"

111ent. By 23 February all personnel of the Indian com
ponent of NJ:\RC and CF1 had kft Korea.
. 75. On February 19, President Eisenhower trans
mitted tIll' following personal 111l'Ssage to Prime Minister
Nchru:

"Dear l\1r. I 'rime ~l inister:
"~ow that the mission of Imlian troops is drawing

to a close in Korea, I want to express to you my appre
ciation and that of my countrymen for the performance
oi the Indian Custodial Forces.

.. ::\0 militarv unit ir. recent wars has undertaken a
more delicate ~tl1d demanding ileacetime mission than
that faced by the 1ndian forces in Korea. The vast
majority of prisoners placed in their charge had from
months of imprisonment and uncertainty become
highly nervous and volatile. The confidence inspired
by the exemplary tact, fairness and firmness shown
by the Indian officers and men led by their two able
f:0111manders, Lieutenant Gelll'ral Thimayya and
.\la ior General Thorat did much to alleviate the fears
and' doubts oi these prisoners. The performance of
these officer,:; and their troop::- was fully in keeping
with the high reputation of the Indian Army. They
deserve the highest commendation.

"\Vith best \vishes,

XVI. Relurll movement of CFI and
dissolution of NNRC

73. On Ul February the N?-JRC adopted, over the
protest of the Czech and I 'olish members, a resolution
declaring the NJ:\RC's "dissolution at 2400 hours on
21st February 19.14". The K~RC issued a Final Report
on its activities. Again the Swiss and Swedish members
were unable to concur and their dissents are recorded in
footnotes and in a separate statement of conclusions.

74. Jn planning for the departure of the CFl.
CINCU?\C had offered to provide' necessary shipping
frol11 UNC sources. After several conferences on the
subject General Thimayya informed Cl NCliNC that the
GOI would provide water lift for both troops and equip-
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tcnm- . 71. It was the umkrstanding of the CNC that except
for contact with Sweden and Switzerland through the
representatives of those nations on the ~N'RC no ap
proach was made by the N~RC to neutral nations con
cerning the disposition of those PO\V's desiring to go
to neutral countries.

72. The 88 former POW's (76 Koreans and 12
Chinese) landed with the CF1 contingent in l\Iadras on
Fehruary 21 where they are now being accorded pro
tection by the Government of I ndia. The Secretarv
General of the l'nited I'\ations has been requested by
the Government of India to ascertain which neutral
countries are willing to receive them.
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and sincere desire of UNC to assist NNRC and CFT in
performance of their mission.

3. (a) 9 August. Advance GOI party proceeded to
Korea. Discussions with UNC1IAC, included a detailed
resume of current PO\V problems.

(b) 1+ August. GOI party returned to Tokyo.
(c) 15 August. R. K. Nehru again met with C/S

and POW views were again reviewed with him.
4. 4- September. General Thorat approached Ul\C

with proposal to distribute his personal statement to non
repatriates of both sides assuring them of fair and impar
tial treatment by CFI. UNC transmitted message to
UNCnfAC for delivery to the Communists and distrib
uted it in UNC camps by radio and leaflet (with Thorat
signature and photograph).

5. 8 September. A party headed by General Thimayya,
Mr. Daeniker (Swiss) and l\Ir. Stenstrom (Swede)
with key assistants met at CINCUNC headquarters prior
to departure to Korea for convening of NNRC. Current
situation was discussed and difficulties with Chinese and
Korean anti-Comm.unist POW's re-emphasized.

(b) CG KCOMZ also delivered a letter to General
Thimayya in which he too reviewed the causes of inci
dents, pointed out the danger of prisoners' losing faith
in CFI troops and possibility of not being able to com
plete delivery. He recommended that Communists be
banned immediately from further presence and partici
pation at UN transfer of POWs to CFT.

(c) In message to CINCUNC, CG KCOMZ went
over difficulties of delivery in great detail and emphasized
that he, personally, had made several approaches to
Thimayya, including separate visit the day prior to start
of delivery, in which he made strong recommendations
that no Communists be permitted in reception area.

(d) Apparently convinced that some change should
be made, General Thimayya, in a letter reviewed prog
ress of 10 and 11 September deliveries and informed the
UNC that the NNRC requested the two commands to
agree not to send observers while prisoners were being
taken into custody by the NNRC.

5. 14 September. UNCREG agreed and also recom
mended prohibiting not only observers, but all other
personnel from tlle other side during the delivery periods.
(This recommendation was based on difficulty experi
enced in identifying from among Communist personnel
those who were observers, Press, drivers, etc.).

10

1. References: Paragraphs 1 and 2, Terms of Refer
eIlce, state that NNRC shall be composed of representa
tives from S\veden, Switzerland, Poland, Czechoslovakia
and India, whose representative is designated Chairman
and Executive Agent.

2. 7 August 1953
First meeting of UNC with GOI party headed by

R. K. Nehru. Discussion included:
(a) Details of logistic support for NNRC and CFI.
(b) Complete explanation of POW situation includ

ing UNC position on Terms of Reference, history of anti
Communist POW's, UNC efforts to convince them to
return during screening, their fear about movement to
Demilitarized Zone, physical and mental coercion by
Communists, their apprehensions about individual inter
views and identification, and their distrust of Poles and
Czechs.

(c) Steps taken by UN C to reduce possibilities of
violence, prior orientation on Terms of Reference, obli
gations or NNRC to prevent force or coercion, particu
larly India guaranteeing freedom of choice and absolute

Movement of anti-Communist POW's to Demilitarized Zone; turnover to CFI and
problem of ohservers at this operation

ENCLOSURE B

CHRONOLOGY

ENCLOSURE A

CHRONOLOGY

Background briefing, couferences with NNRC personnel

1. .Reference: Paragraph 4, Terms of Reference, re
quires that all POW's who have not "exercised their
right of repatriation", be delivered to NNRC control
within 60 days after the effective date of the Armistice.

2. 8 September 1953. Move from Cheju-do began
peacefully with prisoners in good spirits.

3. 10 September. The first group arrived at the recep
tion point in the Demilitarized Zone and, as soon as the
prisoners saw Communist observers and interpreters
(who had been allowed entrance by the NNRC) violence
erupted. Prisoners cursed and threw stones at Commu
nist personnel. This continued for the next few days. CFI
asked that deliveries be reduced from previously agreed
3,000 per day.

4. 12 September
(a) Alarmed over possibility of breakdown in proc

essing and of not being able t( complete delivery by 25
September as required by the Terms of Reference, the
C/S, UNC dispatched a letter to General Thimayya in
which he reviewed the incidents, pointed out the UNC
position that delivery of prisoners was a mechanical
operation between UNC and CFI, and commented that
it would be of decided advantage to the Indian forces if
observers were not present durilig reception operations.

j
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6. (Note: The developments of the next few days did their people, including drivers. as ohs~rvers. In any case.
little to limit the number of actual observers. The CFI the CFI kept the Commums~s sufficlently far away so

. . fi U TC they were out of stone-throwmg range and, after UNC
Pohcy changed several tlmes; rst, N was told only I d t' t d d I' I ed le l'th CFI l't ,"asla nego la e a new e lvery SCl u w • v

live members would be present, and then, only ten Pres~ able to complete the shipment uf the last Koreans and
members from each side. The Communists used all of Chinese by 24 September.)
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Rules of Procedure were announced to prisoners, pris
oners demonstrated by throwing stones at the loud
speakers and made so much noise Rules of Procedure
could not be heard.

9. 15 October. Communist explanations to Chinese
POvV's commenced. CFI had to make a "shmv of force"
before first prisoners would proceed to explanation
points. Ten PO\V's asked to be repatriated.

10. 16 October. (a) UNCREG dispatched a letter to
NNH.C regarding certain points concerning the conduct
of explanations. CG UNCH.EG pointed out he considered
the violations mentioned to be largely mechanical in
nature and due primarily to inexperience iri first day's
operations. Nevertheless, he indicated that the net result
was limiting freedom of choice of individual prisoners and
requested NNRC cunsider ancI correct these irregulari
ties.

(b) Communists requested Koreans for explanations
today. Korean PO\i\,T's refused t r , leave their compounds.
No explanations conducted.

11. 17 October. Explanations were conducted for
Chinese POW's. One anti-Communist Chinese prisoner
of war was subjected to almost three hours of interroga
tions by Communist explainers. CG UNCREG, taking
position that this was flagrant violation of prisoner's
freedom of choice, dispatched letter of protest to NNRC
(see Enclosure I, letter No. 7). Prisoners were abusive
to explainers and many refused to listen to explanations.
Nine PO\V's asked to be repatriated.

12. 18 October. No explanations conducted.
13. 19 October. No explanations conducted.
14. 20 October. No explanations conducted.
IS. 21 October. No explanations conducted. One US

prisoner in the :0JQl"thern CFI Camp requested repatri
ation.

16. 22 October. No explanations conducted.
17. 23 October. No explanations conducted.
18. 24 Octob(7r. No explanations conducted. One

South Korean prisoner from Northern CFT Camp re
quested repatriation.

19. 25 October. No explanations conducted.
20. 26 October. No explan~tions conducted. One

South Korean prisoner from Northern CFI Camp re
quested repatriation. Total from Northern CFI Camp
requesting repatriation to date: 1 US; 2 South Korean.
Total from Southern CFI Camp requesting repatriation
to date: 58 Korean: 101 Chinese.

21. 27 October. No explanations conducted.
22. 28 Octobe?'. No explanations conducted.

CHRONOLOGY

UNC positions with respect to establishment of Rules of Procedure for Explanations

1. Reference. Paragraph 8d, Terms of Reference,
states the "additional provisions governing the explana
tion work shall be prescribed by the Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission ..."

2. 19 September 1953. The UNC received from the
NNRC a request for views which could be considered in
enabling the Commission to formulate the necessary pro
visions and technical details regarding the work of ex
planations and interviews (see Enclosure I, letter No. 1).

3. 21 Septembel'. In reply, the UNC pointed out that
its position is based on the interests of the POW's re
gardless of national interests and conflicting ideologies.
The governing principle is contained in paragraph 3 of
the Terms of Reference, which unequivocally states that
force or coercion cannot be used. Specific points pre
sented included the right to answer questions or remain
silent, the right to refuse to submit to explanations with
out reprisal and the specific provision that a prisoner
need not indicate a choice orally, in writing, or through
his own actions (see Enclosure I, letter No. 2).

4. 29 September. The Rules of Procedure were pub
lished (Enclosure J).

S. 2 October. After careful review by the UNC, a
formal protest regarding these rules and procedures was
lodged with the NNRC. The UNC desired it be fully
understood that, while it would participate in explana
tions and interviews, it reserved the right to make pro
tests on separate and selective phases when, in its opinion,
such action is justified. Primary objections centred on
forcing a prisoner to attend explanations, regardless of
his desires. Note was taken too that almost all of the
proposals submitted by the Communists to the NNRC
and announced over Communist press and radio were
reflected in the Rules published by the NNRC (see
Enclosure I, letter No. 3). .

6. 7 Octobel'. The NNRC took cognizance of the
UNC protest and assured UNC of its appreciation and
understanding, both of the Terms of Reference and the
spirit animating them. It was claimed that the suggestions
made by both sides had been considered, and that the
Commissiun had come to its own independent decision.
The assertion was made that the NNRC did not under
stand why we believed the spirit of the Rules contravened
that part of the Terms of Reference which outlawed force
and coercion.

7. (Since UNC's position had been made clear, no
further amplification was considered necessary.)

. (Following items pertain to developments based on
unplementation of Rules of Procedure.)

8. 14 Octobel'. UNC understands that at the time
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(b) 0320 hours. NNRC cancelled explanations for
the day.

43. 18 November. No explanations conducted.
44. 19 November. No explanations conducted.
45. 20 November. No explanations conducted.
46. 21 NO'l'cmber. (a) No explanations conducted.
(b) UNCREG reported to CINCUNC outline plan

for conduct of explanations to UNC non-repatriate
POW's.

(c) In reply to an 11 November query by UNCREG
as to whether NNH.C would permit 15 explainers (5 US,
5 UK, 5 ROK) to operate in Northern CFI Camp,
NNRC rukd that maximum of 5 would be permitted.

47. 22 Nove'l'nber. (a) No explanations conducted.
(b) Total requesting repatriation from Southern CFI

Camp to date: 116 Korean and 150 Chinese, all of ,....hom
have been returned to Communist control.

48. 23 N ovcmbe1·. (a.) No explanations conducted.
(b) General Thimayya expressed hope that when

UNC started explanations, all POW's belonging to
ROK, UK and US could be explained to in one day.

(c) H.equest made to NNRC that UNC be authorized,
"at the earliest practicable date the use of five each
Korean, US and British explainers .. ."

49. 2-1- NO'Z/('Inb('r. No explanations conducted.
50. 25 J\lovelllber. No explanations conducted.
51. 26 N m'ember. No explanations conducted.
52. 27 NO'l'eJnber. No explanations conducted.
53. 28 November. (a) No explanations conducted.
(b) CINCUNC approved UNCREG explanation

plans.
54. 29 November. No explanations conducted.
55. 30 November. (a) No explanations conducted.
(b) Total requesting repatriation to date from North-

ern CFI Camp: 6 Koreans and 1 US.
(c) Total requesting repatriation to date from South

ern CFI Camp: 116 Koreans and 152 Chinese.
56. 1 December. (a.) No explanations conducted.
(b) NNRC ruled that UNC explainers would be

limited to five at anyone time.
57. 2 December. (a) UNC commenced explanations

to non-repatriate Korean POW's. Thirty were inter
viewed; none requested repatriation. Explanations were
reported as "orderly throughout the day".

(b) No explanations were conducted for anti-Com
munist POW's in Southern CFT Camp.

58. 3 December. (a) No explanations were con
ducted for anti-Communist POW's in Southern CFI
Camp.

(b) UNC conducted explanations for 30 non-repatri
ate Korean POW's. None requested repatriation.

59. 4 December. (a) No explanations were con
ducted for anti-Communist POW's in Southern CFI
Camp.

(b) Explanations for 30 non-repatriate Koreans in
Northern CFI Camp were terminated by noon. None
requested repatriation. POW's attempted unsuccessfully
to prolong explanations. ROKs requested 40 POW's
for tomorrow's explanations.

60. 5 Decem,ber. (a) No explanations were con
ducted for anti-Communist POW's in Southern CFI
Camp.

(b) Explanations for 40 Koreans in Northern eFI
Camp were conducted. None requested repatriation.

12
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23. 29 October. No e..'\.planations conducted.
24. 30 October. No explanations conducted.
25. 31 October. Explanations conducted for Korean

PO\V's. 21 asked to be repatriated. Total from Southern
eFI Camp repatriated to date: 79 Korean: 101 Olinese.

26. 1 N07Jembcr. No explanations conducted.
27. 2 N o'ZJel/l.ber. No explanations conducted.
28. 3 NO't'cmber. Explanations conducted for Korean

PO\V's. NNRC permitted Communists to make broad
casts for one hour to PO\V's in explanation holding areas.
19 PO\V's requested repatriation.

29. ".vo'Z'('mbcr. Explanations conducted for Chinese
POvV's. CFT reported that only 206 PO\V's were ex
posed to individual explanations. of whom only 2 asked
to be repatriated. U:l\CREG reported "smooth approach"
by Communist explainers is gone.

30. 5 N M'ember. Explanations were conducted for
Chinese POW's. Onlv 136 POW's received individual
explanations. Average time for explanations: onc hour
and 20 minutes, with several extending to three hours.
Only 2 POvV's asked to he repatriated. Communists
indicated they desired to conduct explanations for Korean
PO\V's 6 November.

31. 6 NO'ZICI/lber. At 0330 hours NNRC informed
UNCREG that e.'\.planations would be conducted for
Olinese PO\V's instead of Korean as originally reported.
CFI failed to produce the prisoners, and at 1230 hours
NNRC announced that explanations for the day '\'ere
cancelled.

32. i .Vo7.'cmbcr. No e.xplanations conducted.
33. 8 N O'vcmber. No explanatiolls conducted.
34. 9 N ovelllber. No e.xplallations comh.1cted.
35. 10 Novcmber. Ko explanations conducted. Gen

eral Thimayya, in Press conference, expressed opinion
that e.x.planations as they have been conducted in the past
are "permanently stymied." hinted that he wonld propose
that NNRC and CFI complete operation of determining
PO\V desires with respect to repatriation by another
procedure.

36. 11 N oz·ember. i\ 0 explanations conducted.
37. 12 N ove11lber. No explanations conducted.
38. 13 November. No explanations conducted.
39. 14 N O'Z'ember. ::\0 explanations conducted.
40. 15 NO'iJelnber. No explanations conducted. NNRC

notified UNCREG that explanations for Korean POvV's
would be conducted on 16 November by Communists.
One South Korean from ::\orthern CPI Camp reportedly
requested repatriation.

41. 16 November. (a) Explanations were conducted
for Korean POW's.

(b) Communists did not broadcast to POW's before
explanations. There were six POW's requesting repa
triation.

(c') At 1000 hours, Communists requested that
?\NRC produce O1inese POW's for explanations 17
Xovember.

(d) At 2230 hours, Communists requested that
NNRC produce remainder of Koreans from the group
who had not received explanations 16 November (Com
pound G53).

( e) Family of four (including two small children)
requested return to UNC control from Northern CFI
Camp.

42. 17 November. (a) 0200 hours. Commtmists re
iterated demand to talk to Koreans from Compound G53.

!
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(b) UNC requested I;J;NRC to ~eliver. to. U~ non
repatriates statement of Free ChOICe Prmclple (set'
Enclosure K).

74. 19 Decembe1". No e.'Cplanations conducted.

75. ::0 December. No explanations conducted.

76. 21 December. (a) Explanations were conducted
for 250 Chinese anti-Communist POW's in Southern
CFT Camp. 33 requested repatriation.

(b) No explanations were conducted in Northern CFT
Camp for UNC non-repatriates.

77. 22 December. (a.) Explanations were conducted
for 243 Chinese anti-Communist PO\iV's in Southern
CFT Camp. 23 requested repatriation.

(b) No explanations were conducted in Northern CFT
Camp for UNC non-repatriates.

78. 23 December. (a) Explanations in Southern
CFT Camp were conducted for 250 Chinese and 41
Korean POW's. There were 11 Chinese and one Korean
POW's who requested repatriation.

(b) Loudspeaker broadcasts to US. UK a?d ROK
PO\i\T's in the Northern CFT Camp were made,masmuch
as these POW's refused to attend explanations. None
requested repatriation.

(c) Today is last day for explanations. Total request
ing repatriation from Southern CFT Camp to date: 134
Koreans and 235 Chinese.

79. 31 December. 127 Chinese and 3 Korean POW's
requested repatriation during headcount and roster check
conducted by CFT.

80. 1 Januarv 1954. (a) 1 US non-repatriate POW
requested repatriation.

(b) Total requesting repatriation to date from South
ern CFT Camp: 137 Koreans and 362 Chinese.

(c) Total requesting repatriation to date from North
ern CFT Camp: 2 US and 7 Koreans.

81. 7 Januar'l'. (a) 1 Chinese requested repatriation
on 31 December and was returned to Communists same
date. Not previously reported.

(b) Total requesting repatriation from Southern
Camp to date: 137 Koreans and 363 Chinese.

82. 12 January. (a) 3 Chinese and 1 Korean re
quested repatriation.

(b) Total requesting repatriation to date from South
ern Camp: 138 Koreans and 366 Chinese.

83. 13 Janua.ry. 1 Chinese and 1 Korean requested
repatriation.

&'. 18 January. (a) 1 Chinese and 2 Koreans re
quested repatriation and were returned to Communists.

(b) Total requesting repatriation to date from South
ern Camp: 141 Koreans and 368 Chinese.

85. 20 Jqnuary. During turnback of PO\iV's to UNC
38 Chinese and 20 Koreans requested repatriation and
were returned to Communists.

86. 21 Januarv. 34 Chinese and 23 Koreans requested
repatriation and-were returned to Communists.

87. 22 January. (a) 3 Koreans who had previously
requested entry into a neutral country requested repatri
ation and were returned to the Communists along with
one other who had been awaiting validation.

(b) Total from Southern Camp who requested re
patriation: 188 Koreans and 440 Chinese.
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61. 6 December. No explanations conducted.
62. 7 December. (a) No explanations were con

ducted for anti-Communist POW's in Southern CFI
Camp. .

(b) Explanations were conducted for 30 Koreans m
Northern CFI Camp. Attempts were made by the
POW's to impede explanations. None requested re
patriation.

63. 8 December. (a) No explanations were con
ducted for anti-Communist POW's in Southern CFI
Camp.

(b) Explanations were conducted for 30 ~o.reans in
Northern CFI Camp. None requested repatnatIOn.

64. 9 December. (a) No explanations were con
ducted for anti-Communist POW's in Southern CFI
Camp.

(b) Explanations were conducted for 30 ~o:eans in
Northern CFI Camp. None requested repatnatIOn.

(c) Total requesting repatriation to date £ro111 South
ern CFI Camp: 123 Koreans and 157 Chinese.

65. 10 December. (a) No explanations were con
ducted for anti-Communist POW's in Southern eFT
Camp.

(b) Explanations \':ere conductecl for 30 Koreans in
Northern CFT Camp. PO\V's employed "sitdown stri~e"

technique. ::\1any were carried from tents by. T~dlan

guards after explanations. None requested repatnatIOn.
(c) General Thimayya ind.icate.d possihility that Com

munists may resume explanatIons In Southern CFT Camp
in the near future.

66. 11 December. (a) No explanations were con
ducted for anti-Communist POW's in Southern CFT
Camp. Communists requested NNRC for permission to
resume explanations 12 Decemher to 250 Koreans.
POW's refused to attend explanations. NNRC an-

•' nounced at 1630 hours no explanations would he con-
I ducted in Southern CFT Camp on 12 Decemher.

I
, (b) Tn Northern CFT Camp explanations were con-
. ducted for only 5 Koreans who employed "the usual
. delaying tactics". The other 25 who were sche~uled to
•• receive explanations refused to attend. ExplanatIOns for
. day were terminated at 1100 hours.

I (c) UNCREG requested 30 Koreans for explanations
ed explanations. in Korthern CFT Camp on 12 Decembtr.
rty were inter- j'planations were: (d) To date 73 Korean, 22 American and one British
>' .••. POW's have not received explanations.

. foe anti-Com-', ~~'l 1~~;;~':eq~1,t:06e:,":=~:n;~~~~~~ed~x_
ns were con- r. planations 14 Decemher.
Southern CFT 68. 13 December. (a) No explanations conducted.

30 non-repatri- 11 (b) American POW's stated they would not attend
atriation. 11....•..•....•.',.. explanations scheduled for 14 December.
Ins were con- .••• 69. 14 December. No explanations conducted.
Southern CFT I; 70. 15 December. No explanations conducted.

lte Koreans in.: 71. 16 December. (a) No explanations conducted.

ly noon. None ~.'••••."!.. (b) One Kore.an from Northern CFT Camp requestedunsuccessfully '1 repatriation. To date, a total of 1 US and 7 Korean
ed 40 POW's, POW's have requested return to UNC control.

:; (c) To date, a total of 129 Koreans and 163 Chinese
ns were con- ~ from the Southern CFT Camp have requested return to
Southern CFT ~ Communist control.

J. 72. 17 December. No explanations conducted.
Northern CFT .
'PlItriation." '. ..<>.;:~. 18 December. <al No expfanaltonHonducted.
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10. 16 October. UNCREG dispatched another re
quest for authority to observe the operations of the CFI
in so far as the)' pertain to the administration of POW's.

11. 16 October. UNCREG dispatched letter to
:-JNRC indicating- that Communists had made arrange
ments for 240 of their personnel to enter southern half
of the DZ to partdpate in explanations. Actual count
indicated 356 Communists entered the area. NNRC was
requested therefore to take action necessary to correct
the discrepancies between actual forecasts and actual
\lumbers of Communists it desired to enter the area.

12. 22 October. NNRC replied to UNCREG protest
and indicated that there may have been perhaps some
misunderstanding on the total number of people enter
ing the area in view of the fact that certain individuals
I Communists) returned to their own area "for lunch
or other business". The NNRC further indicated that
the matter was considered settled. UNCREG, in for
warding the NNRC reply to UNC stated that the head
count taken by UNC Military Police still did not jibe
with count reported by the NNRC.

13. 23 October. NNRC replied to C-in-C's request of
16 October for authority to observe the operations of the
CFl in so far as they pertain to the administration of
prisoners of war. The NNRC indicated in its letter that
careful consideration had been given to the various
points raised by the UNC but stated that it was "unable
to accept this argument ..." Their reply also contained
the statement that it is still "the Commission's view that
the detailed day to day administration of the camps can
not he deemed to be an operation of the Commission"
and therefore the UNC could not be granted authority to
send observers as requested. The NNRC took this occa
sion to assure the UNC that it will discharge its obliga
tions both under the Geneva Convention and under the
Terms of Reference "with a high sense of duty".

14. 11 November. Indian PlO announced that CFI
had discovered small radio in rations destined for South
ern CFI Camp.

15. 19 November. C-in-C received a letter from Gen.
Thimayya concerning the discovery of a radio receiver
in rations furnished by UNC to CFI. (see Enclosure I,
letter No. 8).

16. 19 November. (a) Reply from Gen. Harrison to
Gen. Thimayya stated: "I can assure you that such ac
tivity was completely contrary to UNC policies ..." and
indicated no UNC agency involved (see Enclosure I,
letter No. 9).

(b) Also, UNCREG was directed to dispatch memo
to NNRC on this same subject. This memo emphasized
that the UNC "is prepared to initiate such additional
control procedures as may be found practicable after
consultation with CFl".

17. 20 November. UNCREG received text of NNRC
announcement that seven Chinese POW's would be tried
for murder. (Note: For analysis entire problem POW
accused of murder see Enclosure H.)

18. 23 November. NNRC indicated the seven POW's
accused of murder had requested that the UNC provide
a lawyer for their defence. Trial to commence 11 Decem-
ber 53. .
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CHRONOLOGY

UNC observers ut NNRC meetings, validations of POW requests
for repatriation and ove....all NNR(~ and CFI operations

1. Refcrlccs
(a) Last sentence, paragraph 1, Terms of Reference,

states: "Representatives of both sides shall be permitted
to observe the operations of the Repatriation Commis
sion and its subordinate bodies to include explanations
and interviews. ,.

(b) Paragraph 8c, Terms of Reference, states: "All
explanations and interviews shall be conducted in the
presence of a representative of each member nation of
th Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission and a rep
resentative from the detaining side."

2. 16 Sc'ptembcr 1953. CG UNCREG submitted re
quest to observe the meetings of the NNRC.

3. 20 September. NNRC secretariat letter, signed by
j\Ir. P. N. Haksar, refused 16 September, UNCREG
request to observe NNRC meetings since they are not
"operations of the commission within the meaning of
Article 1, paragraph I, of the Terms of Reference."

4. 28 September. UNCREG dispatched brief letter to
i'J"NRC requesting time and place of future validation
proceedings so that the UNC could send "observing
representatives ... to witness this important operation
of NNRC."

5. 1 October. UNCREG bv letter to NNRC referred
to its 28 September request to observe validations and
further requested that UNC representatives be per
mitted to observe "over-all operations of the camp; to
note such matters as the food, clothing, recreation, medi
cal care, religious services, disciplinary control and
amenities so far as these matters affect the prisoners".

6. 2 October. NNRC replied to UNCREG request to
cbserve validations; referred to an earlier decision on
10 September and stated the NNRC was "unable to
accede to the request ..."

7. 5 October. (a) Letter from NNRC to UNCREG:
(1) Reaffirmed 2 October NNRC decision not to

allow UNC observers to witness validation proceedings.
(2) Indicated that the UNC request to conduct over

aI: observations of operations pertaining to administra
tion of :11~ prisoners was not favorably considered,
particularly since the UN Command could not be deemed
"a protecting power within the meaning of the Geneva
Convention."

(b). General Clark in a personal letter to General
Thimayya protested the earlier decision of the NNRC
not to permit UNC observers to attend validation pro
ceedings.

8. 7 Octobe1'. General Thimayya in his reply to Gen
eral Clark's letter of 5 October, reiterated that UNC
observers could not be permitted to attend validation
proceedings, but reminded the C-in-C that observers are
permitted at the time prisoners "are" finally handed
over for repatriation."

9. 13 October. During meeting at NNRC Headquar
ters during which details pertaining to the start of ex
planations were discussed, UNCREG representatives
were informed that "no general observation from either
side would be permitted, thus limiting observation to the
specific observers authorized to be present in each ex
plaining tent."

ENCLOSURE D
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CHRONOLOGY

ENCLOSURE E·

Construction of facilities in Demilitarized Zone for explanations
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19. 25 November. Mr. Allan R. Morrison, "a civilian
lawyer with many years' practice in China", was ob
tained to serve as defence counsel for the seven POW's.

20. 27 November. Mr. Morrison reported to
UNCREG and NNRC for duty as defence counsel.

21. 12 December. Trial of the seven POW's accused
of murder, originally scheduled to start this date, was
postponed due to Communist objection to defence coun
sel provided by UN C and their refusal to make neces
sary witnessess available.

22. 13 December. NNRC informed UNCREG that
4 Korean corpses had been "thrown out" of compound
of "E" enclosure, Southern CFI Camp. NNRC initiated
investigation. Indian PlO reported 17 accused and 21
witnesses have been segregated.

23. 17 December. UNCREG received text of NNRC
statement announcing that 18 Korean POW's would be
tried for murder. Also, NNRC indicated that these
POW's had requested services of defence counsel con
sisting of lawyers nominated by India, UNC, and Re
public of Korea.

24. 19 December. C-in-C nominated Mr. Allan R.
MOl'rison to act as member of defence counsel for 18
Korean POW's. Also, UNCREG was instructed to ask
ROK Gen. Park to transmit request for Republic of
Korea lawyer to his government.

25. 22 December. Chairman of NNRC notified that
two Korean civilian lawyers were nominated as Asso
ciate Counsel.

26. 28 December. NNRC convening order for court
martial of 7 Chinese POW's accused of murder was
rescinded by NNRC because of Communist refusal to
produce prosecution witnesses. Charges against Korean
POW's have been revised.

27. 9 January 1954. Communication received from
Republic of Korea Foreign Minister PYUN points out
Republic of Korea opposition to the trial of prisoners of
war by the CFT. Republic of Korea bases its opposition
on the fact that the CFT is not a detaining power and
does not have the right under the Geneva Convention to
try prisoners.

28. 17 January. In a reply to Foreign Minister
Pyun, UNC pointed out that while the NNRC was
not considered a detaining power" it had a responsibility
similar to that of a detaining power, and that the Indian
court did have the right to try the accused.

29. 19 January. (a) NNRC staff officer notified
UNCREG that trial of accused POW's would continue
after release of prisoners and that they intended to hold
all witnesses involved in addition to the accused.

(b) Letter received from NNRC furnishing the

1. (a) Paragraph 8, Terms of Reference, states that
"the nations to which the prisoners of war belong shall
have freedom and facilities to send representatives to
the locations where such prisoners of war are in custody"
to make explanations.

( b) Rule 18 on Explanations, as published by NNRC,
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names of 449 witnesses scheduled to be released on the
20th and requesting that they be held and made available
in the trial of 3 Korean POW's, now in progress (see
Enclosure I, letter No. 17).

30. 20 Januo;ry. Gen. Hull informed Gen. Thimayya
that the 449 requested witnesses will not be in UNC
custody but will be in civilian status. Also pointed out
that criminal jurisdiction of either the NNRC or CFI
ends at 230001 January and that accused should be
turned over to UNC along with an up to date record of
trial for such disposition as the UNC deemed appro
priate (see Enclosme I, letter No. 18).

31. 22 January. Letter received from NNRC inform
ing UNCREG that the trial 0 f accused prisoners already
commenced would continue and that proceedings in case
of other accused would start. A request was made to
make available witness required to carry out trials (see
Enclosure I, letter No. 19).

32. 27 Januar'jl. Gen. Thimayya informed UNC that
majority of NNRC did not accept UNC position that
POW's must be released to civilian status and requested
that UNC make available witnesses (see Enclosure I,
letter No. 21) .

33. 30 January. UNC informed Gen. Thimayya that,
for reasons previously stated, persons in question have
proceeded to countries of their choice and thus UNC
not in position to make them available. UNC reiterated
offer to receive accused with records and recommenda
tions for prompt turnover to govenunents concerned
(see Enclosure I I letter No. 22).

34. 1 February. Gen. Thimayya repeated majority
view of NNRC and again requested witnesses be made
available (see Enclosure I, letter No. 23).

35. 3 Febntary. UNC reaffirmed its position and
again offered to receive accused and forward NNRC rec
ommendations to governments concerned (see Enclosure
I, letter No. 24) .

36. 16 February. Gen. Thimayya protested UNC po
sition and indicated he would transfer accused along
with relevant recommendations on 18 February (see
Enclosure I, letter No. 25).

37. 18 February. UNC received from CFI the 17
accused and one witness together with relevant docu
ments and recommendations.

38. 19 February. In turning over 17 accused and one
witness to the governments concerned UNC stated
" ... the files and recommendations as forwarded by the
NNRC are turned over to you in order that you may be
in a position to take all steps which you'may find proper
under the applicable laws justly to resolve these cases"
(see Enclosure H, paragraph 8g).

states that "The sites for explanations and interviews,
whether to individuals or to groups, shall be so con
strtlcted as to ensure that the work of explanations and
interviews be free from any interference or obstruc
tion".1

'See Enclosure J.
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2. 12 September. CFl gave UNC Engineer, infor- 11. 3 Octobel·. UNCREG informed NNRC by letter . r permanent const
mally, pencil drawing of explainers enclosure they de- that: tonight".
sired liNe to construct and indicated area where it was (a) Their proposal involved construction of 3 new (c) At evenin
to be placed on ground. explaining areas one of which was for only temporary staff officers from

3. 14 September. UNC Engineer gave General use and would be abamloncd when the other two were was planning to ,
Thorat completed engineer drawing of enclosure. Gen- completed. The present area, which had been requested October. NNRC 0

eral Thorat approved plan and directed one of his staff by CFI would also be abandoned. tunity to inspect N
officers so to indicate his approval in writing, which was (b) Estimates on new construction are seven days for repatriates are hel
done on the drawing. Visit to field was made to ensure temporary area, 20 days for first permanent area and 20. 5 N ovem be
that exact location was that which was desire-1 by CFI. 30 days for second permanent area, completion time appeal" for UN

4. 15-22 September. Explanation enclosure as re- being computed from the date on which construction is holding compoun
quested by Indians constructed. approved. was created by

S. 27 September. Chairman NNRC sent letter to CG 12. 6 October. UNCREG received from NNRC a during explanatio
UNCREG stating that additional enclosure was neces- "firm demand" for the construction as soon as possible for CFI in keepin
sary in vicinity of the enclosure completed 22 September. of the explaining areas referred to in paragraph 10,
Work was started that same evelling to clear area for above. The letter which forwarded this "demand" also
more construction to be placed 200 feet north of existing said the Communists were prepared to complete the per-
enclosure. manent construction in 4 days if the UNC could not.

6. 28 September. (a) 1030 hours. UNC Engineer Reconnaissance of new area made by UNC Engineer
representative was informed that neither CFI nor officer.
NNRC would approve location of new enclosure. 13. 7 October. PNCREG replied to NNRC, reiterat-

(b) 1330 hours. UNC representative conferred with ing forecast indicated in UNCREG letter of 3 October
CFI on ground, CFI pointed out selection by NNRC concerning forecast of time requirements to construct
for new construction; also. requested minor modifica- additional facilities called for. UNC Engineers start
tions in existing enclosures. construction.

(c) 1415 hOters. UNC Engineer was informed that 14. 8 October. NNRCdi!:'patchedlettertoUNCREG
C-in-C had considered and approved CFI request; indicating:
Engineer troops immediately were moved from site (a) Forecasts on construction time were considered
where they were then working to site selected by CFI. too great.

(d) 2030 hours. UNCREG notif d UNC Engineer (b) Repeated assurances from the Communists that
that NNRC was preparing new plan for enclosures and they could do the job in 4 days.
that CFI representative had stated that second location (c) Requested reply by 1000 hours, 9 October, as to
of new enclosure was unsteitable and old enciosures als0 whether UNC could do the construction by 14 October
would have to be moved. UNC representative immedi- or, "alternatively permit the KPA and CPV Commands
ately contacted NNRC representative to obtain concrete to carry out \vork in accordance with their offer".
information on objections to both enclosure areas. UNC 15. 9 October. UNCREG replied to NNRC; refused
representative was told that General Thimayya on the the Communist offer; stated temporary explanation
morning of 29 Septemher would render decision on facilities could be completed by 11 October, with per-
matter of location. manent sites to be completed as soon as possible.

7. 29 September. General Thimayya accompanied by
his assistants and UNC representatives looked over pos- 16. 10 October. NNRC informed UNCREG by letter
sible sites, eventually settled on one to which UNC did that:
not object and which was acceptable to General Thim- (a) Commission was pleased with promise to com-
ayya. Tentative site was selected; General Thimayya plete temporary facilities by 11 October.
informed UNC that final decision by NNRC would be (b) If UNC could complete permanent facilities by
announced by 1330. As of 2400 hours, no word had been 14 October, the Communists should be p-.rmitted to
received from NNRC as to their decision as physical carry out the work as indicated in the NNRC letter to
layout of new enclosure although NNRC had apparently UNCREG of 8 October.
concurred in selection of new site. 17. 11 October. CG Eighth Army discussed the mat-

8. 30 September. NNRC sent UNCREG letter re- ter with General Thimayya and during the conversation,
questing new enclosures be constructed in accordance informed him that permanent facilities would be com-
with their plan of 28 September and that existing en- pleted by 21 October. (Temporary facilities were com-
closure be modified to conform to new plan. NNRC pleted, as promised, on this date.) This estimate was con-
also requested completion date of new construction. firmed in writing to NNRC by General Taylor.

9. 1 October. Two Indian representatives indicated 18. 12 October. NNRC addressed letter to UNCREG,
separately to UNC representatives entirely different site enclosed copy of General Taylor's letter confirming 21
from those previously considered at which they desired October as date on which permanent facilities will be
to have extensive explaining area constructed. To com- completed, and requested, nevertheless, that permanent
ply with this request would have required about one facilities be completed by 14 October. NNRC said this
week of mine clearing plus about 3 weeks of actual request was made because UNC was able to complete
construction time. Estimated cost $90,000. Indian repre- temporary facilities so quickly.
sentative stated requirement would be confirmed in writ-
ing after further meeting of NNRC. 19. 13 October. (a) UNCREGacknowledged NNRC

10. 2 October. UNCREG- received letter from letter of 12 October, stated that maximum effort being
NNRC giving their impression of events, listed addi- made to complete explanation area.
tional explanation facilities to be constructed and re- (b) Follow-up letter by UNCREG to NNRC refers
quested reply by 3 October as to time it would take to to previous letter (subparagraph a, above) aQd states
meet this requirement. the UNC construction engineer has advised that "the

-
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. . permanent construction will be complete at midnight
tonight".

(c) At evening meeting at Headquarters NNRC.
staff officers from UNCREG were informed that NNRC
was planning to start explanations at 0800 hours, 15
October. NNRC offei-ed and UNCREG accepted oppor
tunity to inspect Northern CFl Camp (where UNC non
repatriates are held) on 14 October.

20. 5 N ovem ber. General Thimayya made "urgent
appeal" for UNC to construct an additional POW's
holding compound in Southern CFl Camp. Difficulty
was created by Communists by their stalling tactics
during explanations (see Tab C) which created problem
for CFI in keeping segregated overnight those POW's

(fr011'l anyone compound) who had received explana
tions and those who had not.

21. 6 November. (a.) UNC authorized construction
of the additional compound as "matter of high priority".

(b) UNCREG reported that NNRC had not finally
determined whether to have the compound constructed.

22. 10 November. AFFE directed Eighth Army to
accomplish construction.

23. 12 November. Eighth Army reported to AFFE
that construction site for the new compound had been
selected, materials assembled, but that no action was
being taken pending NNRC decision.

NOTE: NNHC never requested construction of this
compound.

I
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ENCLOSURE F

CHRONOLOGY

Rosters of anti-Communist POW's

CHRONOLOGY

ENCLOSURE G

1. (NOTE: In previous meetings with the GOl and
CFI representatives. UNC had spelled out clearly the
fears which prisoners had of being identified, not only
because of the danger of themselves, but primarily be
cause of their fear of reprisals against their families.)

2. 12 September. (a) UNCREG received an infor
mal request from an NNRC staff officer for two addi
tional copies of shipping rosters in view of the decision
of the NNRC to provide Czech and Polish members of
the NNRC with a copy.

(b) In a letter to the NNRC, UNCllEG pointed out
that the prisoners "have repeatedly expressed fears of
reprisals against their families and friends should their
identities become known" and that the only reason for
having rosters at all is purely aministrative for the use
of the custodial forces only. It was requested that dis
tribution of such information be limited to the CF.

3. 13 September. The NNRC reply indicated that the

decision had been made on 11 September that all mem
bers of the NNRC '",ere entitled to ask for copies of any
document available to their secretariat. but that the
question 'would be placed before the NNRC on 14
September.

4. 14 September. uNCREG renewed its request that
distribution be limited to the CFl only.

5. 16 September. The NNRC and UNCREG ex
changed further views on the rosters without positive
results.

6. (NOTE: The UNC does not know if rosters were
made available to the Poles and Czechs. However, in
General Thimayya's first Press conference, a statement
attributed to him indicated they had.)

7. 12 November. KCOMZ reported that in addition
to shipping rosters (name, internment number, rank),
one copy DA Form 19-2 for each prisoner was provided
CFI.

Personal communications between C-in-C and the chairman, NNRC

(NOTE: Because of their bearing on UNC relations
with the NNRC, a separate chronology on correspond
ence signed personally by CINCUNC follows.)

1. 5 October: Prior to his departure from FEC, Gen
eral Clark dispatched a letter to General Thimayya, which
reviewed the history of the anti-Communist prisoners
and made the following points:

(a) The UNC cannot condone abrogation or com
promise of the principle of freedom of choice.

(b) Any allegation that prisoners -,,,ere misinformed
?y the U:NC of the provisions of the Terms of Reference
IS at vanance with the facts.

(c) The assertion that the UNC led these prisoners
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to believe they would be released at the end of 90 days
from custody is an error.

(d) Prisoners were not told they could go to Formosa.
but it is well known that the majority have expressed a
desire to do so.

(e) The UNC will not agree to an extension of the
explanation period beyond 23 December.

(f) Refusal to permit observers of the UNC to witness
the validation of requests of prisoners for repatriation is
most surprising and disappointing. This is an operation
of the Commission to which the UNC and the Press
should be admitted.

(g) It appears decisions and activities of the NNRC
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i. 6 Janltary~ i~INCUNC replied to NNRC letter of·' (c) Failure2 January as follows: adamant refusal
(a) UNC cannot in view of the Terms of RcJ:erence conditions T

of thconsider a reopening or continuance of explanations to (d) UN effPOW's. thwarted by C
(b) CINCUNC could 110t speak authoritatively on (e) ,uNC ag;convening of Political Conference, but in view of atti- it pro~ldcd agUJtudes of Communists at preliminary talks its convening party tro~n. frusappeared unlikely. nite captIvity f(
(c) Political conference has 110 determining relation- civilian status aship to POW's in NNRC custody. (f) NNRC I
(d) Paragraph 11 of the Terms of Reference consti- at 230001J~n~1Ctutes agreement between two sides, and the UNC can see (g). Ul 1 c~no justification for entering into further discussions. con)d\Vlt~()ns, 'l)tt1) .. PC's UlU a el(e) After 21 February, NNRC Will be dissolved and asons must apresence of CFI in Demilitarized Zone not required. r~sition. This
(f) Commission has express responsibility to release ~ivilians at 230POW's to civilian status 230001 January. (see Enclosure
(g) Within these limitations, UNC fully prepared to 11. 18 Jallll(assist Commission until its dissolution (see Enclosure I, CUNCs letter iletter No. 12). POW's) and t
8. 8 January. UNC notified NNRC that text of

Thimayya letter of 2 January and CINCUNC reply were
being released to Press, since Communists had disre
garded secret classification and released their exchange
of correspondence on 7 January.

9. 14 January. Letter received from General Thill1-
ayya giving NNRC views on disposition of POW's as
follows:

(a.) There are a large number of POW's who have
not received explanations.

(b) Question of disposition has to be referred to the
Political Conference.

(c) Causes and factors of failure are not the responsi
bility of NNRC or CFI.

(d) Further implementation of said procedures is
possible only upon agreement of two sides.

(e) The firm position of UNC on questions in 2 Jan
uary letter was noted and it was observed that this posi
tio~ ind!cates UNC is unable to agree to procedures
which Will allow for further implementation of Terms of
Reference.

(j) The KPA/CPV holds exactly opposite views to
the UNC.

(g) Therefore NNRC states its position as follows:
( I) Political Conference is integral part of paragraph

11 of Terms of Reference.
(2) Further discussions between two sides not pre

cluded.
(3) Not the express responhibility of NNRC to re

lease POW's to civilian status 3ince procedures leading
to this action not completed.

(4) Cannot continue custody past 23 January owing
to lack of agreement hetween two sides.

(1z) Therefore, General Thimayya as Executive
Agent of the NNRC restoration of custodv beginning
2009001 January. -

(i) Further, states any unilateral action taken subse
quently will not be in accordance with the said Terms of
Reference (see Enclosure I, letter No. 13).

10. 16 January. CINCUNC replied to above letter as
follows:

(a) Position stated in 6 J allUary letter will not be
changed.

(b) PO\V's were turned over to NNRC in good faith
that the Terms of Reference would be fulfilled.

have been predicated upon the assumption that prisoners
actually desire repatriation rather than freedom of choice.

(h) If the NNRC doubts the prisoners' attitude, it is
recommenled that, under the provisions of paragraph 9,
Terms of ',{eference, they ask the prisoners themselves to
state their views (see Enclosure I, letter No. 4).

2. 7 October. General Thimayya replied to General
Clark's letter of 5 October. In his letter, the Chairman of
the NN'RC included the following points:

(a) The N'NRC has made no assumption that anti
Communist PO\V's "actually desire repatriation".

(b) POW's would not meet with the N~oJRC to ex
press their views on repatriation,

(c) NN'RC noted liNe refusal to extend the termina
tion date for e.xplanations.

(d) Reiterated that U~C observers could not attend
\'aIidation proceedings.

(e) NNRC is fully aware of its responsibilities (see
Enclosure I, letter No. 5).

3. 10 October. General Hull, upon assumption of com
mand as C-in-C, dispatched a personal letter to General
Thimayya. This letter included the following:

(a) Statement that General Hull fully concurred in
General Clark's letter of 5 October.

(b) C-in-Cs adherence to basic UNC policy which
was already announced.

(c) Expression of appreciation for the difficult task
confronting General Thimayya (see Enclosure I, letter
No. 6).

4. 28 December. NNRC delivered to UNC interim
report prepared by Indians, Poles and Czechs, and minor
ity report by Swedes and Swiss. with request UNC give
"earnest consideration to the problem of disposition of
prisoners of war in a manner consistent with the funda
mental objectives embodied in the Terms of Reference."l

5. 3 January. CINCUNC received text of NNRC
communication of 2 January classified "Secret" in which
following questions were posed:

(a) 'Whether the UN Command considers continu
ance of explanations possible.

(b) Whether the Political Conference is likely to meet
as contemplated in paragraph 11 of the Terms of H,ef
erence.
. (c) Wl~ether the UN Command will enter into ~ego
tIatlOn~ ",nth the KPA/CPV on the problem of non
repatriate POW's.
. (d) Whether UN Command will agree to the con

tinuance of present custodial duties of CFI.
_Enclosed ~lso ,:vas copy of memo~andumby Chairman,

NNRC, which dIscussed NNRC views on explanations.
Political Conference, custody, and dissolution of NNRC
(see Enclosure I, letter No. 10).
. 6._:' January. After analysis of Interim Reports,

CIN L.UNC sent a letter to General Thimayya stressing:
(a) No UNC agents in Southern Camp.
(b) Responsibility of Communists for failure of ex

planations.
(c) Support of principle of no force.
(d) UNC stand on PO\N's timetable mandatory in

Terms of Reference.
(e) POW's change to civilian status 230001 J'1nuary

and subsequent release not dependent on Political Con
ference (see Enclosure I, letter No. 11).
.'See Official Records of the. General Assembly, Eighth Ses

SWII, Supplement No. 18. Intenm Report, Letter of Transmittal.
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~ (c) Failure toW complete e.."planations ,:: &cl: -to
. adamant refusal of KPAjCPV to continue except under

:e! conditions of their choosing.
o i (d) U~ efforts to convene Political Conference

thwarted by Communists.
(a) UNC agreed to Terms oi H.eference only because

it provided against forced repatriation, prevented either
party fro~ll. frustrating b~sic purpose of avoiding indefi
nite captIvIty for 1'0\V s, and ll1sured final release to
civilian status after 120 days of Nl\H.C custody.

(f) NNRC has "solemn obligation tn release PO\\,'s
at 230001 January".

(g) U:t\C cannot accept custody in accordance N~H. C
conditions, but in view of 1'.: NRC intention to release
POW's unilaterally 20 January. l'~C for humanitarian
reasons must arrange ior their accommodation and dis
position. This will in no way affect PO\V's becoming
civilians at 230001 January regardless of their location
(see Enclosure I, letter No. 14).

11. 18 January. General Thimayya answers CI1\
CUNC's letter in order "to clarify the request (to accept
POW's) and the reasons which have impelled me to

make this request". Letter repeats NNRC position con
cerning inability to change s~atus of POW's or to re~ain
custody without agreem('nt ot two commands; emphaSIzes
no intention to alter status of PO\\,'s by proposed return
to former detaining sides (see Enclosure I, letter No. 15).

12. 19 January. In reply UNC reiterated position
taken in its letter oi 16 January (see EncloslJr~ I, letter
No. 16).

13. 22 January. In a personal letter to General
Thimayya, CINCU~C wrotc: "On behalf of the UNC,
I desire to express my appreciation to you, to the NNRC,
and to the CFI, for the humane, efficicnt, and expeditious
manner in ,vhich anti-Communist Korean and Chinese
personnel were transierred on 20-21 January. The CFI.
inclmling officers and all uther ranks, has earned the
respect and admiration oi my Command for its outstand
ing performance while exercising custody over these
personnel. The well conceived eFI plan for the orderly
return of these personnel. and the close and willing
cooperation of the CFI with the carefully schedulecl UNC
processing, are especially worthy of commendation" (see
Enclosure I, letter No. 20).

I
I
I,
I I
I'

sentations having recently been made by the custodial
authorities to the Communist Command with regard to
these alleged witnesses.

3. On 13 December 1953, the United Nations Com
mand was informed by the NNRC that the corpses of
four Korean prisoners had been thrown out of one of
the compounds. On 17 December, an NNRC statement
indicated that eighteen (sic) Korean prisoners were to
be tried for murder, and on the same date the United
Nations Command was informed by the NNRC that
the accused had requefted the services of defence coun
sel to be nominated bv the Government of India and
the Republic of Korea -and by the United Nations Com
mand. On 19 December, the United Nations Command
nominated :Mr. AlIen R. Morrison to serve as counsel.
The NNRC was informed on 22 December that the
Republic of Korea had nominated two civilian lawyers
for this purpose.

4. The United Nations Command, in complying
promptly with the requests of the custodial authorities
to make available the services of a private defence coun
sel in these cases, in no way defended the accused.

5. Although the United Nations Command learned
on 28 December that the charges against the Korean
prisoners were being revised, no further communication
'~oncerning these cases was received until 19 January
1954, ,...·hen the United Nations Command received a
letter from an NNRC staff officer indicating that among
the prisoners to be released from CFI custody on 20
January there were 449 who were considered to be
material defence witnesses in the trial of thre·e (sic)
Korean prisoners which, it was stated, was then in
progress. The letter requested that Cl • •• arrangements
for the availability of the prisoner') may please be in
sured by you in case their attendance is required by the
Military Court until conclusion of its proceedings".l

'See Enclosure I, letter No. 17.
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ENCLOSURE 1I

Former prisoners of war accused of having eommitted
crimes while in the custody of the NNRC

1. On February 18, the CFl turned back to the United
Nations Command seventeen former prisoners of war
accused of having committed crimes of violence, to
gethl.:r with one former prisoner of war held as a mate
rial witness. The alleged crimes occurred while the
accused were in the custody and under the control of
the NNRC, and the Custodial Force, India. Conse
quently, the United Nations Command has no direct
knowledge of the circumstances and events relating to
the commission of the crimes or of the measures taken
by the NNRC and the CFT to arraign the accused and
bring them to trial.

2. According to the information available to the
United Nations Command, the accused consist of two
groups allegedly involved in separate crimes, and the
Military Court, convened by the CFI to try them, in
stituted at least !vyo separate proceedings before it was
dissolved. Seven of the accusec are Chinese nationals,
whose trial for the alleged murd ~r of a fellow prisoner
was never completed by the ~iIiljt '.ry Court because the
Communist Command refused to make available the
necessary witnesses. These alleged witnesses had been
repatriated to the Communist Coml11and and were then
under its control. In this case, the only assistance re
quested by the CFI of the United Nations C0mmand was
the furnishing of a Chinese-speaking defence counsel
at the request of the accused. This request was approved
by the NNRC. The United Nations Command made
available for this purpose Mr. Allen R. Morrison, a
civilian lawyer, who reported for duty to the NNRC
on 27 November 1953, five days after the receipt of the
request from the NNRC. On 28 December 1953, the
United Nations Command was informed that the con
vening order for the trial of the seven accused had been
rescinded because of the refusal of the Communist
Command to produce witnesses for the prosecution. The
Unified Command has not been informed of any repre-
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6. Meanwhile, in v~~=~ pUbli;-:ate~~:s'~::·7~··u;::;=::~::;:;::::=mainir.::its?letters to the NNRC, the United Nations Command custody at the end of 120 days from the time it assumed ,!had stated explicity that all prisopers whom the CFI control over them (i.e., 23 January). On 20 January,proposed to turn back on 20 January 1954 would be however, the NNRC, instead of preparing to carry outgiven their freedom as civilians on 23 January and this obligation, purported to return to the United Na-turned over to the countries of their choice in accordance tions Command all but the seventeen accused and thosewith the provisions of the prisoner-of-war agreement. desiring to go to neutral nations. In so doing, the Indian'With specific reference to the 449 alleged witnesses, the representative, in his capacity as Executive Agent, soughtUnited Nations Command, on 20 January, informed the to impose on the United Nations Command the condi-CFI that the "persons concerned will not be considered tion that the prisoners should not be released. 'i\'hiIeas in the custody of the United Nations Command and the seventeen accused were retained, the prisoners saidwill revert to civilian status", Nevertheless the alleged to be necessary as witnesses in any trials of the accusedwitnesses were released from CFl custody along with were released from CFl custody.
other prisoners. {c) The United Nations Command could not agree7. In reply to further requests to make available the that any of the prisoners transferred by the NNRCalleged witnesses, the United Nations Command, in a s:'IOuld be detained, The position of the United Nationsletter dated 30 January, reiterated its point of view and Command in this matter had been made clear to theindicated that it could not make them available since NNRC in advance, Since hostilities had ceased, and sincethey had been released to civilian status and were not in the Armistice Agreement provided that these prisonersUnited Nations Command custody, The letter concluded should be released to civilian status after a specifiedby stating """Ve share with you the desire to ensure the period (22 January) the United Nations Command hadadministration of justice whenever indicated, We reiter- no authority under the Agreement and the Geneva Con-ate our offer to receive the persons concerned, together vention to detain any of them, including any alleged towith such records and recommendations as you may be necessary witnesses in possible trials of other personswish to make, for prompt turnover to the governments over whom the United Nations Command had no au-concerned".l On 10 February, the United Nations Com- thority. It is relevant to note the Geneva Convention,mand was notified that the Military Court convened by while it provides for detaining prisoners against whomthe Commanding General of the CFI to try the accused criminal proceedings are pending after the end of hos-had been dissolved on 8 February, On 16 February, the tilities (Article 119), makes no reference to detainingUnited Nations Command was notified that all the ac- any as witnesses, On 23 January, therefore, the Unitedcused would be turned over to it by the CFl on 18 Nations Command recognized that, pursuant to theFebruary. In his letter, General Thimayya expressed Armistice Agreement, the prisoner-of-war status of thehis disagreement with' the position taken by the United persons in question was terminated. The United NationsNations Command and the hope that the guilty would Command facilitated the transfer of these persons tonot escape unpunished. The seventeen accused and one the countries of their choice.witness .were received by the United Nations ,Command {d) These persons are now under the jurisdiction ofon the ~Ighteenth and, by the next day, the Chmese were the governments of their choice and are no longer in aon theIr way to Fonnosa a,nd the Koreans had b,een prisoner-of-war status, The United Nations Commandtun~ed over to the RepublIc of Korea. The Umted has neither the authority nor the capability to make themNatIOns Command also turned over to these goyern- available as witnesses in any trial of the accused Koreans.ments the records and other documents made avaIlableby the CFl. (e) Nor ~ould the United Nati.ons ~ommand itself'. . . ,proceed agamst the accused, even If thIS were not ren-8" The legal baSIS f01 the'p0SIt1on taken by the Untted dered futile by the unavailability of the witnesses, TheNatIOns Command follows. duty of investigation and trial was vested in the NNRC. }:(a) With the repatriation of those prisoners who so The failure of the NNRC to discharge its responsibility ldesired and the transfer of all others to the custody of in this respect provides no basis for the assumption ofthe NNRC on 24 September 1953, for disposition in this responsibility by the United Nations Command. Itaccordance with the Armistice Agreement, the United would not be consistent with the protection afforded byNations Command ceased to have any authority or con- the Geneva Convention for the United Nations Com-trol over them, The prisoners transferred to the NNRC mand to begin the process of investigation and trial afterbecame the responsibility of that body. Through its the release of the prisoners has become due, in territoryExecutive Agent, the Representative of the Government removed from the scene of the alleged crimes and inof India, and the CFl, the NNRC thereupon became circumstances where the accused could not be assuredcharged with the custody, control and protection of the necessary defence witnesses. Indeed, there appears to beprisoners of war under paragra~hs. 3 and 7 of the no lawful authority for the United Nations to conductprisoner-of-war annex to the ArmIstIce Agreement. In trials for crimes allegedly committed by persons not thenthe exercise of these responsibilities, the CFI had au- under United Nations Command control and jurisdic-thority to punish violations of discipline, Presuma~ly, tion.by analogy to chapter In of the Geneva ConventIOn .,and Articles 121 and 119 thereof, these responsibilities (I) Whether the accused can be tned by the Ch:neseincluded authority to bring to trial prisoners accused of Government ,and the Government of the R~pubhc ?fcrimes of violence against other prisoners. The CFI does Korea for ClImes alleged to have been commItted whIlenot appear to have proceeded expeditiously in bringing under the custody of the NNRC is a question for thosethese persons to trial although it continued to detain Governments to detel'mine in accordance with theirthem. domestic !aws.
(b) Under paragraph 11 of the prisoner-of-war (g) At the time the accused were turned over to thoseagreement, the NNRC was obligated to declare the re- Governments, the United Nations Command presented

'See Enclosure I, letter No. 22. the fonowing memoranda:
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should preface my remarks by stating that the UNC
position is based on the interest of the prisoners of war
who, above all national interests and conflicting ideolo
gies, are the real and final proof of the principle of non
forced repatriation for which the Korean conflict was
prolonged for so many months. This applies to the
prisoners of war formerly held by both sides.

The governing principle to be considered in formula
tion of all Rules of Procedure for conduct of explana
tions is unequivocally stated in paragraph 3 of the Terms
of Reference, to wit: "No force or threat of force shall
be used against the prisoners of war specified in para
graph 1 above to prevent or effect their repatriation, and
no violence to their persons or affront to their dignity or
self-respect shall be permitted in any manner for any
purpose whatsoever ..."

The following procedural points ar~e presented for
your consideration:

(a) Each explanation shall be conducted in the pres
ence of a representative of the detaining side, as provided
for in paragraph 8(c) of the Terms of Reference, and a
representative of each side to observe, as provided in
paragraph 1 of the Terms of Reference.

ENCLOSURE I

Texts of important correspondence between UNC and l'l"NRC
[Letters Nos. I to 25 included]

1. LET'lER DATED 18 SEPTEMBER 1953 FROM THE CHAIR
~IAN, NNRC, TO THE UNC (REQUESTING UNC
VIEWS AS TO THE RULES OF PROCEDURE)
The Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission would

be grateful to have such information as you may be in a
position to give to enable the Commission to formulate
the necessary provisions and technical details regarding
the work of explanation and interviews in accordance
with article 8 of the Terms of Reference.

The Commission of course is the final authority for
formulating such rules consistent with the Terms of
Reference.

(Signed) K. S. THIMAYYA,
Chairman,

Neutral N ation.s Repatriation Commission.

2. LETTER DATED 21 SEPTEMBER 1953 FROM THE UNC
TO THE CHAIRMAN, NNRC (GIVING THE UNC VIEWS
AS TO WHAT SHOULD GO INTO THE RULES OF PRO
CEDURE)

Your letter of 18 September 1953 concerning pro
cedure during explanations has been received. In pre
senting the views of the United Nations Command, I
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: its"·'·"Miliiliile;.r,,~:;-ii\'l0""'r"'a"':"":"":"'·"'t"'0"";::::1:~:;·:;'::e·~~=== =~cc:" ",. 'J·A;::t:·~:;~~:~·I::;:~::;::;::;""th"'·;O;:;"--_"l!iIilii_--_·
isumed : Republic of Korea RepubHc of China

.nuary, 1. Under the Terms of Reference to the Armistice 1. Under the Terms of Reference to the Armistice'JNut Agreement signed on 27 July 1953 at Panmunjom, Agreement signed on 27 July 1953 at Panmunjom,
~ tho~; Korea, the NNRC has returned to the Unified Command Korea, the NNRC has returned to the Unified Command
Indian certain Korean civilians, formerly members of the Com- certain Chinese civilians, formerly memuers of the Com-

1 I11tlnist forces, who were previously prisoners of war as munist forces, who were previously prisoners of war
~~~~I~ a result of capture by the Unified Command. as a result of capture by the Unified Command.
\,\y'hile 2. As these former prisoners of war refused repa-
'0 sal'd riation to Communist control, the mentioned Terms of 2. As these former prisoners of war refused repa-
" triation to Communist control, the mentioned Terms of
:cused Reference provide for their relief from prisoner of war

status to civilian status on 23 January 1954. Reference provide for their relief from prisoner of war
status to civilian status on 23 January 1954.

3. The rt>ferencecl displaced civilians had been de-
taint,cl and charged by the CFI with certai.'1 alleged 3. The referenced displaced civilians had been de-
crimes. Since the NNRC has ceased its fundions in tained and charged by the CFI with certain alleged
Korea before completing the jurisdictional proceedings crimeti. Since the NNRC has ceased its functions in
involved in these cases, and since the accused have Korea before completing the jurisdictional proceedings
chosen to go to your jurisdiction. the files and recom- involved in these cases, and since the accused have
l11endations as forwarded by the NNRC are turned over chosen to go to your jurisdiction, the files and recom-
to you in order that you may be in a position to take all mendations as forwarded by the NNRC are turned over
steps which you may find proper under the applicable to you in order that you may be in a position to take all
laws justly to resolve these cases. steps which you may find proper under the applicable

4. Therefore. the undersigned representative of the laws justly to resolve these cases.
Unified Command has delivered these ten Korean civil- 4. Therefore, the undersigned representative of the
ians with one former prisoner of war, now a Korean unified Command has delivered these seven Chinese
displaced civilian, who had been detained by the NNRC civilians, together with above related documents, to the
as a witness, together with above related documents, to representative in Korea of the National Government of
the representative of the H.epublic of Korea, and the the Republic of China, and the latter, in accord with the
iatter. in accord with the mentioned Terms of Reference, mentioned Terms of Reference, hereby acknowledges
hereby acknmvledges receipt thereof as civilians. Done the receipt thereof as civilians. Done at Seoul, Korea,
at Seoul, Korea. on the nineteenth day of February 1954. on the nineteenth day of February 1954. Signed, for
Signed, for the Republic of Korea: Park Yung Joon, National Government of the Republic of China: Yang
Brigadier General, Chief, Republic of Korea Explana- Hsiao-Fang, Major General, Chinese Army, MA,
tion Group. Signed, for Unified Command: J. W. Chinese Embassy, Republic of China. Signed, for Uni-
Bowen. Colonel, GS, Deputy Chief of Staff for Admin- fied Command: J. W. Bowen, Colonel, GS, Deputy Chief
istration, Army Eight. of Staff for Administration, Army Eight.)n of
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(b) Explanations might best be conducted with
groups of prisoners of war of each nationality involved,
but several explanations should not be conducted simul
taneously in the presence of only one NNRC body.

(c) During explanations, the rights of the prisoners
of war shall be respected without reservation, including
their right to answer, question, or remain silent. The
explanation must be limited to expositions and must
exclude inquisitions. Interrogation, including requests
for names, homes or social status of prisoners are en
tirely without the province of the explainers.

(d) Representatives from the former detaining side,
present at the explanations, shall have the right to inter
cede on the behalf of the prisoners in order to protect
their rights and ensure that no intimidation, coercion, or
indignities, in whatever guise, are perpetrated.

(c) Explanations may take place in a specific expla
nation area or within the compounds or areas in which
the prisoners of war are housed.

(I) Prisoners of war, individually or collectively,
may refuse to submit themselves to explanations, with
out reprisal.

In view of the intransigent attitude displayed toward
the communist observers, press and interpreters by the
Chinese and Korean prisoners of war who have stated
that they would forcibly resist return to communist
control, it is not improbable that they will maintain the
same attitude toward the communist explainers, nor is it
improbable that the prisoners of war of the other side,
when they are placed in custody of the CFI, will adopt
the same attitude toward the non-communist observers,
press, interpreters and explainers. In such an atmos
phere, it is probable that some or all of the prisoners of
war of both sides may refuse to leave their compounds
or other places of detention to hear the explanations.
If such a situation eventuates, it will be necessary to
conduct explanations to the prisoners of war who are
willing to listen to explanations in their compounds or
other places of detention.

Press stories attributed to members of the NNRC
and the eFI have indicated that some consideration is
being given by the NNRC to a plan which would require
prisoners of war, on leaving the explanation area, to
make their exit, one way or the other, in a manner that
would indicate that they have made a decision regarding
repatriation and that such a decision was made as a
result of the explanation.

It is our considered opinion that such a procedure is
unfair to the prisoner of war, since he has already, after
months of deliberation, made his choice as between re
turn to his original side and remaining with the other
side. If, under the impact of the explanation, and in the
bewilderment of the moment, the prisoner of war is
forced to reaffirm his decision through the physical act
of passing through a certain exit, then such a require
ment is contrary to the letter and spirit of the agreement.

The Terms of Reference do not require a prisoner of
war to indicate a choice unless he desires to exercise his
right of repatriation. Paragraph 9 states that prisoners
of war "shall have freedom and facilities to make repre
sentations and communications ..." to the Neutral
Nations Repatriation Commission and its subordinate
bodies. Paragraph 10 states that any prisoner "... who
while in the custody of the Neutral Nations Repatriatio~
Commission, decides to exercise the right of repatriation
shall make an application requesting repatriation to a
body consisting of a representative of each member
nation of the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission".

22

Thus, a prisoner of war, while in the custody of the
NNRC, may, at any time, of his own free will and with
out influence, apply to the NNRC or its subordinate
bodies on any matter concerning his status or welfare,
including the right of repatriation. A prisoner of war
who does not desire to exercise his right of repatriation
is uncler no compulsion to indicate his decision to the
NNRC or any of its subordinate bodies, either through
oral or written statements or through his own actions.

If a prisoner of war does not apply, of his own voli
tion, for return to the control of the other side during
the ninety-day period of explanations, he, as an indi
vidual, is never a subject of consideration by either the
NNRC or its subordinate bodies as regards repatriation.
His case is one which becomes a matter of consideration
as outlined in paragraph 11 of the Terms of Reference.

Any attempt to force a prisoner of war to indicate his
choice either for or against repatriation constitutes a
violation of paragraph 3 of the Terms of Reference.

(Signed) A. L. HAMBLEN,
Brigadier General, USA,

Commanding

3. LETTER DATED 2 OCTOBER 1953 FROM THE UNC TO
THE CHAInMAN, NNRC (PROTESTING THE RULES OF
PROCEDURE GOVERNING EXPLANATIONS AND INTER
VIEWS)

I have been instructed to inform you that the United
Nations Command hereby lodges a formal protest with
the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission regarding
the Rules and Procedures announced by the Commission
for explanations and interviews of prisoners of war in
your custody. The United Nations Command further
desires it be fully understood, that while we will partici
pate in such explanations and interviews, we reserve the
right to make protests on separate and collective phases
of the procedures when in our opinion such action is
justified.

A careful review of the Rules of Procedure as an
nounced by the Commission leads only to the conviction
that the intent thereof can be interpreted in no other
way except as specific encouragement for the prisoners
of war to seek repatriation rather than to permit them,
fully and voluntarily, to exercise that free choice of dis
position which is the very foundation of the Terms of
Reference.

The United Nations Command is fully aware that the
NNRC, using paragraph 24 of the Terms of Reference,
bases its power of decision on the latitude allowed it by
that document. We are also aware that the Rules of
Procedure which you have announced include almost all
of the proposals submitted by the communists to the
NNRC as announced in their press and radio. On the
other hand, practically none of the recommendations
made by the United Nations Command, which were
developed in exact accord with not only the letter but,
more important, the spirit of the Terms of Reference,
have been adopted by the Commission.

The UNC again invites your attention to paragraph 3
of the Terms of Reference which states unequivocally
"no force or threat of force shall be used against the
prisoners of war ... to prevent or effect their repatria
tion, and no violence to their persons or affront to their
dignity or self-respect shall be permitted in any manner
for any purpose whatsoever ..." Paragraph 8(d) of the
Terms of Reference is likewise specific on this point
when it states "additional provisions governing the ex
planation work shall be prescribed by the NNRC and
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will be designed to employ the principles enumerated in
paragraph 3 above ...H

The Rules of Procedure governing Explanations and
Interviews which you have announced are clearly in con
travention of the specific paragraphs quoted above, since
they depend upon forcing the prisoner of war, regard
less of his desires or rights under the Terms of Refer
ence, to submit to procedures involving coercion if not
force.

The United Nations Command considers that the
Rules of Procedure, as publicly announced by your Com
mission, should be made available in their entirety to
those persons most vitally affected by them-the pris
oners of war under your control. Failure to keep the
prisoners of war fully informed as to the rules under
which their whole future will be determined cannot be
reconciled with democratic procedures and inevitably will
lead to increased fears and apprehensions on the part of
the prisoners.

We feci that the sincerity of the United Nations Com
mand in its desire to assist the NNRC in the honest ful
filment of its mission has been amply demonstrated. We
reiterate the sincerity of our desire to follow a reasonable
course which is in keeping with the spirit of the agree
ment signed by both sides. However, it cannot condone
any action which contravenes the basic principle of free
dom oi choice which is the very foundation upon which
this agreement is built.

(Signed) A. L. HAMDLEN,
Brigadier General} USA,

Commanding

4, LETTER DATED 5 OCTOBER 1953 FROM GENERAL MARK
W. CLARK, USA, TO THE CHAIRMAN, NNRC
In view of the differences that have arisen as to the

meaning and application of the Tenns of Reference for
the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission, and in
view of their vital importance to the entire world, J con
sider it desirable to set forth briefly the background of
that document.

AHer April 1952, there remained one unresolved issue
in the armistice negotiations which was not resolved
until June 1953, when agreement was reached on the
Terms of Reference. The issue, simply stated, was:
"Would the United Nations Command agree to use phys
ical force to return to community control those captured
personnel who clearly demonstrated they would phys
ically resist repatriation?" The communists insisted that
all captured personnel n1.ust be returned regardless of
their individual desires. During most of the time that
this issue was in dispute, the United Nations Command
had in its custody about 83,000 North Korean and Chi
nese prisoners of war who, of their own free will, indi
cated that they would not physically resist return to com
munist control. These prisoners we did retUnl in good
faith as soon as it became possible to do so. The remain
ing prisoners refused to be returned to communist con
trol. Because of its regard for their human rights, the
United Nations Command insisted that they, as indi
viduals, be allowed to express their own will without
coercion of any kind. They were free, at any time while
in our custocly, to change their decision regarding repa
triation. A few of them did, in fact, subsequently ask for
repatriation, and they were included with those who were
returned.

Although these anti-comniunist prisoners had very
clearly manifested their violent opposition to repatria
tion, the United Nations Command, in the interests of
achieving an honorable armistice and bringing to a halt
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the bloodshed in Korea, agreed to a proposal by which
each side would be permitted to conduct explanations
without force or coercion to prisoners of the other side
who had signified they did not wish to exercise their right
of repatriation. It was in connexion with this agreement
that the NNRC was established.

As I review the progress of about three weeks of
activity of the NNRC, I do not fail to appreciate the
administrative difficulties encountered in the organiza
tion of any such body. However, I am impelled, as
Commander-in-Chief of the United Nations Command,
to present our views on certain aspects of proceedings
to date.

Certainly, the United Nations Command has, from
the outset} sought in every way to fulfil its obligations to
the Commission and to the Custodial Force, India. It will
continue to meet its present and future commitments.
On the other hand, the United Nations Command is
deeply and directly concerned that the NNRC will also
fulfil the obligations imposed upon it by the Armistice
Agreement and the Ten11S of Reference, and will adhere
scrupulously to the humanitarian intent of those docu
ments. Having continued, at heavy cost, the conflict in
Korea for more than a year while our negotiators at
Panmunjom were striving to achieve an honorable ar
mistice which would uphold the principle of freedom of
choice as to their future by the prisoners of war of
both sides, the United Nations Command cannot now
condone any abrogation or compromise of this principle.
N or can it condone the use of force or coercion, either
ovel·t or implied, in connexion with this principle, while
these prisoners are under the control of the NNRC

Your position that prisoners were misinformed by the
United Nations Command of the provisions of the Terms
of Reference is completely at variance with the facts.
As you and the Commander, CFl, have previously been
informed, the provisions of this document were given in
their entirety to all the prisoners in United Nations
Command custody. In om opinion, the plain words of
the Terms of Reference need little interpretation, Where
an interpretation had to be made, or when such was
requested by the prisoners, it was based on the funda
mental principle of freedom of choice, without duress
or coercion. Allegations. of misinterpretation by the
United Nations Command are unwarranted and unde
served.

Any assertion that the United Nations Command has
led anti-communist prisoners of war to believe they
would be released at the end of ninety days' custody is
in error. As a matter of fact, the prisoners were shown
graphically, in chart form, a chronology of events per
tainillg to them while in NNRC custody, which unmis
takably provided for a maximum period of 120 days as
prisoners of war, after which they would revert imme
diately to civilian status and, thirty days thence, the
NNRC would be dissolved.

I understand you have objected to an informational
leaflet on India previously distributed by the United
Nations Command to the prisoners of war solely because
it did not discuss exact duties of the NNRC under the
Terms of Reference. You will recall that, at the express
request of the head of the Indian Red Cross, the United
Nations Command agreed to send to the NNRC camps,
for the use of the prisoners, all informational and edu
cationalmaterials on hand at its United Nations Com
mand prisoner-of-warcamps. These included not only
informational leaflets, but text books, materials and ath
letic and recreational equipment. At no time was it indi
cated that the material requested should be related to the



mission and functions of the NNRC. You are aware that,
because of the deep distrust of the NNRC and the CFI
on the part of the prisoners, we found it necessary to
undertake positive measures to encourage them to share
our faith and trust in the integrity and impartiality of
India. Only througll such a programme were we able to
secure the co-operation of the prisoners in the move to
the Demilitarized Zone and in placing themselves in your
custody without violence and bloodshed.

Also in error is the statement that prisoners were
told by the United Nations Command they would go to
Formosa. All prisoners were informed that, under the
Terms of Reference, those who refused repatriation
would be free to make application to go to a neutral coun
try or to a country of their choice. Certainly you are
aware that the anti-communist Chinese have indicated
a strong and natural desire to go to Formosa. It is public
knowledge that the President of the Republic of China
has invited to Formosa those Chinese anti-communists
who desire to come. Similarly, the President of the
Republic of Korea has extended his welcome to those
anti-communist Koreans who wish to live in his nation.

Furthermore, I am sure you agree that there is nothing
in the Terms of Reference which prevents those pris
oners who refuse repatriation from going to Formosa
or the Republic of Korea after termination of the period
of custody by the NNRC. Paragraph 11 of that docu
ment states in part that 120 days after the NNRC takes
custody of the prisoners, they shall revert from prisoner
of-war status to civilian status. Therefore, at that time
they are no longer prisoners, nor are they subject to the
custody or to the control of the NNRC. They are free
to go where they choose. This same paragraph also states
that those who choose to go to neutral nations shall be
assisted by the NNRC and the Red Cross of India.
This assistance by the NNRC and the Red Cross of
India is available only for a period of thirty days, or
150 days from the date upon which the NNRC assumed
custody. Thereafter, the NNRC is dissolved. Obviously,
these free men, formerly prisoners, who do not request
assistance from the NNRC and Red Cross of India will
not remain in the Demilitarized Zone. Having rejected
repatriation, they must make their way to a country of
their choice. The obvious and natural choice of these
men is Formosa for the Chinese and the Republic of
Korea for the Koreans.

It is important to note here that paragraph 11 was
proposed by the communists. When, on 4 June 1953,
armistice negotiators were discussing this paragraph,
the United Nations Command asked this question: "Does
your proposal indicate that all such prisoners would have
to go to some neutral State or would Koreans, for ex
ample, be allowed to remain in Korea ?" The record indi
cates that the communists interposed no objection to this
interpretation.

It is difficult to accept the assertion that a statement
recently distributed to the prisoners in your custody is a
"perfectly correct interpretation" of the Terms of Ref
erence. Our objections to both its tone and intent have
already been made known to you. While you now assert
that the original text represented the Commission's
unanimous views, there appears to be considerable con
fusion as to the translation given to the prisoners.
Specifically, a press statement attributed to you per
sonally, indicates that the statement distributed to
Chinese anti-communist prisoners was an earlier version
of a draft not approved by the Commission.

I desire to reiterate that the explanation period, which
apparently has been a matter of considerable discussion
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by the Commission, in no way can extend beyond 23
December, or ninety days from 24 September, the date
on which the NNRC assumed full custody. This is not
subject to interpretation by the Commission, is clearly
stipulated in the Terms of Reference, and has been cov
ered so thoroughly in previous correspondence with you
that I feel the subject needs no further discussion.

Your refusal to permit observers of the United
Nations Command to witness the validation of requests
of prisoners for repatriation is both surprising and dis
appointing. It is difficult to reconcile such a position with
the provisions of the Terms of Reference, which very
clearly permit our representatives to observe the opera
tions of the Commission, to include, but certainly not
restricted to, explanations and interviews. The NNRC
ruled that the transfer of prisoners from the United
Nations Command to the custody of the CFI was an
operation of the Commission and, accordingly, commu
nist representatives had the right to observe such opera
tion. Certainly, the final act of determining a prisoner's
destiny by the validation of his application for repatria
tion is a most important operation of the Commission
and its subordinate bodies. The same principle must
apply; therefore, validations properly should be wit
nessed by the representatives of the United Nations Com
mand: it would be most desirable that the press also be
present. Paragraph 1 of the Terms of Reference can
have no other interpretation and constitutes full author
ity for such observation.

In summary, it appears that the decisions and activities
of the Commission to date have been predicated upon
the assumption that the prisoners in your custody actually
desire repatriation. This is especially difficult to under
stand in view of the strong opposition Korean and
Chinese anti-communist prisoners have demonstrated,
individually and collectively, even to the physical pres
ence of communist representatives. It would seem that
the Commission has not taken full cognizance of the fact
that the Korean and Chinese prisoners made their choice
many months ago and that, in the absence of force or
coercion, the vast majority will adhere to their decision.
If there exists any real doubt as to the attitude of the
prisoners, I strongly recommend that advantage be taken
of the provisions of paragraph 9 of the Terms of Refer
ence and that prisoners be encouraged to state their
views directly to the NNRC and its subordinate bodies
on the situation as they see it. This should provide con
clusive evidence of their personal feelings and desires.

While, under the Armistice Agreement and the Teml,s
of Reference, the United Nations Command will con
tinue to fulfil its commitments to the NNRC, this Com
mand is confident that the NNRC will, under your direc
tion, fulfil its solemn obligations with strict integrity and
complete impartiality, the governing consideration being
the welfare of the prisoners of war and their freedom
of choice as to ultimate disposition.

(Signed) MARK W. CLARK,

General, USA,
Commander-in-Chief

5. LETTER DATED 7 OCTOBER 1953 FROM THE CHAIRMAN,
NNRC, TO GENERAL MARK W. CLARK, USA (RE
PLYING TO LETTER OF 5 OCTOBER 1953)

1. I am desired by the Commission to acknowledge
receipt of your letter dated 5 October in which you have
been good enough to present your views On certain as
pects of the activities of the NNRC. Although the Com
mission is not unaware of the chequered course of nego
tiations leading to the drawing up of the Terms of Ref-
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prisoner of war is permitted to be left alone, he might
change his mind and decide for repatriation. This means
of finding out the attitude of the prisoner of war, as
suggested by you, is not, therefore, open to us.

S. You are certainly entitled to expect that the NNRC
will fulfil the obligations imposed upon it by the Armis
tice Agreement and the Terms of Reference and will
adhere scrupulously to the humanitarian intent of those
documents. The Commission maintains that it has done
so and that consistent with its responsibilities under the
Terms of Reference, it has so far done nothing which
may be deemed to have condoned or compromised the
principle of freedom of choice by the prisoners of war
as to their future.

6. The Commission notes the measures taken by the
United Nations Command to inform the prisoners of
war of the provisions of the Terms of Reference. It ap
pears, however, that the prisoners of war had not under
stood these provisions properly. This would be clear
from the following examples. Lieutenant General W. K.
Harrison, in his letter to me dated 12 September, had
stated that the prisoners of war had been informed by
the United Nations Command that no observers should
be present when the Custodial Force, India, took them
into custody. It was the unanimous view of t.'le Com
mission that this interpretation was not correct. The
prisoners of war also said that, in accordance with the
Terms of Reference, they need not attend tltle explana
tions and that they would automatically be released at
the end of ninety days, although the correct position is
that they will have to remain in custody till the Political
Conference settles the question of their disposition. In
these circumstances, tlle Commission thought it neces
sary to remove such misapprehensions by distributing a
leaflet explaining the provisions of the Terms of Refer
ence. I admit that when I received General Hamblen's
letter I thought that the original draft which had been
later amended by the Commission, might, through inad
vertence, have been translated into Chinese and I said so
in a casual conversation with a press representative. I
also told him that I had given this statement again to the
translators of the Commission for scrutiny and a report
for which I was still waiting. The press correspondent,
however, did not choose to report the entire conversation.
On receipt of the translators' report, I was satisfied that
there was no such mistake and that the Chinese version
was a faithful translation of the English text as finally
adopted by the Commission.

7. I confess I did not understand the purpose of issu
ing the informational leaflet on India. From what you
have said in your letter, I now fully appreciate the
object and the need for issuing such a leaflet.

8. The Commission notes that the United Nations
Command is unable to agree to extend the period beyond
that laid down in the Terms of Reference. The Commis
sion nowhere suggested that this is a matter for inter
pretation by the Commission. They are fully aware that
any such extension is only possible if the two Commands
agree but, having regard to the delay in providing facili
ties for explanation, the Commission felt that they should
ask the two Commands to agree to such an extension.

9. The question of permitting observers to witness
the validation was carefully cpnsidered Dy the Commis
sion. Although it is possible that the questioning of the
prisoners of war might be considered as an operation of
the NNRC, the validation was definitely not an operation.
For practical reasons it was obviously not possible to
separate the two functions. The Commission could not,
therefore, agree to permit observers being present at
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erence for the NNRC, the Commission is grateful to
yoU for recapitulating the background.

2. Your letter brings into relief the difference in ap
1 proach to the problem by the United Nations Command

and the NNRC which. appears to be somewhat funda
mental. You have stated that "it appears that the deci
sions and activities of the Commission to date have been
predicated upon the assumption that the prisoners in
your. custody actually desire repatri~tion". The Com
missIOn has made no such assumptlOn. On the other
hand, the Commission is not prepared to accept as an
established fact "that the Korean and Chinese prisoners
made their choice many months ago and that, in the
absence of force or coercion, the vast majority will ad
here to their decision". That certainly has been the stand
taken by the United Nations Command. The contention
of the Command of the Korean People's Army and
Chinese People's Volunteers on the other hand has been
that these prisoners have had no opportunity to express
their free will because of the existence of well-organized
groups in the camps who are alleged to have terrorized
the prisoners of war who wished to be repatriated. The
Commission is not prepared to work on either of these
assumptions. The Commission has kept an open mind
and is most anxious to secure for the prisoners of war
complete freedom of choice without duress and coercion.
Assuming that the "vast majority will adhere to their
decisions", how can the Commission discover the small
minority who may change their decisions? It is precisely
with this object in view that both the commands agree to
provide for "explanation" in the terms of the agreement.
This is a mandatory provision and the Commission must,
under the Terms of Reference, provide necessary free
dom and facilities to the explainers. While the Commis
sion is bound to protect prisoners of war from all force
or threats of force, it is equally their obligation to see
that they perform the legitimate functions which the
Terms of Reference enjoin.

3. It may be that many prisoners of war will not want
to be repatriated. However, so far some 110 prisoners of
war have asked for repatriation which proves that at least
some of the prisoners uf war do wish to be repatriated .
What is even more significant is the fact that not
one of the prisoners of war dares openly, in their camps,
to ask for repatriation. They had to do so surreptitiously
or at the risk of death or injury from fellow prisoners or
at the risk of being shot on the fence by armed guards.
The abnormal manner in which the repatriate prisoners
have had to express their wish, naturally raises the sus
picion that all prisoners of war are not free agents.
Under these conditions, you will, I hope, appreciate why
the Commission cannot take "Full cognizance of the fact
that the Korean and Chinese prisoners made their choice
many months ago and that, in the absence of force or
coercion, the vast majority will adhere to their decision",
The Commission will certainly ensure that there would
~e no force or coercion at the time of explanations, but it
IS unable to satisfy itself that prisoners of war are not
being subjected to force or threats of force by some
fellow prisoners.

4. You have suggested that the prisoners of war
should be encouraged to state their views directly to the

;.; NNRC or their subordinate bodies so that all doubts as
I to acknowledge . to the real attitude of the prisoners could be set at rest.
11 which you have r' .. In the Course of my talks with the leaders of the prisoners
1VS on certain as' > of war, I did inquire if they would agree to appear before
'though the Com- I: the NNRC and express their vie"'.'s. Even this they were
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validations. I would, however, like to point out that just
as observers were allowed at the time of taking over cus
tody of the prisoners of war by the CFI, the Commission
has also permitted observers being present when prison
ers of war are fmally handed over for repatriation.

10. The Commission has full confidence that the
United Nations Command will continue to fulfil their
commitments and it can assure the United Nations Com
mand that it is fully conscious of the responsibilities it
has undertaken and that it will continue to discharge its
obligations with complete integrity and strict impar
tiality and with a full understanding of what is involved,
bearing in mind the history of the prisoner-of-war issue.

(Signed) K. S. THIMAYYA,
Chairman

6. LETTER DATED 10 OCTOBER 1953 FROM THE UNC TO
THE CHAIRMAN, NNRC.

In assuming command of the UNC, I feel it in order
at the very beginning of my service in the Far East, to
state briefly yet dearly my over-all policy with respect to
our mutual responsibilities in this grave and complicated
situation. I saw and subscribed fully to the letter which
General CIark dispatched to yOll on 5 October. I believe
it will prove of material aid to you if, as the new UNC
Commander, I not only reassert my adherence to present
basic UNC policy but also inform you of my compre
hension of your vast problems and of my determination
to support you and help you whenever and however
possible.

First, then, it is proper that I reaffirm the strong stand
of this headquarters in insisting upon full and continuing
execution of the spirit and the intent of the Terms of
Reference which denne the responsibilities and the sphere
of activities of the Neutral Nations Repatriation Com
mission. The firm policies of my government demand of
me every practical step in guarding the rights of the
thousands of POW's now under the custody of the troops
of your country, rights which carry a definite guarantee
to these prisoners of a voluntary freedom of choice. This
freedom of choice without coercion or duress of any sort
or degree is the heart and soul of the principles which
impelled UN action in Korea in the first place. It illus
trates the very foundational rights of free men of free
nations; it mirrors the worth and the dignity of the in
dividual citizen in such nations, as President Eisenhower
has often so aptly stated.

In the defense of this principle and of these primarv
rights, there can be no compromise. None was ever con
templated in the Armistice Agreement or in its Terms of
Reference for the NNRC. Hence I feel you fully under
stand and appreciate the unalterable position the UNC
has taken in this critical period, and the undeviating stand
I must maintain, personally and through my UNC
Repatriation Group under Brigadier General Arche1aus
L. Ramblen.

It is equally important, after having frankly reaffirmed
the basic UNC position, to say that I am deeply aware
of the extremely difficult situation you are facing. With
no precedent to follow, and with conflicting interests and
highly sensitive problems constantly before you, it is
realized by both 111y government and myself that you need
and are entitled to the patient, sympathetic understand
ing of all concerned, in order to accomplish your mission
effectively. Thefefore I wish to reassure you of my un
derstanding and continuous support. I take note of your
illustrious career as a soldier and leader, and also that
of Major General Thorat. I am therefore reassured of the
favourable outcome of these complicated undertakings.
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Let me say, in closing, that while I cannot but expect
full adherence to the spirit and the letter of the Terms of
Reference, yet at the same time I can say in all sincerity
and with the frankness permitted one soldier to another,
that the UNC has faith in your honest, capable, experi
enced leadership. I have every hope and confidence that
your handling of the prisoners of war will be concluded
in a way which will inspire universal pride in your
achievement, and at the same time will contribute to our
joint efforts in effecting an honorable and lasting peace.

(Signed) J. E. HULL,
General, USA,

Commanding Chief, UNC

7. LETTER D.\TED 17 OCTOBER FROM THE UNC TO THE

CHAIRMAN, NNRC (concerning lengthy interroga
tion of POW)

1. I am obliged to call to your attention the circum
stances surrounding the POW's interview at explaining
point 15 which occurred on the afternoon of 17 October
1953. I am certain that you are at least partially familiar
with the incident, since it was only through your personal
intervention that the interview was finally terminated.
At this particular interview, Capt. Churaya was chair
man, Lt. Col. Reutersward was the Swedish delegate and
Lt. Geisshusler, the Swiss delegate.

2. I am in possession of a report of investigation COll
ducted on this particular incident. Pertinent extracts are
appended.

3. This incident involves intimidation and coercion of
a POW by Communist explainers. It is the most flagrant
violation of the principle of freedom from coercion that
has come to my attention. It is imperative that this prac
tice be terminated in future explanations conducted by
the NNRC. Sincerely,

(Signed) A. L. I-IAMBLEN
Extract from report of investigation enclosed with above

letter
1. At approximately 1505, 17 October, an anti-Com

munist POW was brought into tent 15, site A, for inter
view. Upon entering the tent he was dennitely hostile
toward the Communist explainers. Re did not desire to
sit near the Communists but two Indian guards forced
him into a chair. Rather than face the explainers he
turned his back toward them. One of the three Commu
nist explainers opened the interview substantially as
follows:

"We are representatives of the Peoples Govern
ment. We are here to cheer you and to welcome you
back. I understand how you may have made mistakes
in the past but those were all minor mistakes and are
no concern of ours. The Peoples Government is gen
erous. The Peoples Government will forget your pre
vious mistakes. We guarantee that you will be safe if
you go home. As a matter of fact this is the only way
that you can be united again with your family."
At this point the prisoner made an antagonistic move

ment toward the explainers but was restrained by the
Indian guards, The POW attempted to leave the tent via
the non-repatriation exit. He was restrained by the
guards. The POW kept shouting: "I want to go Taiwan.
I want to go to Taiwan." The POW was forcibly re
turnerl to the chair by the guards and at the direction of
the chairman was forced to sit clown again.

2. The explainer continued with his explanation sub
stantially as follows:

"Don't worry. I understand that you are tattooed but
that doesn't make any difference. When you go back
we can remove that in a harmless way. Don't be afraid
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11. In the confusion the document was returned to
the Communist explainer who continued substantially as
iollows: "Just take a look at the message. Perhaps you
cannot read. I will read it to you."

12. At this point the PO\iV' again attempted to leave
the tent through the non-repatriation exit and again he
was forcibly restrained by the guards and again forced
to face the explainers.
13. The explainer again offered the prisoner the docu
ment saying: "Take this, go out this door."

14. All the explainers stood up at this point and, with
threatening gestures toward the prisoner, shouted: "Go
out there! Go out that door!" There were numerous
Communists outside the door. AgJ.in the POW tried to
break away. Again he was restrained. An explainer con
tinued to the effect: "It doesn't matter if you don't take
the dllcument. Just go out that door."

15. The PO\V was exhausted. He sat in lhe chair and
held his head. The explainer continued: "If you are
worried tell us."

16. Then the explainer sho.lte1: "Tell us, tell us, tell
us, tel/us! If you have no worr;" g 'out. Go ahead !"

17. 1\1any Communists surrounded the tent. The
chairman waved them away. The Swedish delegate had
the guards clear the Communists from the area sur
rounding the tent. At this point a new Communist ex
plainer arrived to make a total of five Communist
explainers in the tent. The Committee chairman directed
the new explainer to leave the tent. The new explainer
replied substantially as follows: "I belong to this team.
I have been here all the time. From now on I am going to
work in this tent. I will not leave."

18. The Swiss and Swedish delegates strongly ob
jected to the presence of the new explainer.

19. The new explainer faced the NNRC Committee
and shouted. "The Swedish Colonel is full of bullshit !"

20. The new explainer yelled at the PO\V: "Don't
be afraid. I am here. Nobody dares to touch you."

21. At this point the committee chairman left the tent
to seek advice. Prior to leaving he directed that no one
speak during his absence. As soon as h~ was gone, all
five explainers in a chorus shouted at the PO\V: "Follow
us! Nobody dares to touch you! Don't be afraid !"

22. The Swedish delegate attempted to stop the com
motion and declared a violation of the Rules of Pro
cedure. The committee chairman returned to the tent
and ruled that the new explainer would stay. This ruling
compounds the confusion in the tent. The Swedish and
Swiss delegates objected. The UNC observer and repre
sentative objected. Their objections were all overruled.
The UNC observer and representative protested and left
the tent.

23. The new explainer continued the interview sub
stantially as follows: "Look at the two UNC represen
tatives. They have deserted you. They have left you here
alone. If you walk out of here you will be back with your
comrades. You will see your mother. You will see your
brother."

24. At this point the POW was completely fatigued.
He held his head in his hands and groaned. The Commu
nist interpreter jumped to his, feet aq,d addressed the
chairman: "This PO\V said he wants repatriation."

25. All of the Communists came out from behind their
desks and said in effect: "This way. Go this way. Come
out here and you will be safe. Go! Go ahead !"

26. There was strife and confusion as the PO\V at
tempted to resist the pressure being placed upon him.
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if you have been incarcerated all these years. Even the'
leader of the officers battalion, Li Ching Chuan, has come
back. (Name) has come back. (Name) has come back."

3. At this point the POW again attempted to termi
nate the interview by leaving through the non-repatria
tion exit shouting:

"I want to go Taiwan. J want to go to Taiwan." He
was again forcibly detained by the Indian guards and
forced to sit before the explainers. Another explainer
continued substantially as follows:

"There is no use in your returning to Taiwan. We are
going to liberate Taiwan. You know now how corrupt
the Nationalist Government is. Don't believe anything
that the Kuomintang agents have said."

4. Another exp:ainer continued substantially as fol
lows:

"Just a moment ago one comrade went out the door
(no PO\V had sought repatriation through that door as
implied by the explainer). I f you go out that door our
vehich~s are waiting there for you. \Ve will send you
back to Kaesong before nightfall. The repatriation tent
is only a short distance away from here. Your comrades
(name) and (name) are already there. We too will see
you there."

5. An explainer continued in substance:
"Try to think. Is your barbed wire enclosure miser

:(ble? Just speak up and say that you want to go home.
You will be repatriated forever. You will never again be
behind a barbed wire enclosure."

6. At this point all four of the explainers pointed to
the repatriation door and said:

"Go! Go out the door! Go! It is only a short way from
here to the door. Go out the door! This is the way, this
is the way! Don't hesitate any more! Go ahead, go
ahead!" The PO\iV' tried to break away again but was
again restrained by the guards. The POW shouted
"I don't want to go back! I want to go to Taiwan." His
shouting to this effect was repeated time and time again.
However, the PO\V was again brought back to his chair
and forced to sit far'ing the explainers.

7. Another of the explainers continued with the inter
view substantially as follows:

"Don't you believe us? We have more than 100 rep
resentatives here. Look at them." (Points to the exit
where numerous Communists are crowding about the
door.)

8. The explainer continued: "Look at all the NNRC
members. They will protect you. The guards especially
will protect you. They are your friends. These two
guards will take you out so you will arrive safely."

9. The POW again shouted: "I want to go to Taiwan!
I don't want to go back! I don't want to go back!" The
POW pointed toward the non-repatriation door from
which he desired to exit. He realized at this time that any
further struggle in an attempt to get out that door had
become fruitless. The PO\V was tired and discouraged.
The chairman directed that the PO\iV' again face the
explainers. One of the explainers held out a printed
document and continued substantially as follows: "This
is a message from the supreme commanders Prang and
Kim I1 Sung. This message guarantees that you will go
back safely."

10. The Indian chairman at this point asked the ex
plainer to display the document to the NNRC Committee.
The UNC representative requested permission to see the
document. The Czech and Polish members of the NNRC
Committee objected to the UNC members reading the
document, their objection was sustained.
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9. LETTER l);\'1'ED 19 NOVEMBER 1953 l~ROM GENERAL
W. K. HARRISON, UNC, TO THE CIIAIR~I:\N, NNRC
(repl'J'ing to letter of 12 November 1953)

I am grateful to you for your letter of 12 November
regarding your observations on the discovery of a con
traband radio receiver and what appear to be covert
activities in the hospital area. Immediately after receipt
of tIr. Haksar's letter in which the circumstances Sur
ronnding the radio set were set forth, we launched an
investigation. It was with real chagrin that we found the
facts substantially as had been set forth 1can assure you
that such activity was completely contrary to UNC poli
cies, that General Hambkn had ne knowledge of this
particular incident, and that General Hull. personally,
has taken the strongest action to prevent recurrence of
this or any similar unauthorized activities by personnel
under our control.

Prior to the receipt of your letter, we also looked into
the possibility of any other clandestine activity which
might be attempted. I have been able to determine that
no UNC agency has established, or is attempting to
establish, an intelligence outlet from either the Northern
or Southern CF1 camp. As a matter of fact, I find that
we have very little information available to us of day
to-day operations of the prisoners, other than that re
ported by our authorized observers and liaison personnel.
Particularly, we have no control over unauthorized ac
tivity that you say may be taking place within the hos
pital. In this connexion, specific instructions are being
issued to the CO, 64th Field Hospital, to cooperate with
the CFI in any way possible to reduce the possibility of
undercover operations if such is actually taking place.

I assure you, General, that I fully appreciate the ex
tremely sensitive situation which is now facing you and
the CFI. \Ve are absolutely sincere in our desire to re
frain from any action which is contrary to the spirit or
the letter of the Terms of Reference or which may, in any
way, handicap the legitimate operations of your Com
mission. We are convinced that you and the CFI will
fulfil your obligations to the prisoners in your custody
with fairness and impartiality and want you to feel, in
turn, that we are fully willing to cooperate and assist you
within the limitation of the Terms of Reference.

(Signed) General HARRISO:"i

10. LETTER DATED 2 JANUARY 1954 FRt.. I THE CHAIR
~I AN, NNRC, TO THE Cm,I MANDER-IN-CHIEF, UNC

1. The Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission de
sires me to inform the United Nations Command that
the Commission has been able to implement, only to a
limited extent, the procedure in respect of the repatria
tion of POW's as contemplated and provided in its
terms of reference and established under the rules for
mulated thereunder by the Commission.

2. The NNRC has to come to a decision, as expedi
tiouslyas possible, in the next few days about the further
steps it should or may take in the discharge of its re
sponsibilities. The NNRC has, in particular, to arrive at
a decision in respect of the status and tasks of the Cus
todial Force, India, and the status and disposition of
prisoners of war.

3. In the report it has communicated to the two Com
mands, the NNRC has already set out the facts and cir
cumstances which have existed, and for the most part
continue to exist and surround the endeavors of the
Commission and the CFI in the discharge of their re
sponsibilities in respect of the implementation of the
repatriation agreement.
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( Signed) General THIMAYYA

The prisoner was completely confused and under the
pressure being applied, he attempted to get out any door,
t'ven the repatriation door. However, the chairman had
the g-uard stop the PO\V because the chairman had not
explained to the prisoI1l.'r the meaning of the two exits.
Dy this time a great crowd of Communists had gathered
outside the tent. General Thimayya appeared. The ses
sion was in turmoil. Gent'ral Thimayya restored order
in the tent. The UNC observer returned to the tent. The
chairman asked the Communist interpreter to read the
last part of the statement which gives the POvV a choice
of repatriation or non-repatriation. The Communist in
terprt'tn was obviously biased in his translation, a fact
whi:h General Thimayya recognized. General Thimayya
directed that everyone leave the tent. The Communists
were reluctant to leave. The Czech delegate insisted that
the PO\V be allowed to repatriate. The Swedish dele
gate suggested that the prisoner be segregated and
allowed to rest. General Th mayya proposed a 2-day rest
for the prisoner. The cOIT,mittee chairman concurred
and the PO\V went out the i.on-repatriation door with
General Thimayya. At this point the Communists
swarmed after the prisoner in a crowJ and attempted to
g-rab him. The Indian guards restrained the Communists
and succeeded in getting the POW outside. \Vhen the
PO\\, was safely outside, the Comrr.unists insisted that
the prisoner desired to make a statement.

2i. General Thimayya had the prisoner returned to
the tent. General Thimayya's interpreter addressed the
priscner substantially as follows: "Do you desire repa
triation or not?"

28. The POW, who by this time was completely con
fused, replied substantially as follows: "I try to go out
there (indicating the non-repatriation door) and I am
stopped. I try to go out there (indicating the repatriation
deor) and I am stopped."

29. General Thimayya then took the POW out the
non-rep:>triation door.

8. LETTER DATED 12 NOVEMBER 1953 FROM THE CHAIR
:I'fAN. NNRC, TO GENERAL W. K. HARRISON, UNC

You remember when you came to see me last you asked
me whether I had any instances to indicate UN's com
plicity with PO\V's. I told you then that apart from those
which I had already reported, I had no further com
plaints. You had then suggested that I should let you
know if there were any instances in future.

On i November 1953 the CFI discovered a pocket
radio receiving set in a drum of dry yeast issued from
the UN warehouse to the POW's in CFI area. We have
therefore had to lodge a formal protest to General
Hamblen in this regard on 11 November 1953.

I am sure you will understand that this sort of thing
causes me much embarrassment and gives further cause
to certain parties for attack on the UN. I shall therefore
be very grateful if steps could be taken to ensure that
your boys do not get mixed up with such activities.

A message was also thrown from a POW's compound
towards the quarters of the Korean nurses in 64th Field
Hospital area. This raises a grave suspicion and in fact
links up with accusations made by the other side that
personnel of the UN hospital are used as agencies and
links between the UN and the POW's. Though we have
no positive proof of this, I think it will be a good idea
if you give strict orders to the CO 64th Field Hospital
to make quite sure that these nurses keep clear of such
activities.
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4. A memorandum prepared by me as the Chairman
of the NNRC, and annexed hereto, is set out for your
information and study of the position in regard to the
more important problems with which the NNRC and
the CFI are confronted.

5. The NNRC requests the United Nations Command
to assist the NNRC in coming to a considerate, just and
correct decision in regard to the following questions:

(a) Whether the United Nations Command considers
continuance of explanations possible;

( b) Whether the Political Conference is likely to meet
as contemplated in paragraph 11 of the Teffils of Ref
erence;

(c) Whether the United Nations Command will
iorthwith enter into negotiations with the Korean Peo
ples Army and Chinese Peoples Volunteers Command to
establish procedures for the consideration of the problem
of non-repatriated prisoners and consequential matters
in view of the failure of the Political Conference to meet
hitherto;

(d) Whether the United Nations Command wilt agree
to the continuance of present custodial duties of the CFI
pending agreement on the disposition of the prisoners of
war.

6. The NNRC requests that these answers may be
communicated to it without delay in the course of the
next three or four days to enable it to come to decisions in
time and with the knowledge of your considered views on
the relevant issues. The NNRC would be grateful for a
reply by 6 January.

7. The NNRC seeks to assure the United Nations
Command that in making this request it is prompted
and persuaded by the earnest desire to implement the
repatriation agreement and to discharge its responsibili
ties fully and correctly. An identical communication has
been addressed to the Korean Peoples Army and Chinese
Peoples Volunteers Command.

(Signed) K. S. TElIMAYYA,
LieHtenant General,

Chairman, NNRC
ANNEX

MEMORANDUM BY THE CHAIRMAN, NNRC

The ninety day period having ended, the Commission finds
itself in the following position:

1. Explanatiotts

(a) Explanations have not been completcd. An overwhelming
majority of prisoners of war have not even been through ex
planation procedure.

(b) Extension of the period of explanations which the Com
mission considered legitimate and necessary was not acceptable
to the United Nations Command.

(c) Requests {or such extensions have been made during and
after the ninety day period by the Korean Peoples Army and
Chinese Peoples Volunteers Command.

(d) The opinion of the majority of the Commission is still
that explanations should be continued.

(e) The wording in paragraph 11 of the Terms of Reference,
however, is that 'at the expiration of ninety days after the trans
fer of the custody of the prisoners of war to the NNRC access
of representatives to captured personnel as provided for in
paragraph 8 above shall terminate ..." The literal interpretation
of these words may well be that the explanation period termi
nates on the ninety-first day after the date the prisoners of war
were taken into custody. The United Nations Command has
held to this position and declines to alter it. Continuance of
explanations is possible only if the two Commands agree.
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2. Political Conference
(Cl) The referring of the question of the future of the non.

repatriated prisoners to the Political Conference is mandatory.
The terms of paragraph 11 in this regard are "... the question
of the disposition of the prisoners of war who have not exer
cised their right to be repatriated shall be submitted to the
Political Conference recommended to be convened in para
graph 60, Draft Armistice Agreement ..."

(b) The failure of the Political Conference to meet is a
~atter for which.th~ Commission bears no responsibility, and,
mdeed, the CommiSSIOn has no power or capacity to bring about
such a conference or to substitute any other machinery or
arrangement in its place.

(c) The Commission has the duty and the right to refer this
matter to the two Commands and request them to state their
position in regard to the following:

(i) Whether and when the Political Conference will meet
within the relevant period;

(ii) In the event of the failure of the Political Conference to
meet within the relevant period, to come to an agreement be
tween themselves in respect of the further procedure in regard
to disposition of prisoners of war and to inform the Commission
expeditiously.

3. Custody
(a) The custody of the prisoners of war by the CFI is, as

contemplated in paragraph 11, to be terminated on the 121st day
but is not so stated expressly. The said paragraph 11 after stating
that the Political Conference shall endeavor to settle the issue
of non-repatriates "within thirty days", goes on to state, "during
which period the NNRC shall continue to retain custody of the
pl"isoncrs of war". There is nothing here in the terms about
custody coming to an end but only that custody shall obtain in
the thirty uays period. No other interpretation or views in re
spect of this matter would have had to be considered now if the
repatriation arrangements had been carried out according to
the plan in paragraph 11 and the issue of non-repatriates had
been placed before the Political Conference.

Cb) The United Nations Command has, however, stated and
reaffirmed that custody shall cease OIl that day while the
Korean Peoples Army and Chinese Peoples Volunteers Com
mand takes a different view.

(c) Paragraph 11 of the Terms of Reference assigns to the
eFI certain functions during the 120 days and other functions
for the next thirty days. This can mean tbat custodial functions
terminate at the end of 120 days. It can also mean that functions
other than or in addition to custodial functions remain. The
CFI must, however, remain on location till the 15lst day and
consequently have some authority.

(d) Irrespective of any interpretations, the factual aspect of
the matter, however, is that the CFI cannot maintain custody or
even remain in the territory without agreement of both Com
mands, for the following reasons:

(i) That the CFI is dependent on peaceful conditions being
guaranteed by the two sides;

(ii) Considerations of logistic support.
The continuance of custody is necessary:

(1) If explanations are to continue;
(2) If the process of repatriation is to be carried out i
(3) If prisoners remain in the locations whatever their status.

(e) The period of custody is related to the disposal of the
question of non-repatriated prisoners of war in the Political
Conference which has not materialized. It therefore calls for
reconsideration and review by both sides.

(f) The CFI, which bears the responsibility for custodial
duties, undertook the task at the request of a.nd in accordance
with agreement between the two Commands.

(g) India accepted the task to further the purposes of the
Armistice Agreement and to enable the repa.triation procedure
to be effected.

(It) Since the conditions on the basis of which the CFl
entered on its duties would not otherwise obta.in, continuance
of custodial duties by the CFI is possible only if the two sides
agree to it.



J. E. HULL,
General, USA,

Commander-in-Chief

4. Dissolution of the NNRC
(a.) The NNRC has to cease to function and declare .i~s di~

solution at the end of. the 150th day. The relevant prOVISIon In

paragraph 11 of the Terms of Reference implies this, but such a
declaration is at the same time related to previous stages foHow
ing from the Political Conference which has not materialized.

(b) The continuance of the Commission after the 150th day
is also possible only as a result of agreement between the two
Commands. The NNRC therefore can only refer this problem
also to the two Commands for consideration and agreement
between them.

(Signed) K. S. THIMAYYA

11. LETTER DATED 3 JANUARY 1954 FROM THE UNC TO

THE CHAIRMAN, NNRC (commenting on the two
reports transmitted by the NNRC, 28 December
1953)

[ have read carefully the interim report concurred in
by the Indian, Czechoslovakian and ~olish delegations
and the interim report prepared and sIgned by the Swe
dish and Swiss delegations. I have also read th~ acco?l
panying communications indicating the manner m WhICh
failure to agree to a single point develope~. Of the ~o
reports, I :find that prepared ~y the SwedIsh ~nd.SW.ISS
delegations much more objectIve, fact';lal and l11dl~at~ve
of the operations of the Neutral NatIOns RepatnatlOll
Commission.

In view of the fact that the ninety-day period for ex
plantions has now terminated, ~nd becaus~ t~e issues
during this phase of Neutral Nations Repat.natt~n Com
mission operations have be~t; so clearly Identl.fied by
both reports, I see little posItIve value to be gamed ~y

expressing detailed opinions on such ~~sue. Howeve~, 111

order to clarify unmistakably the ~osltIon of the TJntted
Nations Command on what I consIder to be certam key
elements, I am constrained to submit once more a reitera
tion of certain salient points:

(a) The United Nations Command categ?rically de
nies any implication that we have attempted, 111 at;y way,
tu exercise control to the slightest degree over pnsoners
in the Southern Camp by the introduction of agents pro
vocateurs, or that we have attempted to maintain any
type of covert intelligence network.

( b) The allegation that prisoners alone in the South
ern Camp were responsible for the failure to complete
explanations I find totally unacceptable. Although the
United Nations Command had no permanent represen
tation in either the Neutral N atio'ns Repatriation Com
mission or Custodial Force, India, it appears clearly
obvious from reports received from our duly authorized
liaison observation and explainer personnel, as well as
from official statements of the Neutral Nations Repatria
tion Commission itself, that the primary causes of failure
were due to:

(1) The severe dis~ppointmentof the r~presentativ~s
of the Korean People s Army and the Chmese People.s
Volunteers at their inability to secure more tha~ ~ nomI
nal percentage of returnees from groups recelVtng ex
planations.

(2) The delayin~ tactics adopted by the K~rean ~eo
pIe's Army and Chmese People s Volunteers mclud111g:

a. Unreasonable and changing demands for facilities.
b, Refusal to accept reasonable numbers of willing

prisoners for explanations during each day.
c. Refusal of the Korean People's Army and Chil1;ese

People's Volunteers to utilize available explaining time
unless the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission and
Custodial Force, India, conformed to all their demands,
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which included the use of force and other impracticable
actions.

(c) The United Nations Command, on the other
hand, supports fully the stroJ.1g stand t~k~t; by the Indian,
Swedish and Swiss delegatlOns prohIbItIng the use of
force against defenceless prisoners.

(d) The Terms of Reference plainly specify that ex
planations would be terminated as of 23 December 1953.
We therefore cannot accept any alternate proposal which
may be made by any other agency on this point, just as
we shall not accept any other proposal w~ich a~ends 0e
date 22 January, the las.t ~ay upon ~h~ch pnsoners m
Neutral Nations RepatnatlOn CommlsslOn custody can
be denied their freedom.

(e) The termination date of custody, 22 January
1954, 120 days after the Neutral Nations .Repatriation
Commission originally assumed custody, IS fixed and
does not depend on the holding of any political co~f~r

ence, the holding of which was, by term~ of the A~mlsttce

Agreement to be recommended to their respective gov
ernments b~ the commanders of each side in the Korean
conflict.

With specific reference to that part of your letter of
28 December 1953 (forwarding the aforementioned re
ports which discusses .th~ action t? ?e taken by the
Neutral Nations RepatnatlOn CommlsslOn now that the
explanation period has ended an~ no political confe~ence
is in session, I believe the foregomg vIews are ?ufficlently
clear to serve as a basis for a sound and logical course
of action. As of 230001 January 1954, p~is~mers now.in
custody of the Neutral Nati~ns Repa~n~~lOn CommIs
sion having then become entitled to clvlhan status are
free'to move to destinations of their choice. For those
who wish to be assisted by the United Nations Com
mand I suggest that they be moved south in orderly,
manageable groups and according to a phased schedule,
so that they may be received at a mutually agreed.~pon

location along the southern boundary of the Demllttar
ized Zone. The United Nations Command is fully pre
pared to receive them and ~id them to mov.e ~o. destinati~ns
of tlleir choice to settle mto peaceful Clvlltan pursUlts.

For those who may apply to go to l1;eutral nati~ns, the
United Nations Command (as preVIOusly outltned to
you) stands ready to assist the ~eutn,!J. Natio~s Re
patriation Commission in care and diSpOSItIOn durmg the
period 22 January-21 February. W~ether we can con
tinue assistance after 21 February wlll depend upon the
situation then prevailing; I can, howev~r, assure y?u of
our co-operation in so far as practicable III my capacIty as
a military commander.

12. LETTER DATED 6 JANUARY 1954 FROM THE UNC TO

THE CHAIRMAN, NNRC (l'eplying to letter of 2
January 1954)

Reference is made to your letter of.2 January 1954 ~n

which you request the Ut:rC to assIst the NN~C 111

reaching decisions on questlOl1S enumerated therem and
to which you ha,:e ~ttached a copy. of. a me~orandum
approved by a maJonty of the CommISSIon. It IS m~ feel
ing that the position of the UNC on each of the Iss';les
has been clearly stated in previous correspondence W.ltll
you, particularly in my letter of. January 3 commentmg
on interim reports made by certat? members of ~e Com
mission relative to NNRC operatlOns. However, m order
to remove any possibility of doubt or misunderstanding
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(Signed) J. E. HULL
General, USA

Commander-in-Chief
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of UNC views, I now reiterate the firm position of this
command on the question posed in your letter:

(a) The UNC cannot, in view of the express pro
visions of the Terms of Reference, consider under any
circumstances a reopening or continuance of explana
tions to POW in NNRC custody.

(b) As a military commander, I am not in position
to speak authoritatively on the convening of the Political
Conference. However, the attitude of representatives of
the North Korean and Chinese governments during the
preliminary talks recessed recently at Panmunjom has
made it extremely improbable that a political conference
will be in session prior to January 22.

(c) The convening of a political conference was,
under terms of the Armistice Agreement, only a recom
mendation of the commanders of both sides to their
respective governments, and has no determining rela
tionship to the question of POW's in NNRC custody.
Moreover, UNC can see no justification for entering
into any discussion with any agency to consider further
the disposition of prisoners, since paragraph 11 of the
Terms of Reference constitutes agreement between the
two sides settling the question. This was clearly indi
cated in armistice negotiations which resulted in the
Terms of Reference for the NNRC. The plain intent of
that paragraph is to prevent either party to the agreement
from frustrating the basic pUt'pose of avoiding indefinite
captivity simply by refusing to appear at a conference or
to agree to any alternative disposition at a conference.

(d) Under the Terms of Reference, the responsibil
ity of Custodial Force, India for holding POW's in cus
tody ceases as of 12 :01 A.M. Jan. 23, 1954. As of that
time, there remains the express responsibility for the
Commission to release prisoners to civilian status and
within the ensuing thirty-day period to assist those who
choose to go to neutral nations. The UNC recognizes
that, under the Terms of Reference, there is authority
for an appropriate number of Indian troops to remain
in the Demilitarized Zone to assist in carrying out its
remaining functions and responsibilities. As you have
already been informed, we are prepared to receive and
assist all ex-prisoners who move south of the Demili
tarized Zone. After February 21, the NNRC will be
dissolved and the presence of Indian troops in the Demili
tarized Zone will no longer be authorized or required.

Within the ~illlitations expressed above, the United
Nations Command stands, as always fully prepared to
assist the Commission until the time of its dissolution.

Since you have classified your communication as
SECRET, the UNC will not release either its text or the
contents of this letter to the Press without prior notifica
tion to the Commission. However, in view of the stead
ily mounting interest and speculation in the world Press,
and because there appears to be no valid reason for
withholding this correspondence from the public, I rec
ommend strongly that such publication be delayed no
longer.

13. LETTER DATED 14 JANUARY 1954 FROM THE CI!AI:R~
MAN, NNRC, TO THE UNC

I have the honour to refer to the Commission's letter
No. NNRC/REP/l dated 2 January 1954 and your
reply dated 6 January 1954. .' ..

1. As mentioned in ·the Commission's letter dated 2
January 1954, the NNRC has been able, hitherto, to
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implement, only to a limited extent, the procedures set
out in the Terms of Reference.

2. The unrepatriated prisoners in the custody of the
Commission include a number of POW's who have
declined to exercise their right of repatriation. There are
also a much larger number who have not been able to
avail themselves of the procedures laid down in the
Terms of Reference and the Rules made thereunder in
regar~ t~ the exercise, by the POW's, of tbeir right of
repatnatlOn.

3. The question of the disposition of POW's who
have not exercised their right to repatriation h.as to be
referred by the NNRC to the Political Conference.
Although su~h ref~r~nce is mandatory, it bas not eventu
ated as the sald PolItical Conference has not materialized.
Further, t~e explanation procedures to wbich all prison
ers are entitled under the Terms of Reference and which
are enjoined on the Commission have been carried out
only in respect of a small proportion of the total of the
POW's in custody.

4. These and other failures in respect of the imple
mentation of the Terms of Reference are due to causes
and factors which have not originated with the NNRC
and the Custodial Force. India, and for which they bear
no responsibility.

5. Further or fuller implementation by the Commis
sion of the procedures and of the purposes of the Terms
of Reference as from the date of 24 December 1953
was possible only by agreement between or with the two
Commands in respect of extension of the periods of
explanation and custody and with regard to such alter
nate or extended procedures as may have become neces
sary by the failure of the Political Conference to
materialize.

6. The NNRC has repeatedly made suggestions and
requests to the two Commands in respect of these
matters. The facts of the situation confronting the
NNRC were, finally, set out at length in its letter and
annexed memorandum of 2 January.

7. In particular, the Commission posed four questions
on matters which are basic to any fuller implementation
of the Repatriation Agreement by the NNRC and re
quested your answers in respect of them.

8. The NNRC has been favoured with your replies to
each of these questions. Your answers seek "to remove
any possibility of doubt or misunderstanding of UNC
views" and have reiterated "the firm position" of the
UNC.

9. The NNRC notes that the firm position of the UNC
in respect of each of the four matters is:

Ca) That continuance of explanations is not possible;
(b) That in the opinion of the UNC it is "extremely

improbable that a political conference will be in session
prior to 22 January";

(c) That the UNC sees no justification for entering
into any discussion to consider the disposition of unre
patriated POW's;

(d) That the competence of the CFI for holding
POW's in custody ceases on 23 J~nuary 1954 at 0001
hours.

10. The above answer setting out the firm position of
the UNC place it beyond doubt that the UNC is unable
to agree to the establishment of conditions or procedure
which are basic to and without which the NNRC cannot
seek to implement further procedures and purposes 9f
the Terms of Reference.

11. The NNRC has, therefore, to make its decision
in the light of the existing situation and its own appre-
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15. The NNRC has given deep and anxious consid
eration to the problem of the status and disposition of
the PO\V's in its custody in the situation confronting it
and come to the following decisions:

(1) The NNRC has no competence to release
POvV's; such an eventuality is not provided for, or con
templated by the Terms of Reference;

(2) The final disposition of POW's which alone
would include release is not assigned to the NNRC by
the Terms of Reference;

(3) The NNRC has no competence at present to
"declare" "relief" from PO\V status of the prisoners
in its custody as the procedures prescribed, preceding
such declaration, have not been implemented.

(4) The N~RC has not been enabled to continue
custody beyond 23 January 1954 or to perform any I havefunctions to further the implementation of the Terms of propose toReference owing to lack of agreement between the cept the reCommands concerned. 20 Januar

16. In the light of the above decisions, I, as Chairman Neutral jand Executive Agent of the Commission, and having the Commandcustody of the POW's have come to the conclusion that In mythe only correct and lawful and peaceful course open is 1 tion of theto restore the prisoners to the custody of the former and That positrespective detaining sides immediately prior to 23 Janu- '. founded 0ary 1954. Reference
17. I, therefore, propose to request you to accept the t. ~~si~~1/~Irestoration of custody as on 20 January 1954 at 0900 •hours and hope that this will be completed as speedily It is recas possible. impossibl

mission f18. Restoration of custody will take place on the bor Terms ofder of the southern sector of the Demilitarized Zone andthe CFI perimeter and the POW's be accepted on your good fai\
side of the border according to established procedures I ~~h ~~~fi
in regard to the transfer of POW's. J~':.',l opportunil19. 1, as Chairman and Executive Agent of the Com- without cmission, desire to state in the clearest manner that in United Nrestoring the POW's to the custody of former detaining explain tlsides, I am doing so because I can neither retain cus- turned ov(tody of POW's nor further implement the Terms of tion ComReference nor release them. I am not doing so to estab- sought tolish any alteration in their status or to effect the final mission irdisposition of POvV's. formerly

20. Further, the Commission, in pursuance of its Failure tofunction and authority to interpret the Terms of Refer- of prisonence, is of the view that the alteration of the status of NationsPOvV's, either by declaration of civilian status or dispo- . refusal 0
sition in any other manner, requires the implementation l','~""", pIe's Voltof the procedures of explanation and Political Confer- ., condition.ence to precede it; such procedures being pursued to quired ththeir legitimate termination as prescribed in the afore- war. Suc
said Terms, dunless the two Commands agree on alter- I.":.!:';',, ecerepnteCde'cothnative proce ures or courses of action in regard to,status and disposition of POW's. Any unilateral action Nations
~~e ~~l~:7m~0~lll~f~r;i~~.not be in conformity with 1'1.. ~~;~~~~n

prisoners21. In adopting this course the Commission is per-
suaded by its earnest desire to further the purposes of. The Uthe Armistice Agreement, to conform to lawful and ~, vene theimpartial procedures within the context of the existing ~ 60, Armi.situation, to avoid possible outbreaks of violence and to ,l,ll 11, Termact in confonnity with the purpose and spirit of the CommissiGeneva Convention relating to the Treatment of Prison- r',l period ofers of War. I These eff

ever, as I22. I venture to express the confident hope that the n intent ofrespective Commands will be persuaded by the same 1 prevent e
desi"s in the f.,'he, steps each nf then> will take in .,,1....:.
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dation of the tenm' and purposes of the Terms of Ref
erence and the responsibilities and obligations arisingtherefrom.

12. It is also noted that, in your reply of 6 January
1954, you have further set out the views of the UNC

(a) That the Political Conference has "no determin
ing relationship to the questions of POW's in NNRCcustody" ;

t b) That paragraph 11 of the Terms of Reference
preclude your entering into any discussion to consider
further the disposition of the POW's;

(c) That the position as set out in (b) above "was
clearly indicated in the armistice negotiations which re
sulted in the Terms of Reference for the NNRC" ;

(d) That it is "the express responsibility of the Com
mission to release prisoners to civilian status" on 23
January 1954 at 0001 hours.

13. The NNRC has received from the KPA and CPV
Command its answers. It insists:

(a) That the e.."planation period should be extended
and explanations resumed;

( b) That the problem of the unrepatriated prisoners
should be referred to the Political Conference;

(c) That the NNRC and CFI should continue to ex
ercise "their legitimate functions".

14. The NNRC considers it necessary to state its own
position, based on the Terms of Referenceand its pur
poses. and its appreciation of the same in regard to afore
said affinnations set out in paragraph 12 herein:

(i) The NNRC is unable to agree that the Political
Conference has no determining relationship to the ques
tion of the POW's as stated in your reply. The view of
the Commission is that the Political Conference is an
integral part of the pattern and procedures laid down in
paragraph 11. The elimination or the non-emergence of
an integral part of the pattern cannot be regarded as
inconsequential or having little or no effect on the rest
of the procedures or on the decisions in regard to the
status and disposition of the POW's that it is the duty
of the NNRC to make.

(ii) The NNRC is unable to agree that the terms of
paragraph 11 preclude further discussion on matters
relevant to the purposes of the agreement between the
two Commands. The NNRC has on various occasions
sought agreements with either or both Commands and
has not regarded such discussion with or between the
Commands for the implementation of the Terms of Ref
erence and its purposes as being precluded. It will also
be recalled that the temporary agreement Annexure 2
of the Armistice Agreement, is dated 27 July 1953 after
the signature of the Tenns of Reference, Annexure 1,
on 8 June 1953.

(iii) The NNRC was not party to the armistice ne
gotiations and has no knowledge of the indications made
by the parties to each other during the negotiations to
which you refer in your reply.

(iv) The NNRC is unable to agree that it has the ex
press responsibility to release prisoners to civilian status.
The Tenns of Reference do not provide for such release.
They, however, provided that the Commission shall
"declare relief from the POW status to civilian status"
subsequent to the implementation of certain procedures
prescribed in the Terms of Reference. These procedures,
however, have not been implemented, and, in conse
quence, the NNRC is rendered lacking in capacity even
to "declare" such "relief".
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relation to the status and disposition of the PO\\T's who
will soon be restored to their custody.

23. I am grateful to the UNC for the renewal of its
assurance that it is prepared to assist the Commission
until the time of its dissolution and desire to assure it
that it has endeavoured to discharge its obligations with
objectivity and to the best of its abilities. I shall be
grateful for your reply to this by 16 January 1954.

(Signed) K. S. THIMAYY.\

Lie1ttenant General
Chairman NNRC

14. LETTER DATED 16 JANFARY 1954 FRO!l[ THE UNC
TO THE CHAIR!I[A~, NNRC (REPLYIKG TO LETTER
OF 14 JANUARY 1954)

I have read your letter of 14 January in which you
propose to request the United Nations Command to ac-'
cept the restoration of custody, beginning at 0900 hours,
20 January, of those prisoners of war given over to the
Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission by this
Command.

In my communication to you of 6 January, the posi
tion of the United Nations Command was stated clearly.
That position has not and will not be changed, since it is
founded on both the spirit and the letter of the Terms of
Reference which embody the factors of humanity and
justice for the prisoners themselves and the recognition
of their unalienable right of freedom of choice.

It is recognized that communist intransigence made it
impossible for the :-.Jeutral Nations Repatriation Com
mission fully to accomplish its mission under its agreed
Terms of Reference. The United Nations Command, in
good faith, turned over the prisoners of war in its cus
tody to the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission,
with confidence that each prisoner would be given full
opportunity to hear explanations and to make freely and
without coercion his own choice as to his future. The
United Nations Command made an earnest effort to
explain their rights to repatriation to the prisoners it
turned over to custody of the Neutral Nations Repatria
tion Commission. The United Nations Command also
sought to assist the Neutral Nations Repatrialion Com
mission in conducting explanations to prisoners of war
formerly detained by the United Nations Command.
Failure to complete explanations to more than a minority
of prisoners of war formerly detained by the United
Nations Command can only be attributed to the stubborn
refusal of the Korean People's Army and Chinese Peo
ple's Volunteers to continue explanations except under
conditions of their own choosing, which conditions re
quired the use of physical force against the prisoners of
war. Such use of force is contrary to the Terms of Ref
erence, the Geneva Convention and the universally ac
cepted concepts of human decency and rights. The United
Nations Command supports and commends the Neutral
Nations Repatriation Commission and the Custodial
Force, India, in their refusal to use force illegally against
prisoners of war.

The United Nations side has made every effort to con
vene the Political Conference recommended in paragraph
60, Armistice Agreement, and referenced in paragraph
11, Terms of Reference, Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission, which was to consider within the specified
period of thirty days the disposition of prisoners of war.
These efforts have been thwarted by the other side. How
ever, as I made clear in my letter of 6 January, the plain
intent of paragraph 11 of the terms of Reference is to
prevent either party to the agreement from frustrating

",".

the basic purpose of avoiding indefinite captivity for the
prisoners.

For the United Nations Command now to agree to
further and indefinitely prolonged captivity of these
prisoners of \var would negate the very principle of
human rights for which so many men of this Command
have fought and died. Such unjust and unworthy action
is intolerable to any free people, and is obviously un
thinkable. The United Nations Command agreed to the
Terms of Reference for the Neutral Nations Repatria
tion Commission only because they included a prohibition
against enhrced repatriation, and made clear provisions
for the final release of prisoners of war to civilian status
120 days after being placed in the custody of the Neutral
Nations Repatriation Commission.

I reiterate the unalterable conviction of the United
Nations Command that the Neutral Nations Repatriation
Commission has a solemn obligation to fulfill its respon
sibilities and release to civilian status at 230001 January
all prisoners of war who have refused repatriation.
Failure of the Neutral Nations Repatriation Commission
to fulfil this obligation would be a deliberate avoidance
of an important element of the Terms of Reference and
the United Nations Command could not concur in an
action constituting default by the Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission.

The United Nations Command cannot accept cus
tody of these prisoners of war in accordance with the
terms of your proposal. However, in view of your stated
intention to release unilaterally the prisoners of war
starting 20 January, the United Nations Command must
necessarily be prepared to arrange for their accommo
dation and disposition. In processing these personnel,
after they leave the Demilitarized Zone, it must be
clearly understood that we do so out of regard for
humanitarian consideration and in order to insure the
prisoners the fullest possible continued enjoyment of
the benefits the agreement was designed to assure to
them. The United Nations Command, in accordance with
t!1e agreement on prisoners of war, will honour its obliga
tIOn to treat them as fullv entitled to their freedom as
civilians on 23 January. You are already aware of the
detailed plans for processing which have been made by
the United Nations Command. The return to the United
Nations Command of personnel prior to 230001 January
can only be regarded as a failure by the Neutral Nations
Repatriation Commission fully to discharge its duties
but this failure will in no way, it must be emphasized:
affect the right of prisoners of war to become civilians
at that time regardless of their physical location.

Accordingly, I have instructed the Commandino- Gen
eral, Eighth US Army, to adjust his present pl~ns to
permit handling and processing of personnel beginninO"
20 January. He will, as a matter of priority, make th~
necessary arrangements with you. ,

(Signed) J. E. HULT,
General, USA

Commander-in-Chief

15. LETTER 18 JANUARY 1954 FROM THE CHAIRMAN,
NNRC, TO THE COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF, UNC

I have the honour t? refer to your letter of January 16.
In paragraph 7 of thIS letter you have said that in view
of ~y "stated intention to release POW's unilaterally
startmg January 20, the UN Command must necessarily
be prepared to arrange for their accommodation and dis
position." I feel that the request made in my letter of
January 14 has been misunderstood by you. I am taking
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19.17. LETTER DA'fED 19 JANUARY 1954 FROM THE ClIIEF
OF STAFF OF THE CHAIRMAN, NNRC, TO THE UNe

No. 125j36jNNRC, Chairman, NNRC, dated 19 Janu
ary 1954
To Brigadier General A. L. Hamblen, UNCREG

Subject: Military Court. "Please refer to your letter
No. 250.44 RGCG dated 22 December 1953

The POW's whose particulars are given in the at
tar;hed list and \\'ho are to be handed over to you on 20
January 1954 are material defence witnesses in the trial
of the 3 Korean PO\V's which is now in progress.

It is requested that arrangements for the availability
of the POW's may please be ensured by you in case their
attendance is required by the IVIilitary Court until con
clusion of its proceedings."

(Signed) B. M. KAUL
Brigadier, Chief of Staff

Note: Enclosure contains names of 449 witnesses.

18. LETTER DATED 20 JANUARY 1954 FROM THE UNC TO
THE CHAIRMAN, NNRC

Reference is made to letter number 125j36jNNRC,
Headquarters, Chairman, NNRC, 19 January 1954.
Although we have as yet received no official information
from the NNRC on this subject, it appears that you have
some intention of continuing with the trial of the
Korean personnel past 23001 January.

Such action would be indeed surprising since it ap
pears clear that, quite independently of the issue of the
civilian status of the prisoners as of 230001 January, the
criminal jurisdiction of either the NNRC or the CFl
over the PO\V's terminates then absolutely. The CFI
jurisdiction to try prisoners for offences committed
while in its custody is foun6ed el:tirely upon the ex
istence of authority for such custody. When that author
ity terminates it follows inevitably that, since no other
than the custodial relation has ever existed between
either the NNRC or the CFI and the prisoners, nO
foundation for criminal jurisdiction remains nor can a
residual or continued right to exercise form~r jurisdic
tion be assumed after the authority itself has been with
drawn.

The Terms of Reference make no exception which
would permit the NNRC or CFI to retain by force sub
sequent to 230001 January, any of the persons trans
ferred as POW's to their custody, whether accused con
victed~ or merely witnesses, of alleged crimes. Whiie the
UNC IS fully sympathetic with the unquestioned motives
of the NNRC in wishing to insure the prompt adminis
tration of justice to possible offenders, the Terms of
Reference cannot be interpreted to warrant continuation
of custody past 23 January.

Accordingly, the UNC is firmly convinced and must
insist vigorously, that the NNRC-CFI has do legal re
course other than to release the Korean suspects con
cerned not later than 230001 January. The UNC sug
g~sts that, at this time, the record of trial to date, together I
WIth any other data and recommendations be turned
over to .the UNC for such further action as may be
appropnate.

With specific reference to the witnesses listed in the
enclosure to your letter cited above, you are advised that
personnel concerned will not be considered as in the ,i
custody of the UNC and will revert to civilian status. ~i-;

(Signed) General HAMBLEN
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thi~ opportl~nity to clarify the request and the reasons
whIch have Impelled me to make this request.

In my letter of January 14, I have pointed out that
the NNRC has come to the decision that it has no com
petence, in existing circumstances, either to release
POW's, or to declare relief from POW to civilian status
or to continue custody beyond January 23. In view of
this. decision, I, a~ Chairman and Executive Agent and
havmg custody 01 PO\V's, have come to the conclusion
~hat the only correct, lawful and peaceful course open
IS to rc'store POvV's to the custody of the former de
taining sides immediately prior to· January 23. I am,
the.rdore, requesting each detaining side to accept resto
ratIOn of custody as from January 20 at 0900 hours.

I have stated in my letter that I am making this re
quest as Chairman and Executive Agent as I can neither
retain custody of PO\~T's, nor further implement the
Terms of Reference nor release the POW's. I have made
i~ cle~r that it is not .my intention to establish any altera
tIOn m the status ot the PUW's or to effect their final
disposition.

I have also stated in my letter that the NNRC, in
pursuance of its functions and authority to interpret the
Terms of Reference, is of the view that alteration of the
status of POvV's either by declaration of civilian status
or disp?sitio? in any other manner requires prior imple
mentatIOn ot the procedures of explanation and Political
Confer~nce, unless the two Commands agree on some
alternatIve procedures or courses of action in regard to
status and disposition. I have pointed out that in NNRC's
view any unilateral action by either party concerned in
regard to change of status or disposition will not be in
conformity with the said Terms of Reference.
. In requesting you to accept restoration of custody as
trom January 20, I venture again to express the confi
dent hope that any further steps which might be taken
by the two Commands in relation to status and disposi
tion of PO\V's who will soon be restored to their custody
will be inspired by an earnest desire to further the pur
poses of the Armistice Agreement.

(Signed) K. S. THIMAYYA
Lieutenant General
Chairman, NNRC

16. LETTER DATED 19 JANUARY 1954 FROM THE UNC TO
THE CHAIRMAN, NNRC

W.ith re~erence to your letter of 18 January, the views
and mtentlOns of the VNC were clearly stated in my
letter to you of 16 January and remain unchanged.

The UNC will be prepared to process and dispose of
the prisoners of war now in custody of the NNRC
whether they leave the Demilitarized Zone on 20 Janu
ary or immediately following the termination of NNRC
custodial authority at 230001 January. In either case at
230001 Ja111;lary, the ~NC in .accordanct; with ~he agree
ment on pnsoners ot war wIll honour Its obhgation to
treat them as fully entitled to their freedom as civilians.

You m.ay. be assured that the UNC, having negotiated
the ArmIstIce Agreement and Terms of Reference is
fully cognizant of the purpose and spirit of these do~u
ments and is deeply imbued with the most sincere desire
tt? insure tha.t their provisions are carried out. It is pre
cIsely for thIS reason we have so firmly maintained the
position set forth in my letter of 16 January.

(Signed) J. E. HULL
General, USA

Commander-in-Chief
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~l, LETTER DATED 27 JANUARY 1954 FROM THE CHAIR
:\fAN, NNRC, TO THE UNC

;-..ro. 125/36/NNRC, Chairman NNRC, 27 January
1954, to Brigadier General A. L. Hamblen 'CNCREG.

1. Please refer to the letters addressed to you by my
Chief of Staff Brigadier B. 1\'r. Kaul, and Counsellor,
1'. N. Haksar, on 19 and 22 January 1954 respectively.
While awaiting your reply to the latter, I must reiterate
the views of the NNRC on various matters connected
with the crimes committed by the prisoners while in the
custody of the Commission.

2. As you are already aware, the majority of the Com
mission does not accept the assertions made by the UNC
that the POW must be released to civilian status. Conse
quently, arguments based on such assertions seeking to
secure the release of prisoners charged with murder are
unacceptable to the Commission.

3. It will no doubt be appreciated that so long as the
NNRC exists, it has a right and a duty to enforce its laws
and regulations and in particular to give effect to the
humanitarian provisions of the Geneva Convention. To
punish those who have committed crimes is one such
humanitarian provision embodied in article 119 of the
said convention. The NNRC does not understand the dis
tinction which you seek to draw between custodial func
tions and detaining functions. I must point out that the
NNRC cannot be deemed to be in a worse position than
any detaining power in any respect,

4, The NNRC cannot be a party to the release of any
prisoners against whom a prima facie case of murder has
been established. Such a release would aI:nount to total
denial of justice. The NNRC cannot help in creating
such a precedent fraught with serious consequences.

S. Your request contained in paragraph 4 your No.
AO 350. 44 RGCG, dated 20 January 1954 is not under
stood. If the contention of the UN is that the prisoners
who are charged with crimes of murders be released to
~ civilian st~tus, then there can be no meaning in turn
mg over to It the records of the trial and investigations
for further action.

6. I must also point out, on behalf of the Commission
that the counsel appointed to defend the accused absented
themselves from the Court on 23 January 1954, without
any prior notification to it.

7. To accept your view about the competence of the
NNRC ~fter 22 J~nuary, it is regrettable that having
such a VIew you dId not see your way to co-operate in
the holding of the Court on 20 and 21 January.

8. It is impossible for ~he NNRC to abdicate its re
sponsi~ilities and it must, therefore, seek the coopera
tion ot the UNC in the interest of justice. It would,
therefore, be a matter of regret to the Commission should
such cooperation be denied. The Commission, therefore,
earnestly hopes that, on reconsideration of the matter
the UNC would be able to cooperate by sending the wit~
nesses and permitting the defence counsel to appear be
fore the Court.

19. LETTER DATED 22 JANUARY 1954 FROM THE COUN-
SELLOR OF TUE CHAIR:\IAN, NNRC, TO THE UNC

No. 125/36/NNRC, Hq., NNRC, 22 January 1954, to
Brigadier General Hamblen, UNCREG
Please refer to your letter No. 250.44 RGCG dated 20
Jan. 1954.

On 2 Jan. 1954, when custody of the POv..f's in the
Songjang-Ne camp was transferred to the UNC, the fol
lowing POvV's, against whom criminal proceedings on
charges of murder w"re either pending or actually com
menced, were detained bv the NNRC in accordance with
Art. 119 of the Geneva Convention. This intention was
implicit in letter No. 125/36/NNRC dated 19 January
1954 addressed to you by the Chief of Staff of the Chair
man:

Chinese (accused in the alleged murder case of a
POvV in compound D-28, 'who was reported to be miss
ing on the night of 5/6 October 1953.)

(1) 711365 Pvt. Wu Pao Shan
(2) 701640 Pvt. Chang You Wang
(3) 718122 Pvt. Cheng Fu Sheng, alias Hu Sheng
(4) 702200 Pvt. Chang Chih Chung
(5) 709939 Pvt. Hsiumg Tse Chang
(6) 710673 Sgt. Hsi Wen, alias Shin Yun
(7) 704986 Pvt. Tseng Shih Chung.
North J(orean (Accused in the alleged murder of four

POW's of compound E-38 on 12 December 1953,)
( 1) 30829 Pvt. J eon Do Kuk
(2) 53855 Pvt. Kim Hak Joon
(3) 306028 Civ. I-long Woo Sid
(4) 20537 Pvt. Lee Kyung Chil
(5) 101417 Sgt. PakJang Soo
(6) 151232 Pvt. Jang Byeong Ki
(7) 04326 Civ. Jo Kyoo Chol
(8) 6207 Pvt. Kim Chong Yul
(9) N o1,th Korean (accused in the alleged murder of

39393 Pvt. Bal Ka Chan ) 27841 Pvt. Song Chol Ho of
'F'.

( 10) North Korean (accused in the alleged murder
of 303323 Pvt. O. Chang Hwan.) 31483 Pvt. Choi Dong
Hak of G-53.

It is, therefore, proposed to continue with the trial al
ready commenced and to start proceedings in case of
other accused against whom prima facie case has been
established. I am, therefore, to require you to make avail
able witnesses for the purpose of carrying on the afore
said trial or trials and co-operate with the Commission
in ensuring prompt administration of justice.

(Signed) P. N. HAKSAR
Counsellor

20. LETTER DATED 22 JANUARY 1954 FROM THE UNC
TO THE CHAIRMAN, NNRC

On behalf of the UNC, I desire to express my appre
ciation to you, to the NNRC, and to the CFI, for the
humane, efficient and expeditious manner in which anti (Signed) General THIMAYYA
communist Korean and Chinese personnel were trans-
ferred on 20-21 January. The CFI, including officers and 22. LETTER DATED 30 JANUARY 1954 FROM THE UNC
all other ranks, has earned the respect and admiration TO THE CHAIRMAN, N r\iRC
of my Command for its outstanding performance while Unclassified. _
exercising custody over these personnel. The well con- Reference is made to letter No. 125/36/NNRC, Hq.

lted in the ceived CFI plan for the orderly return of these person- NNRC, 22 January 1954, and letter No. 125/36/NNRC,
lvised that nel, and the close and willing cooperation of the CFI Chairman NNRC, 27 January 1954.
as in the ,:J with the carefully scheduled UNC processing, are es- The general position of the UNC with respect to all
status. i. pecially wOdhy of commendation. those fo,m., pdson", who chose not to. be "patdated
HAMBLEN_~i (Signed) Genernl HULL 35 and who w"" "tumed on January 20 to the UNC was
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clearly stated in my letters to you of January 16 and
19, 1954. The UNC could not for the reasons therein
gtated agree with the qualifications expressed by you in
connection with your release of the prisoners of war.
Therefore this command has fully respected the right
of these prisoners of war to freedom on January 23 and
has permitted them to proceed to countries of their
choice. It follows that this command is not in a position
to supply the witnesses mentioned in your letter.

1. \ Ve share with you the desire to ensure the adminis
tration nf Justice wherever indicated. We reiterate our
offer to receive the persons concerned together with such
records and recommendations as you may wish to make,
for prompt turnover to the governments concerned.

2. Communication will be released to the Press im
mediately after receipt by NNRC.

(Signed) General HAMBLEN

23. LETTER DATED 1 FEBRUARY 1954 FROM THE CHAIR
:\IAN, NNRC, TO THE UNC

1. Please refer to your letter number 383.6 RGCG
dated 30 January 1954.

2. As I have already pointed out in my letter of 27
January, the majority view of the Commission is that
prisoners restored to the custody of the former detain
ing side cannot be released to civilian status in the ab
sence of agreement between the two sides. They should
remain in the custody of the former detaining side.

3. T have also pointed out that so long as the Com
mission remains in existence it has the right and the duty
to enforce its laws and regulations and, in particular,
to give effect to the humanitarian provisions of the
Geneva Convention. The trial and punishment 0 f those
who have committed crimes is one such provision em
bodied in Article 119 of the said convention. This re
sponsibility rests in the Commission as long as it is in
existence.

4. The Commission, therefore, hopes that on further
consideration you will be able to cooperate by sending
witnesses and permitting defence counsel to appear be
fore the Court. The Commission is anxious to complete
these trials before the date of its dissolution. If the pris
oners cited by the defence as witnesses have been re
leased, arrangements could still be made for their pro
duction before the court. As these prisoners were handed
over to the UN Command's custody and as responsibility
for producing these prisoners rests with the UN Com
mand, I request that early arrangements for producing
them may be made.

(Signed) General THIMAYYA

24. LETTER DATED 3 FEBRUARY 1954 FROM THE UNC
TO THE CHAIRMAN, NNRC

Reference is made to your letter number 125/36/
NNRC, Chairman, NNRC, 1 February 1954.

In view of previous clear statements of UNC regard
ing the subject of your letter, I am doubtful that repeti
tion of our position is necessary to you in reaching a
solution to your problem.

As stated previously, and in the interest of justice,
we are prepared to receive the individuals being held by
NNRC for trial ior alleged crimes and to turn them Over
to the governments concerned, with such records and
recommendationg as you may desire.

(Signed) General HAMBLEN

25. L":TTER DATED 16 FEBRUARY 1954 FROM TIn: CHAIR
MAN, NNRC, TO THE UNC

1. I have given serious and anxious consideration to
your letter of 3 February. The premises on which your
arguments are based oblige me to reaffirm my own posi
tion and that of the Commission in regard to the seven
te<.>n POvV'g ag-ain~t whom ch,irges of murder have been
preferred.

2. As the UNC is aware, it is beyond dispute that mur
ders were conunitt<.>d. Paragraphs 92 and 93 of the in
terim report of the Commission and paragraphs 8, 11
and 13 of the geparate report by the Swedish and Swiss
members testified to these facts. Furthermore, investi
gations conducted by the Commission have clearly estab
lished a prima facie case of murder against the accused.

3. In these circumstances, the Commission was under
an obligation to ensure that due process of law would
take its course and the ends of justice be met with. This
point of view was founded on the specific provisions of
the Geneva Convention, on Indian military law adopted
by the Commission with the knowledge and approval of
your Command and on broad principles of natural jus
tice.

4. \Nhen the Commission authorized me to address
your Command in a letter dated 27 January regarding
your cooperation in observing the principles of justice,
it had every reason to hope that such cooperation would
be extended by you. Subsequently, a further letter on this
subject was sent by me to you on 1 February. Your
response has gravely distressed us. Any dispositions of
the prisoner withom completing due process of law
would he tantamount to condoning alleged crimes.

5. As Chairman and Executive Agent of the Commis
sion and as India's representative on the Commission, I
must register my protest against your Command's re
fusal to cooperate in upholding the principles of justice.

6. As the life of the Commission is about to expire and
as it has not been enabled to carry out the trials of the
accused prisoners, it must perforce and under protest
acquiesce in the position taken up by your Command. I
must at the same time continue to entertain the hope that,
in the interest of justice, your command will not take any
steps which may have the effect of frustrating justice
and enable the guilty to escape unpunished. I must also
state that the responsibility for this rests on the UNC
and not on any other authorities.

7. It is in these circumstances that I am accordingly
transferring the seventeen POW's to your custody on 18
February at 1000 hours, along with the relevant records.

(Signed) K. S. THIMAYYA,
Lieutenant General,
Chairman, NNRC.
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ENCLOSURE J

a
NNRC Rules of Procedure governing Explauations and Interviews

1. General provisions 2. No prisoner of war shall commit an act of violence 0

1. Any act of force or threat of force to prevent or against another prisoner of war. ~. 0

_c.c.. -e.c.- .1",.c to effect repatriation of prisoners of war is prohibited. 36 3. Any action infringing npon the rights of Prisoners.1~
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of war under the Terms of Reference of the Commis
sion is prohibited.

4. Any acts of prisoners of war which have the effect
of derogating from or obstructing the authority of the
Commission to exercise its legitimate functions and re
sponsibilities are prohibited.

S. Any act on the part of prisoners of war impeding
the work of explanations and interviews is prohibited.

6. As soon as the custody of prisoners of war has been
assumed by the NNRC, through the CFI, the Commis
sion shall ensure that the prisoners of war are acquainted
with the provisions contained in the preceding para
graphs 1 to 5.

7. Explanations and interviews can be given to groups
of or individual prisoners of war as requested by the ex
plaining representative of the nation to which the pris
oners of war belong. Everyone of the prisoners of war
shall attend the explanations and interviews.

8. Several explanations and interviews to the same
group of prisoners of war or the same individual pris
oner are permissible within the time prescribed in article
8 of the Terms of Reference of the Commission.

9. Prisoners may apply for repatriation at any time
and at any place. The NNRC sh~ll ensure that every
prisoner of war has an opportunity to do so without
interference.

10. At the time of the explanation, there shall be pres
ent the NNRC or its subordinate body, along with one
representative each of the two sides to observe the opera
tion and one representative of the detaining side.

11. A suffiCient number of subordinate bodies not ex
ceeding thirty-five, composed of one representative from
cach member nation on the NNRC, shall be established
to attend all the work of explanations and interviews and
to determine the validity of applications for repatriation.

12. The explaining representative shall have the right
to distribute to the prisoners of war written explanations
in accordance with the provision of article 8 of the Terms
of Reference, having duly been examined by the Com
mission or its subordinate body.

13. At no time during the explanations and interviews
shall the observers of either side be permitted to inter
fere with the work of explanation, their sole function
being to observe.

14. The representative of the detaining side shall not
participate in the work of explanation nr interfere with
it in any way. He may, however, bring to the notice of the
Chairman of the NNRC or its subordinate body, at the
cnd of each explanatory session, any matter which may
be construed as violating the Terms of Reference.

15. In the process of explanations and interviews, in
terpretation to NNRC representative present shall, with
out obstructing the work of explanatiors and interviews,
be concurrent and shall not interrupt the explanation and
interview work.

16. The explaining representatives may ask the pris
oner of war any relevant questions provided the latter
is warned of his right that he need not answer the ques
tions if he thinks or the NNRC or its subordinate body
thinks that the answer to the questions may be used to
threaten or coerce him directly or indirectly.

17. If, in the opinion of a member of a subordinate
body in charge of the supervision of explanations, an ex
plainer infringes upon the Terms of Reference or the
present rules, or also in any case of disturbance or any
majo!" incident, the session shall be immediately sus
pended; the subordinate body will then without delay
examine the situation brought about by such an incident
and state the conditions under which the session shall
be resumed and/or report the case to the Commission.

n. Arrangements and facilities

18. The sites for explanations and interviews, whether
to individuals or to groups, shall be so constructed as to
ensure that the work of explanations and interviews be
free from any interference or obstruction.

19. Facilities shall also be provided for the conduct
of the work of explanations and interviews to sick,
wounded and injured prisoners of war.

20. Prisoners who have applied for repatriation, those
who have been given explanation in accord.ance with
paragraph 7 above but have not submitted their applica
tions for repatriation and those who have neither been
given explanation nor applied for repatriation shall be
kept separated in custody.

21. Each enclosure for the conduct of individual or
group explanations shall have two exits to be used sep
arately by the prisoners of war; one for those who apply
to repatriation and the other for those who do not.

22. The work of explanation shall be carried out each
day of the week, except Sundays, from 0800 hours to
1700 hours with a lunch interval of one hour.

23. The explaining representatives of the nations to
which the Po,\r's belo;ig shall forward to the secretariat
of the NNRC plans one day in advance from day to day
regarding the method of explaining work. They should
reach the secretariat not later than 1000 hours on the
day previous to the date on which the plan is to be put
into operation.

oner of war to decide whether he desired to be repatriated
to his native land or to establish his residence in a neu
tral country. The United Nations and the United States
continue to subscribe to this great principle. The privi
lege you here enjoy to voluntarily seek repatriation or to
voluntarily reject it, is the fruit of this persistent effort
on the part of the United States to insure this freedom
during the Armistice negotiations. It is not our purpose
to dictate your decision or unduly persuade you. But as

UNC statement of "free choice principle" in explanations

ENCLOSURE K

act of violence

(The following is the text of a letter delivered by the
Commanding General UNCREG to the NNRC on 19
December 1953 for delivery to American non-repatri
ates)

The United Nations and the United States are thor
oughly committed to the principle of individual freedom
of choice in regard to the question of repatriation. In-

1
'1 Jeed, the U.S. persisted throughout the Armistice nego-

,ts of Prisoners. :' ..:" ti.tinns in gu."oteeing the cight nf the individual pcis- 37
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a citizen of the United States, our country has a respon
sibility to you which it desires to discharge. You have
served in the forces of the United States and experienced
capture at the hands of the opposing forces. We are
mainly concerned that you be secured in your right to
make a free and intelligently informed choice with ref
erence to your future. If you should decided not to re
turn to the United States, you will have made a most
fateful decision, one which would change radically the
whole course of your life. The decision for you is most
critical and irrevocable and because of this we would
wish to be certain that you are fully aware of the con
sequences and of the considerations which you ought
to keep in mind if you would be certain that the decision
is a really free, intelligent, and informed one; that you
are fully aware of the conditions under which you have
arrived at your present state of mind and the influences
~hich have been brought to bear in affecting that deci
51On. We do not know what your individual experiences
may have been, what indignities or privations, if any, you
may have experienced. To lose one's freedom and to be
forcib.ly detained is SUffering enough. Whatever your
expenences may have been, your government desires to
di~charge its responsibility to you, your parents, your
n~Ighbours, and your fellow Americans by making cer
tam ~hc~.t y~ur final decision is the, one you really desire,
that .It IS Wl~OUt duress or coerCIOn and that you, with
full InfOrmatIOn and an open mind, see your decision as
the preferable one, that one best for you, for your loved
ones, for your future, and for all that you hold dear.

In this connection, it becomes important to make cer
tain that your decision has been freely and voluntarily
arrived at; that it is an informed decision; that it is one
which reflects a sifting and weighing of all the facts;
that it is realistic with a view to the future; and that it
gives appropriate consideration to one's past associa
tions and values, preserving those which deserve to be
preserved and which might otherwise be lost.

It is in the spirit of such careful examination of the
conditions which have led to your present state of mind,
that the present explanation period under neutral cus
tody has been eventually agreed upon. Here in the neu
tral zone you are presumed to be .free of unilateral, one
sided influences. Here you are free to examine your past
experiences, what you have been led to believe and know.
Here you can insist upon a full and complete presenta
tion of anything that is controversial. You would be
doing yourself a disservice if you did not here examine
both sides of disputed questions, as each side itself sees
them, and then freely decide for yourelf what you want
to accept and what you want to reject. We in America
believe in the free expression of ideas. Let each side
speak up in composition with the other and then let the
individual choose for himself that which he thinks best
or preferable, An observing, cautious, and truly thought
ful man, who like Y01.1rsel~es sta~1ds in neutral custody,
free of the pressure from either sIde; free to reflect upon
the methods and techniques of persuasion to which he has
b~en exposed, is it; the ~n.usual position of deciding for
hImself whether hIS deCISIOn has been freely arrived at,
whe~her he has chosen the best of the alternatives open
to lum. So we suggest you make the most of your period
o~ resider:ce in the neutral zone. Here and now you can
give the time and thought to your future which such a
fateful decision deserves. If you do anything less than
!hi~ your mistake will be at your own door, your future,
If It becomes d,ark and unrewarding, will have been of
~our own makmg;. An open mind at this point in your
lIves may be the drfference between what your inner self
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truly wants and deserves and the tragedy of a misguided
future.

There is only one thing we ask of you. It is not to
decide as we might decide but to make certain that the
basis of your decision is one worthy of you. We ask that
you make the most of your opportunity to freely choose
and that your choice be an informed, thoughtful on~
which has seriously examined all the conditions and pos
sibilities for you and your future. If this point is made
clear to you we shall have discharged our responsibility
to yOlt, your loved ones, and to your fellow Americans.

We feel deeply that you have a right to know the pre
conditions, what is absolutely necessary, for a self-re
specting decision. We feel deeply that you should here
and now re-examine your recent past experiences. Evalu
ate them with a view to discovering how they have
entered into your present state of mind. If you do this
you will have honoured the principle of freedom of
choice whatever your final decision may be.

We should like to indicate a few of the matters which
a genuine exercise of independent freedom of choice re
quire. We do not desire to discuss with you how freedom
of choice may have been damaged or withheld in any
individual case. However, you and your felIow prisoners
of war have been placed in neutral custody so as to re
move each of you from those conditions under which
even the suspicion of one-sided prejudice Or coercion can
be removed. Oft times an individual is not aware of the
artful, clever devices which have been employed to rob
a man of his independence of judgment. This may take
the obvious form of physical force or the threat of force
but even more devilish is that subtle form of coercio~
which through suggestion, false innuendo and even out
right lies, robs a man of his capacity to make the judg
ment which is truly in his own interest. We repeat, we do
not refer to what lay behind the curtain of the POW's
camps as they may have affected any single individual,
but we would be delinquent in our responsibility if we
did not list those conditions which we know have im
paired and jeopardized freedom of decision and which
may welI have applied in your own case.

First it should be underlined that a free choice can
not be made under force, under coercion or duress. The
use of physical punishment or the threat of reprisal elimi
nates the possibility of voluntary choice. By the same
token, the subtle forms of psychological mastery, the
calculated use of rewards and punishments, the demor
alizing scrutiny of one's own comrades who have de
fected-these and other artful forms of seduction de
stroy genuine free choice and make the very words a
mockery. But there and now you are free to remember
your history, ,Your experiences in the POW's camps,
ar;d once agam examine the question of repatriation
WIthout the freedom destroying influence of intimidation
of forceful methods.

Y01;1 must recall ,:",hether they have entered into your
e:x:pe~Ience. How dId fear or pressure enter into your
thll1kmg ~ ~ere and now under neutral custody examine
your deCISIOn carefully and feel certain that it is not
coloured by fear of punishment, for here you are now
~ruly ?eyond the ~each of either side. Here the opportun
It:y eXIsts for makmg you; own decision of your own free
:WIll: Here 10U ~an examme the possible results of going
111 eIther dIrectIOn and not be influenced by the way the
matter has been put to you by your captors.

~ut a free choice must not only be a choice free of co
erCIon o,r duress, a free choice is always a choice between
alternatives, between one or another object or country
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sided. After you haye done this and only after you have
done it, you can exercise freedom of choice, the freedom
of choice of a confident, self-respecting individual.

Another problem to which I would direct your atten
tion is your past friendships, and family attachments
and neighborly associations. It is not for us to enCOur
age your affection for them. If you have a iove for them
you will honor them. If you have no regard for family
ties that is your privilege. But we would remind you that
a choice between returning to your country and not re
turning should seriously evaluate these relationships.
If they mean anything to you at all, it should be remem
bered that you cannot have your cake and eat it too.
Whatever promise for the future that has been held out
must necessarily be placed against the possible complete
and irrevocable loss of family ties and neighborly asso
ciations. If you would salvage these, you must here and
now balance the scales and decide whetht:r they are worth
forsaking. A free and intelligent choice will not casually
or brazenly disregard such important matters. Here in
the neutral zone you have an opportunity to assess their
importance.

In studying the prospects of repatriation or non-repa
triation, you must surely have given some thought to the
future. It is not unlikely that glowing promises of future
opportunities and possibilities have been painted for you.
We cannot know how realistic these promises may be,
b\.it one thing is certain: a thoughtful man, one not
being taken in by sly words and seductive phrases will
examine these promises to detennine whether they are
capable of being realized and whether they will last.

Each one of us knows better than anyone else whether
we are out out to play the role someone else points for
us. Have you been given promises and assurances which
do not square with what you know about yourself? ~re
they promises of the kind of a future you would wlsh
for yourself and for how long into the future are they
guaranteed? Now is the time to seriously consider that
there is nothing more humiliating than to discover that
one has been a tool, used for someone's questionable
purposes and then later tossed aside like an old shoe.
Be certain in your own mind that you are not just grist
for the propaganda mill. Here and now you can thought
fully determine how much of the future charted for you
in a strange land is a fairy tale that will fade with the
years.

In these troublesome times many of us are concerned
with how we can improve and extend human welfare, but
we must not forget that nowhere has there been devel
oped a perfect society. No society is without its problems.
The real test of the worth of a country or a government
are the methods used in trying to solve its human prob
lems. It is the great lesson of human history that care
should be taken to use only those methods to solve social
problems and gain specific freedoms for all, which at the
same time do not destroy the basis of the other freedoms.
What would it avail as to work for human freedom if
the methods we employ are destructive of those free
doms?

We are certain that there are some among you who
may be troubled by a strong sense of public duty, and are
concerned with how economic 'and social questions can
best be solved. In this connection the thoughtful, dedi
cated person will necessarily ask himself, where can I
best serve society and help in the solution of these prob
lems? Can I best serve society among my own people
or in a strange land? There are certain to be some aspect~

of social life which have troubled every individual and ,,::

tragedy of a misguided or type of government. Has the matter been presented
to you as a true choice uetween alternatives? To present
merely one rosy-hu~u, highly-colored alternative is to
hide ~he real issue. What are the differences, what are the
prospects of one choice as against the other? Those are
necessary questions if you are to make a truly free, in
formed, and intelligent choice. It is not a choice; as we
say in America, "to buy a pig in a poke", to buy some
thing without knowing what we are getting. To have
only one side presented to the exclusion of the other is
to deny one the very basis of choice. If there has been
an adequate presentation of the choices before you, here
and now there exists for you the opportunity to demand
the necessary information so that you may truly decide
down which pathway of life you wish to travel. But, by
all means insist in knowing all the very important infor
mation about either pathway, either alternative, either
choice. If this has escaped you or been denied you, now
is the time to seek it out. You can use your stay in the
neutral zone to make certain that you have adequately
examined the alternative.

Furthermore, freedom of choice depend~ upon free
dom of information. It depends upon sufficient and cor
rect information. Without adequate information how can
one know which side to choose? 'Ne, of course, cannot
know the sources of your information. We do not know
how much you individually received and, most impor
tant of all, we do not know whether it is slanted to serve
the purposes of one side or even whether it is factual
and true. But of this we can be almost certain: informa
tion which comes exclusively from one side is in danger
of being colored by the purposes of the side which sup
plies it.

What kind of information did you receive from the
prison camp libraries, who prepared it, and how free
were you to receive information which had been prepared
by the other side? The principle of freedom of informa
tion requires that information meet the tests of public
examination. vVill it stand up when confronted by the
other side? If your libraries in the POW camps, if your
pamphlets and books and radio programs were all pre
pared by one side, you must ask yourself-how good
was it? Was it true?

Here and now is the time to confront propaganda with
facts. Assemble the information from both sides. Give
yoursplf an opportunity to confront what you have read
and heard at the hands of your captors by the informa
tion from the other side. If you do not do this you will
have deprived yourself of your right to free choice.

One-sided information means no choice. It means
there has been no opportunity to test the truth of what
has been presented. For in any controversy truth only
emerges when there is open competition. Some say that
all facts are slanted. Perhaps you have been led to be
lieve this to be true. But if it were true, which it is not,

Ive entered into your it would still be important and necessary for the intelli-
Sure enter into your gent man who seeks to make an independent, free choice
tral custody examine to have information from both sides so he can deal with
:ertain that it is not the way the facts have been slanted. Then and then alone
or here you are now he can really decide for himself. Here in the neutral zone
:: Here the opportun- you can seek out the whole story. You can seek and get
;lOn of your Own free sorrect information, not unilateral, one-sided propa-
sible results of going ganda.
~nced by the way the Here you can free yourself of twisted and distorted
:aptors. 1 stories, .rumors, and myths which are spread to serve
ea choice free of co- 'I ~e purposes ?f one side against the other. This is your
ays a choice betweenl' bl~ opportumty to seek out the facts, and to be as cer
:r object or country tam as a man can be that they are not biased and one-
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May I repeat:

I:What w, hav' said may hav, "isod qu,"ion, in you,I
n;inds. We are here to answer them if. it is humanly pos-I
sIble to do so. Please be free t? avaIl yourself of thisfl:
chance now and on other occasIOns as you may be in- :!
elined to ask for information, to call for clarification and ~l By
to ask any personal qu~stions coneerni.ng which we may ilComl
be helpful. In conclusIOn, I should lIke once more to fjor to
cOI11~l~nd to your. attention the all-il11~ortant, necessary 'Ita ne
C?ndlhOI~s for an md~pendent free chOIce a!1d judgment.!icontr
~t you WIll take the tune here and now durmg your staYl Th
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First: Examine your decision to insure that it has been
made free of coercion and duress.

Second: A really free choice is a choice between alter
natives. Make certain that the alternative choices have
been adequately presented.

Third: A really free choice requires adequate informa
tion and not just one-sided propaganda or distortion of
the facts to serve one side against the other.

Fourth: A reasonable decision requires a thoughtful
evaluation of family ties. If these mean anything at all,
it should be remembered that these, like cake, cannot be
had and eaten too. You cannot forsake family ties and
have them too.

Fifth: If there have been promises of future rewards
and possibilities these must be carefully evaluated. Are
they consistent with your talents and interests? Do the
promises and assurances square with what you know
about yourself and are they guaranteed?

Sixth: If you are prompted by a sense of public serv
ice and a desire to serve mankind, can you do this best
among your own people or is it preferable that you at
tempt to solve the social problems which concern you in
some foreign land?

Seventh: And finally, it is of the utmost importance
that you be fully aware of the techniques of education,
persuasion, and indoctrination which may have been
employed in bringing you to your decision. This is of
basic importance, so that you can feel certain that your
final decision is based squarely on the merits of the case
and that you have not been misled by sly and clever
methods.

If you will take heed of these suggestions, we can rest
your case with you for we in America believe in the prin
ciple of free choice. It only remains for you to make the
choice-a really free and independent one.

may be seeking a satisfactory answer, but we must be
certain that these concerns have not been enormously
exaggerated. We must be certain that they have not been
blown up to such size as to overshadow other matters
of equal and perhaps even greater importance.

Here and now the opportunity exists to re-examine
these matters and the various solutions which may have
been advanced for dealing with them. If one's choice as
to repatriation or non-repatriation is based upon a view
of social problems and how they may be addressed, it is
of the utmost importance that in your minds those prob
lems llave 110t been exaggerated to obscure other values
and considerations. Here and now the opportunity is af
forded to re-examine these problems and the various
suggested solutions. The intelligent man will make cer
tain that his choice as to repatriation has not been preju
diced by a twisted and distorted analysis of such prob
lems and that information as to what is being done about
such problems has not been withheld or even misrepre
sented.

But most important one must be certain that a crucial
and irrevocable decision such as repatriation or non-re
patriation has been made on the merits of the case and
110t as a result of methods and techniques which have
masked the realities.

Free choice exists only if the individual is fully aware
of the techniques of education, persuasion, and indoc
trination which have been used in bringing the individual
to his final decision. To put it differently, one can reach
a decision because of the artfulness or persuasive devices
of the teacher rather than on the merits of the arguments
themselves. A free choice requires that the individual see
behind the methods of persuasion so that he may decide
for himself.

We know full well what subtle methods of interroga
tion and indoctrination have been employed within the
POW camps and your attention should be directed
toward the need for distinguishing between the methods
used to promote ideas, and the ideas themselves. Here
and now the opportunity exists to review your exper
iences, what has happened to you, to recall to memory
how your captors went about introducing their ideas and
their teachings. If you do this you can separate the wheat
from the chaff, the issues from all the sly and devious
methods of presentation. A free and independent choice
requires that you examine these methods of indoctrina
tion. We would be negligent in our responsibility if we
did not point out that your choice as between repatriation
or non-repatriation should be based on the facts rather
t~an on clever, subtle, misleading or devilishly persua
SIve methods.



ENCLOSURE L

General Hull's statement of January 23, 1954, confirming release of prisoners to civilian status
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By action of the Chairman of the NNRC those anti
Communist POW's who did not choose to be repatriated
or to remain in NNRC custody for assistance in going
to neutral nations were released to territory under UNC
control.

The action of releasing these POW's without declar
ing their civilian status cannot, under the agreement on
POW's, lawfully result in the inhumanity of continued

, indefinite imprisonment for thousands of Koreans and
Chinese.

The UNC has repeatedly stated that it would fully re
spect the rights of the POW's as set forth in the Terms
of Reference of the NNRC annexed to the Armistice
Agreement. The Terms of Reference were developed in

solemn agreement between the opposing sides in the
Korean conflict. They were intended, and must be given
effect, as a guarantee against indefinite captivity. Ac
cordingly, all prisoners who have not chosen to be re
patriated are entitled, now that the 120-day period for
their custody by the NNRC has expired, to their free
dom as civilians and to have this freedom respected by
all concerned. The UNC considers that these former
prisoners now have civilian status. As of 0001 hours
Korean time on 23 January 1954 they became free men.

J. E. HULL,
General, USA,

Commander-in-Chief




